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ABSTRACT 
The Projected Impact of Oil Shale Development 
on Housing in Uintah County, Utah 
Roland K. Roberts, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 1975 
Major Professor: Dr. Robert F. Logan 
Department: Economics 
The purpose of this paper is to project the demand for housing 
due to oil shale development in Uintah County, Utah. An overview 
of the present housing conditions is presented to give a better 
understanding of the housing situation as it exists at the present 
time. The demand for housing due to oil shale development is based 
upon a set of assumptions which was derived from data collected by 
the author and from a review of the literature. 
The demand for all housing units due to oil shale is estimated 
by subtracti ng the working wives of the employees from local service 
employment. The demand by type of structure (single, wife-family, 
multiple-family, and mobile homes) is estimated by making some 
assumptions about the types of housing each employment group (con-
struction, operation, and local service) wil l demand. 
(202 pages) 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND CURRENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Introduction 
Over the past two or three decades, there has been a shift in 
our national priorities away from concentration on national and 
international problems toward a focus on the problems of geographic 
sectors, regions, and counties and other forms of local governments. 
This is not to say that national and international priorities have 
become less important, but that the problems of the "subeconomies" 
within the nation have become more noticeable as some of our national 
goals have been reached. 
Since the Great Depression, one of our national goals has been 
to achieve continuous prosper ity by the use of fiscal and monetary 
po l icies . The peri od since World War II has been unique in that it 
has been marked as a period of prosperity with the exception of a 
few minor recessions . In this nation of prosperity, the subeconomies 
have not only attracted purely academic interest but they have also 
gained increased political notice. It has finally been recognized 
that achieving nat ional prosperity has not eradicated the pockets of 
poverty and/or underdevelopment that exist in some regions of the 
United States. The realization that a nation wh i ch ap pears to be 
healthy and prosperous on t he su rface can have many internal dif-
ficulties within its various regions has been one of the main factors 
in shifting attention to the problems of the subeconomies . 
These subeconomies and the national economy resemble each other 
in many ways. Aside from t hese similarities, there are few char-
acteristics which are peculiar only to the subeconomy. Regional and 
county economies have different industrial structures, trade with 
other regions or counties, different climates, and large and differ-
ent varieties of tax structures. Also, as a whole, statistical 
information for these subeconomies is less adequate and less reliable 
than for the nation. 1 
In recent years many of our national and international goals 
have affected or have been directed toward the subeconomies of the 
United States. Examples are urban renewal, low-income housing pro-
grams, agricultural programs for the purpose of lifting income l evels 
of the rural poor, and energy self-sufficiency for the nation. This 
paper will deal mainly with the goal of energy self-sufficiency, 
which is a national goal set up to make us more secure on the inter-
nat ional front, and its effect upon the subeconomy of Uintah County, 
Utah . 
The energy crisis and the Arab oil cartel have increased the 
belief among the leaders of the United States that to be dependent 
upon other nations for energy is to put ourselves at their mercy. 
The Arab oil embargo following the October War in Palestine is witnes s 
to this fact . In order to make this nation energy self-sufficient, 
various energy policies have been proposed . The leasing of government 
lands and mineral rights for oil shale development is one of them. 
1ceanne r·1 itchell, Gordon S. Thompson, and Lynn A. Clements, 
Uintah County , Utah : An Eaonomia Study (Salt Lake City, Utah : Center 
for Economic and Community Development , University of Utah, 1968), 
p. 11. 
2 
Increased domestic demand for energy, a desire to become energy 
self-sufficient, and increased foreign oil prices have directed the 
attention of this nation toward developing alternative energy sources. 
Oil shale provides great potential as a source of oil that can be 
refined into useable products. As the price of oil has gone up, oil 
shale development has become economically feasible. 
If the world price of oil is above $11 a barrel, development 
at rapid rates is expected. The rate of return on investment would 
be about 20 percent, which would attract large amounts of capital. 
If the world price of crude oil were $7 a barrel, a minimum rate of 
return on investment of 15 percent would be expected. A price of 
$4 per barre l is not expected to attract the capital necessary to 
develop the oil shale resources. 2· 
Many large oil companies have leased tracts of oil shale land 
in the Green River Formation of Utah, Colorado, and Wyoming. It is 
estimat ed that at least 1,800 billion barrels of oil lie in the oil 
shale reserves of the Green River Formation . About 10 percent of 
the higher grade reserves are located in the Uinta Basin of Utah, 
with 84 percent in Colorado and 6 percent in Wyoming. 3 
The law requires that before actual production can take place, 
environmental and socio-economic impact analyses must be made to 
. 
assess the possible impacts on the environment and the people of the 
area in which production is to occur. The oil shale reserves of Utah 
2u.s ., Department of the Interior, Potential Future Role of Oil 
Shale: Prospeets and Constraints, Final Task Force Report, Federal 
Energy Administration Project Independence Blueprint (Washington , 
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1974), pp. 3-4. 
3Ibid. > p. l. 
lie in the Uinta Basin . The tracts of land which have been leased 
by the government to oil companies are located in the southern por-
tion of Uintah County. A major portion of the socio-economic impact 
of the development of these Utah oil shale reserves will occur in 
Uintah County and most of that will occur in the Vernal area. Rio 
Blanco County, Colorado, and the city of Rangely are expected to 
absorb another large portion of the impact and Duchesne County, Utah, 
will probably receive a slight impact. 
This study projects the impact of oil shale development in 
Uintah County, Utah, on housing. Since the oil shale reserves are 
located in Uintah County, the main emphasis of this study will be on 
Uintah County. 
In order to understand and get a proper perspective of the 
impact of oil shale on housing, a review of the current housing 
situation and variables such as population, income , and employment 
which affect housing is needed . Much of the latest information 
about Uintah County can only be found in the 1970 census. The census 
information along with some more recent information gathered by the 
author and others is presented in the rest of this chapter. The 
first section is devoted to general characterist ic s of the county. 
A short overview of its geographic and economic setting is presented, 
followed by discussions of the county's climate, population, emp l oy-
ment, and income characterist ics. The second section presents the 
most recent housing information available to the author, most of 
which is obtained from the 1970 Census of Housing. The third section 
presents an overview of the land that is available and suitable for 
4 
residential development based upon land ownership, soil characteristics, 
degree of slope, drainage limitations, and access and service limi-
tations. 
The methodology used to project housing demand due to energy-
related projects will be considered in Chapter II. Other factors 
that influence the demand for housing will also be discussed in 
Chapter II in order to help the author arrive at some assumptions for 
projecting the demand for housing due to oil shale development. 
The assumptions about the characteristics of the project-related 
employees and their demand for housing will be presented in Chapter 
III . These assumptions will be derived from the literature reviewed 
in Chapter II and the data collected by the author for various 
counties which have experienced similar problems to those Uintah 
County might experience if oil shale is developed. 
Chapter IV will present the projections of hous·ing demand for a 
20-year period based upon the assumptions of Chapter III, and the 
employment estimates presented to the author. The total demand and 
demand by type of structure will be estimated so that estimates of 
land use requirements and residential tax revenues due to the project 
can be projected. Land use requirements will be projected by the 
author, while residential tax revenues will be estimated in another 
study. 
General Characteristics 
Current perspective 
Figure 1 shows Uintah County in its geographic setting . It 
is situated in the northeast portion of Utah. Its area is 4,476 
orientation map 
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square miles . Its bordering areas are Colorado on t he east, Daggett 
County on the north, Grand Coun ty on the south, and Carbon and 
Duchesne Counties on the west . 4 
The industries upon whi ch the economy of Uintah County is based 
are oil producti on, mining, livestock, dairying, agriculture, and 
lumbering. The major mining products are gilsonite and phosphate 
rock. Eighty-five percent of the known gilsonite deposits of the 
world are found in Duchesne and Uintah Counties . Of these reserves, 
two-thirds are found in Uintah County and one-third is found in 
Duchesne County . Gilsonite is a hydrocarbon mineral which until 
recently was used mostly in paints, varnishes, and asphalt roads. 
In more recent years , with modern refining techniques, oils and raw 
gasoline have been produced from it . The gilsonite deposits as 
well as oi l deposits were discovered around the turn of the century . 
Up unt il approximately 1961, gilsonite was the main product of the 
mi ni ng industry. In 1961, l arge deposits of phosphate rock were 
dis covered c lose to Vernal. In 1948 , the Ashley Valley Oil Field 
was dis covered . Since then oil production has grown in relative 
impor tance each year . The recent oil boom started with the advent 
of t he "Energy Crisis" in 1972 and 1973. Exploration drilling and 
the dis covery of new oil fields in Uintah and Duchesne Counties have 
brought with them increases in population and a higher degree of 
economic activity . 
The Bureau of Reclamation completed the Flaming Gorge Dam just 
north of Uintah County in 1962. It is true that the ninety-one-mile 
4r~ itchell, Thompson, and Cl ements , Uintah County, Utah, p. 7. 
long reservoir is not in Uintah County, but indications are that the 
tourist and recreational industries of the county have been stimulated 
by its presence in neighboring Daggett County. 
A significant portion of the Uintah and Duray Indian Reservation 
extends into the southwest region of Uintah County . The tribal head-
quarters are located at Fort Duchesne in Uintah County even though 
the majority of the reservation is located in Duchesne County. 
Economic condit i ons for the Indians on the reservation at·e below 
average. This is a problem that is being worked on by various fed-
eral and state government agencies which are operating within the 
reservation to assist in economic development. 5 
Climate 
Uintah County is one of two counties wh i ch are included in the 
Uinta Basin. Duchesne County which borders Uintah County on the 
west is the other. The Uinta Basin has typically a semi-arid en-
vironment which is characterized by low relative humidity and tem-
peratures that cover a wide range. In the summer during the hottest 
ti mes of day, temperatures reach the 80's and 90's, but generally 
drop t o the low 50's at night . Temperatures reach the other extreme 
during the winters with average January temperatures ranging from 
20 F to 28 F. The mean annual temperature is 45 F. 6 
Agriculture has always been one of the county's leading in-
dustries. Growing seasons range from 90 days to 218 days during which 
5
rbid., pp. 7-8. 
6u.s. , Bureau of Reclamation, Department of the Interior, FinaZ 
EnvironmentaZ Statement for the FTototype OiZ- ShaZe Leasing FTogram, 
2400-00785, Vol. I (Washington, D.C . : Government Printing Office, 
1973), p. II-215. 
8 
records show frost-free conditions. The average growing season is 
about four months, beginning in late May and running into late Sept-
ember.7 
In the lower elevations, precipi tat ion averages 7 inches per 
year. The higher elevations average slightly more than twice as 
much as in the lower areas. About 55 percent of all precipitation 
falls during the growing season as rain, while the remaining 45 
percent falls as snow during the winter. t·1ost ra i nfall during the 
growing season comes from thunderstorms, which are short-lived 
but of high intensity. Most of the moisture resulting from these 
thunderstorms is lost through rapid runoff and evaporation. The 
Uinta Basin is characterized by light snowfall of about 30 inches 
per year. The soil is able to absorb most of the moisture because 
the spring snow melt is slow which lengthens the duration of the 
runoff. 8 
The Basin has little problem with wind erosion . Winds are 
strongest during the thunderstorms , but are irregular and light in 
general . Because of the semi-arid nature of the Basin, winds tend 
to evaporate moisture from the soil before it becomes available for 
plant use. 9 
Population and employment 
Uintah County has only two racial classifications, Indian and 
white. Table l shows popu lation trends at ten-year intervals from 
l Ibid. 
8Ibid. 
9Ib id. 
9 
1920 to 1970 for the Indian population and for the total population 
of Uintah County. 
Table 1. Indian, total, and percent Indian population at ten-year 
intervals, 1920 to 1970 
1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 
10 
Indian 1,1 33 783 1 ,031 1 ,076 1,190 1 ,337 
Total 8,470 9,035 9,898 10,300 11 , 582 12,684 
Percent 
Indian 13.4 8.7 10 . 4 10 . 4 10.3 10 . 5 
Source: U.S. , Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, u.s. 
Census of Population (Washington, D.C. : Government Printing 
Office, 1920-1970). 
As can be seen from Table 1, the Indian population has remained 
at about 10.4 percent of the total population for the last thirty 
years. The majority of the Indian population lives on reservation 
lands . 
In order to understand changes in population trends, it is 
necessary to know what has happened in the economy. Table 2 shows 
what has happened to nOflagricultural employment in the various 
industries between 1960 and 1970. 
There was a slight increase in employment for most industries 
from 1960 to 1962. Total employment increased from 3,001 to 3,382 
in this short period . Most of the increase was due to mining, service, 
and government employment . After 1962 , employment in most industries 
declined or was relatively constant until 1968 when employment began 
to increase again. The whole ten-yea r period on the aver age can be 
Table 2. Average yearly employees on nonagricultural payroll by industry, 1960 to 1970 
1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 
~1a nufacturing 165 151 144 151 131 117 114 121 125 189 249 
Mining 838 977 1, 095 898 862 884 805 795 712 817 711 
Contract 
construction 376 224 181 90 118 132 179 152 157 188 180 
Transportation, 
communicati ons, 
& pub l i c uti l. 166 170 172 156 154 143 141 154 162 172 177 
Trade 523 596 657 631 631 615 659 691 660 691 711 
Finance, 
insurance , 
& real estate 59 55 57 62 68 66 84 81 74 72 74 
Services 225 265 336 298 247 260 340 360 377 449 548 
Government 649 646 740 794 789 806 864 867 896 841 860 
Total 3,001 3,084 3,382 3,080 3,000 3,023 3,186 3,221 3, 163 3,419 3,510 
Source: Utah Department of Employment Security, Utah Labor Market Information by P~anning District and 
County , 1950-19?3 (Salt Lake City, Utah: Utah Department of Employment Security, 1974), p. 116 . 
12 
characterized as one of economic stagnation as indicated by these 
data which indicate constant or downward trends over most of the period. 
During this same decade, the population as shown in Table 3 
tended to be correlated fairly well with total nonagricultural employ-
ment. Population estimates increased from 11,700 in 1960 to 13,000 
in 1963 and remained at approximately the same level or declined 
slightly until 1970 when an increase in population of 400 over that 
of 1969 was observed. The end result was a gain in population for 
the decade of 1,102. 
Table 3. Annual population estimates for Uintah County, 1960 to 1970 
Date Population 
April 1, 1960a 11 ,582 
1960 11 '700 
1961 12,400 
1962 12,800 
1963 13,000 
1964 12,800 
1965 12,800 
1966 12,600 
1967 12,500 
1968 12,400 
1969 12,400 
April 1, 1970a 12,684 
1970 12,800 
au.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of 
PopuLation (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1960, 
1970). 
Other source: James E. Crismon, The 1971 Utah Population Report 
(Salt Lake City, Utah: Utah Department of Employment 
Security, 1972). 
The statisti cs of Table 1 show that tota l population has been 
increasing at a steady rate of about 1 percent per year between 1920 
and 1970. Between 1950 and 1960, the population growth rate was a 
low 1. 2 percent . The growth rate fell even lower between 1960 and 
1970 to an annual average increase in population of 0.95 percent. 
This can also be taken as an indication that the economy in these 
years was somewhat stagnant. When the economy of a rural county 
stagnates, it becomes difficult for young people to find jobs, so 
they move to other areas where jobs are more plentifu l . The fact 
that this has happened in Uintah County between 1960 and 1970 can be 
shown by the use of the information presented in Table 4. 
Table 4. Net migration for Uintah County, 1960 to 1970 
Popu lation, April 1, 1970 
Population, April 1, 1960 
Net change in population, 1960-1970 
Births, 1960-1970 
Dea ths, 1960-1970 
Net natural increase 
Net migration: Net population change 
minus net natural increase 
Net migration rate: Net migration as a 
percentage of population in 1960 
Population 
12,684 
11,582 
1,102 
3,178 
886 
2,292 
-1.190 
-10.3% 
Sources : U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, u.s. 
13 
Census of Population (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing 
Office, 1960, 1970); Utah State Department of Health, Utah 
Vital Statistics, Annual RepoPt (Salt Lake City, Utah: 
Utah State Department of Health, 1960-1969). 
Table 4 indicates that during this ten-year period there were 
3,178 bir ths by women residing in Uintah County and only 886 deaths, 
giving the county a net natural increase for the period of 2,292. 
Table 5 shows the trends in births and deaths between 1960 and 1970. 
During the decade, population grew by only 1,102. Therefore, net 
migration out of the county was -1,190, or at a rate of -10 .3 percent 
for the entire period . An economy that would have sustained a 2 
percent10 growth rate in population instead of the actual economy 
that sustained a 0. 95 percent growth rate was needed to achieve a 
net migration level of zero between 1960 and 1970. 
Table 5. Annual number of births and deaths in Uintah County, 1960 
to 1971 
Year Births Deaths 
1960 363 88 
1961 419 103 
1962 371 91 
1963 354 92 
1964 312 90 
1965 282 91 
1966 262 86 
1967 262 83 
1968 282 81 
1969 27 1 81 
1970 300 79 
1971 343 82 
Source: Utah State Department of Health, Utah Vital Stati stics, 
Annual Report (Salt La ke City, Utah : Utah State Department 
of Health, 1960-1 969 ). 
10Net natural increase (2,292)/1960 population (11,582) 
percent . 
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The migration data above help explain the decline in average 
household size from 4.13 to 3.69 as shown in Table 6 for Uintah County. 
During periods of net out-migration, young people of the child-
rearing age tend to leave the area to look for better jobs, while 
their parents who are already established tend to stay in the area to 
retire. This is borne out by the fact that median age increased 
from 20.7 in 1960 to 22.4 in 1970. 11 Also, as can be seen in Table 
5, the number of births and deaths per year have declined between 
1960 and 1970. As the birth rate declines, average household size 
tends to decline because there are less children per family. The 
declining death rate means that average household size will decline 
because people live longer and more housing units will be occupied 
by elderly couples or widowed elderly people who have no children 
living at home. 
Average household size is an important variable for making pop-
ul at ion and housing estimates. If any two of the variables, popula-
tion, number of housing units, and average household size are known 
or can be estimated, then the third can be derived from them. Trends 
in household size from 1960 to 1970 as shown in Table 6 indicate that 
average household size has been falling in the nation from 3. 29 to 
3.10 and that the state of Utah has been following this trend close ly , 
although its averages are slightly larger. Uintah County is no 
exception to the state and national trends. Average household size 
has fallen, but as was stated above it has fallen considerably more 
11 u.s . , Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, u.s. Census 
of Popu lation (Washington, D. C. : Government Printing Office, 1960 , 
1970). 
Table 6. Trends in average household size for the United States, 
Utah, and Uintah County, 1960 to 1970 
16 
1970 1960 Total change Annual change 
Uintah County: 
Total 
Owner 
Renter 
Utah : 
Total 
Owner 
Renter 
United States: 
Total 
3.69 
3.8 
3. 3 
3.46 
3.7 
2.8 
3.10 
3.96 -0.27 -0.027 
4.2 -0.4 
3.8 -0.5 
3.62 -0 . 16 -0.016 
3.9 -0.2 
3.0 -0.2 
3.29 -0.19 -0.019 
Source: U.S. , Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, U. S. 
Census of Housing (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing 
Office, 1960, 1970) . 
than state and national averages because of net out-migration and 
declining birth and death rates. 
Table 7 shows the trends in population, nonagricultur al emp loy-
ment, births, and deaths for Uintah County from 1970 to 1974. Since 
1970, population growth has increased rapidly. Table 7 shows that 
between April, 1970, when the Census of Population was taken and 
July, 1974, population grew from 12,684 to 16,000. This represents 
a growth rate of 26. l percent for this period. The average annual 
growth rate comes to be 6.2 percent which is well above the annual 
growth rate of 2 percent that would have been required to have zero 
net migration during the 1960's. It can be seen, however, that this 
population increase has been accompanied by an increase in the birth 
rate in 1970 of twenty-nine over 1969 and another forty-three in 
1971. The death rate has remained approximately constant since 
1967 . Because of these changes in trends, the zero net migration 
population growth rate si nce 1970 would probably be higher than 2 
percent, assuming that the trend in births continued to increase from 
1972 to 1974 as it did in 1970 and 1971. Unfortunately, data on 
births and deaths for Utah counties are not yet available since 1971 
nor is an accurate census-type population figure for 1974 available. 
These limitations make it difficult to calculate net migration rates 
as was done between 1960 and 1970. It can be concluded, however, 
that the recent annual growth rate of 6.2 percent is well above the 
zero net migration rate, and that for the first time in many years 
there is net in-migration into Uintah County. In general, young 
people undoubtedly find it less necessary to leave the county to 
find acceptable jobs. 
The largest jump in population since 1970 came between 1971 and 
1972 with an increase of 1,100. There were increases of 800 between 
1972 and 1973 and between 1973 and 1974. The increase between 1971 
and 1972 represents an increase of 8.3 percent as compared to 3.9 
percent the year before and 5.6 percent the year after. This coin-
cides quite closely with the beginning of the energy crisis in 1972 
and the renewed interest in the oil fields of Duchesne and Uintah 
Counties. 
No accurate information exists on the trend in average household 
size, but there are several factors that would tend to lower it. 
Although in-migration means that more young people of the working and 
child-rearing age have come into the county to find work, it is not 
clear that average househol d si ze has increased because of it . On 
the con t rary, many of the new people have been associated with 
17 
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Table 7. Annual estimates of population, nonagricultural employment, 
and births and deaths for Uintah County, 1970 to 1974 
1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 
Population a 12,684b 13,300 14,400 15,200 16,000 
Nonagricultural 
employmentc 3,510 3, 852 4,655 4,909 5,439 
Bi rthsd 300 343 NAe NA NA 
Deathsd 79 82 NA NA NA 
aBureau of Economics and Business Review, "County Population Estimates 
for July l, 1974," Utah Economics and Business Review, XXXIV, No. 12 
b(December , 1974) , 6. 
U.S . , Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of 
Population (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1970). 
cUtah Department of Employment Security , Utah Labor Market Information 
by Planning District and County, 1950-1973 (Salt Lake City, Utah: 
Utah Department of Employment Security, 1974). 
dutah State Department of Health, Utah Vital Statistics , Annual 
Report (Salt Lake City, Utah: Utah State Department of Health, 
1971. 
eNA = not available . 
oil-related jobs. t·1any of these people are single or have small 
families . Some, because of their trans ient nature, leave the i r fam-
ili es beh ind when they come for construction or oil work. Many of 
these highly mobile workers live in mobile homes. A field survey of 
forty mobile homes done in August, 1974, by the author in the area 
showed that 76 percent of the breadwinners of those mobile homes 
surveyed had employment associated with oil production. The average 
household size was 3. 18, which is considerably lower than the 1970 
census average household size of all units which was 3.69. Since 
mobile homes have accounted for 35.5 percent of the increase in 
housing units between 1970 and 1975, 12 it can be said that average 
household size has probably decreased. 
Table 7 also shows that nonagricultural employment began to in-
crease more r apidly during the first half of the 1970's than it did 
during the 1960's, with the largest increase showing up between 1971 
and 1972. A large portion of this increase was due to mining which 
includes oil production. However, employment in all industry classi-
fications showed increases during this period. 
Table 8 shows the age dependency ratio for Uintah County, Utah, 
and the United States in 1970. In general, people under eighteen 
years of age attend school and are therefore not in the labor force 
most of the time. People over sixty-five are generally retired and, 
therefore, excluded from the labor force. f·lany of those people over 
sixty-five receive socia l security or have saved money for retirement 
and are not dependent upon younger local people for support. But 
generally speaking, the people of these two groups contribute less 
to the local economy and therefore are supported by those people 
between eighteen and sixty-five years of age. In 1970, Uintah County 
had 51.4 percent of its population under eighteen or over si xty-fi ve. 
Th is is 4. l percent higher than the state average of 47.3 and 7.3 
percent higher than the national average of 44. l. Given the high 
rate of net out-migration, these results are not surprising. We 
would expect a higher than average age dependency ratio during the 
1960's because of out-migration of young working-age people. 
12see page 23. 
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Table 8. Age dependency ratio for the United States, Utah, and 
Uintah County, 1970 
20 
Uin tah County Utah United States 
Persons under 18: 
Number 5,637 423,850 69,644,081 
Percent 44 . 4 40.0 34.3 
Persons over 65: 
Number 877 77,561 20,065,502 
Percent 6.9 7. 3 9.9 
Total: 
Number 6,514 501,411 89,709 , 583 
Percent 51.4 47.3 44.1 
t~edian age 22.4 23.1 28.1 
Source: U. S. , Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, u.s. 
Census of Po~ulation (Washington, D. C. : Government Printing 
Office, 1970), Tables 20, 35. 
Table 8 also shows that the median age for Uintah County, 22.4 , 
was l owe r than the state median age of 23.1 and much lower than the 
nat i onal median age of 28. 1. 
Table 9 shows mobility of households for the state of Utah, 
Uintah Co unty, and Vernal City as measured by the numbers and per-
centages of households that moved into owner or renter occupied units 
between January 1, 1965, and March, 1970. As would be expected, 
mobility of renters was much higher than mobility of home owners. 
Of the renters, 91 . 6 percent moved in the five-year period as com-
pared to 39.3 percent for home owners. Uintah County was more mobile 
than the state as a whole in al l categories: 39 .3 as compared to 
33. 7 for home owners, 91 . 6 percent as compared to 86 .8 for renters, 
and 52.5 percent as compared to 49 . 9 percent for all occupants. 
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Vernal City was more mobile than the county for renters and the total, 
but less mobile for owner occupants. The United States as a whole 
had lower percentages of renter occupants move in the five-year 
pe riod than did the other three areas. 
Table 9. Mobility of households for the United States, Utah, Uintah 
County, and Vernal City as measured by changes of residence 
between 1965 and 1970 
Number and percent of households that moved in last 5 years 
Area Owner occupied Renter occupied Total 
Number % Number % Number % 
United 
States 14,386,605 36.1 17,481,720 74 . 2 31,868,325 
Utah 69,603 33.7 79,194 86.8 148,797 
Uintah 
County 1,008 39.3 795 91.6 1,803 
Vernal 292 38.0 409 93.2 701 
Source: U.S., Department of Commerce, Bu reau of the Census, u.s. 
Census of Housing (Washington, D. C. : Government Printing 
Office, 1970), Tables 36, 58, and 62. 
50 .2 
49.9 
52.5 
58.1 
The Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968 provides that rent 
in public housing projects may not exceed 25 percent of a family's 
income. 13 Also, most institutions that provide mortgage l oans 
generally will not lend more than 2.5 times the individual's 
13Agricultural Experiment Station, Housi ng in Rural Communities 
in the Four Corners Eeonomie Development Region, Special Report No. 
15 to the Fou r Corners Reg i onal Comm ission (Las Cruces, New t~exico: 
New Mexico State University, 1972}, p. 21. 
i ncome . 14Therefore, knowl edge of the income status of families is 
essential to enable a prope r evaluation of housing demand . 
Table 10 shows that Uintah County has a higher percentage of 
f amil i es who earn less than $1 0,000 a year (65. 8 percent) as com-
pared to the state average of 45 .3 percent . ~1any of these fami 1 ies 
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are unable to obtain mortgage loans for a permanent site housing unit. 
They therefore turn to mobile or modular units. Table 10 also shows 
that 13. 9 percent of the families in the county are be 1 ow the "poverty 
level," while only 9.1 percent are below the poverty level for the 
state. The poverty index i s calculated by the Bureau of the Census. 
It takes i nto account not only income levels but size of family, sex 
of family head, number of children under eighteen years of age, and 
farm and nonfarm res i dence . The def i nition of poverty is derived on 
a national bas i s and does not reflect regional or state differences . 15 
Ui nt ah County median income was $8,082 when the census was taken 
in 1970. This was $1 , 238 l ower t han the state median income of 
$9, 320. t~ean family i ncome fo r Ui ntah County, $8 ,925, was $1,503 
lower t han the state average . 
Housing_ 
This study, having as a main goal the estimation of the projected 
impact on housing of oi l shale development, must be based upon a 
14John C. Willis and Associates, Kaiparowitz New Town Study. II . 
An Update of the Kaiparowitz New Town Study Prepared for the Kane 
CoW'lty Corruni ssion, Kanab, Utah (St . George, Utah: John C. Willis and 
Associates, August 20, 1974), p. 82 . 
15James M. Bowers and Associa t es, Housing Report, Prepared for 
Colorado West Area Council of Governments (Denver, Colorado : James 
M. Bowers and Associa t es, Janu ary , 1974), p. 57. 
Table 10. Income characteristics of families for Utah and Uintah 
County, 1970 
Uintah Count;t Utah 
Annua 1 income Number Number of % of 
families famil ies 
23 
% 
Less than $3,000 303 10.1 22,031 8.8 
$3,000-$5,999 525 17 . 4 38,459 15 . 4 
$6,000- $9,999 1,154 38.3 77,728 21. 1 
$10,000-$14,999 700 23.2 69,116 27.7 
$15,000 and over 331 11. 0 42,407 17 . 0 
All families 3,013 100.0 249,741 100.0 
t-1edian family income $8,082 $9,320 
t-1ean fami ly income $8 ,925 $10,428 
Less than poverty 
level 419 13.9 22,802 9. 1 
Source: U. S. , Departmen t of Commerce , Bureau of the Census, u.s. 
Census of Po~uZation (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing 
Office, 1970), Tabl es 57 , 58 , 124 . 
knowledge of housing characteristics which are taken from the most 
recent surveys , studies, and cen sus . t-1ost of the available informa-
tion can only be found for 1970 from the Census of Housing. However, 
some informati on about housing characteristics in 1974 and 1975 has 
been gathered by the author and others. 
Table 11 shows that there were 3,700 year-round housing units 
in Uintah Cou nty in 1970 and t ha t total year-round housing increased 
by 1,91 3 units to 5,613 in 1975. This represents an increase of 51 . 7 
percent for the five-year per iod , or 10. 3 percent per year . Mobile 
Table 11 . Selected housing characteristics for Uintah County and 
Utah, 1970 and 1975 
Total year-round housing units 
Single family units: 
Number 
Percent 
Mu l tiple family units: 
Number 
Percent 
t1obi 1 e homes: 
Number 
Percent 
Owner occupied: 
Number 
Pel"Cent 
Renter occup ied: 
Number 
Percent 
Vacan t for sale only or for rent: 
Number 
Percent 
Other vacant: 
Number 
Percent 
Uintah County 
l970a Jan. 1975 
3,700 
3,130c 
84 . 6 
570 
15.4 
297 
8.0 
2,565 
69 . 3 
868 
23 . 5 
73 
2.0 
194 
5.2 
NA 
NA 
976b 
17 . 4 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
Utah 
311,814 
234 ,484c 
75.2 
77.330 
24.8 
8,232 
2.6 
206,570 
66.2 
91,364 
29.3 
6,947 
2.2 
6,933e 
2.2 
au. s . , Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of 
Hous ing (Washington, D. C. : Government Printing Office, 1970) , Part 
46, Tables 1, 2, 29, 60. 
bFrom an unpublished study done by Mr. Jerrol L. Syme, Planning 
Advisor for Uintah Basin Association of Governments . 
~Incl udes only occupied mobile homes . 
NA = not available. 
elncludes units rented or sold , awaiting occupancy , and units held 
for occasional use and other vacant units. 
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homes accounted for 679 of the new units, which represents 35.5 per-
cent of the growth in housing units. In 1975, mobile homes accounted 
for 17 .4 percent of all housing units. It is also interesting to 
compare the 1970 percent of mobile homes in Uintah County (8 .0 per-
cent) with the state figure of only 2.6 percent. It seems reasonable 
to believe that this gap has grown even wider in 1975 even though 
data for the state are not available. 16 
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Of the 3,700 housing units that existed in Uintah County in 1970, 
3,130 (84.6 percent) were in single-family structures. This is much 
higher than the state percentage of 75.2. Total multiple family units 
were 570, or 15.4 percent of all housing units as compared to 24.8 per-
cent for the state . It is also shown that 2,565 (69.3 percent) year-
round housing units were owner-occupied, which is only about 3 per-
cent higher than for the state. Renter-occupied units accounted for 
23.5 percent of all units compared with 29.3 percent for the state. 
In 1970, vacancy rates for units that were for sale only or for 
rent were 2. 0 percent for Uintah County, which is only slightly lower 
than the state vacancy rate. The "other vacant" category for the 
state includes units that were rented or sold which were waiting 
occupancy and units that were held for occasional use as well as 
other vacant units . The category "other vacant" is composed of most ly 
dilapidated housing units which lack plumbing facilities and are 
undesirable to most people as dwelling units. As can be seen, the 
percentage of "other vacant" units in Uintah County is higher than 
that of the state. The di fferenc e would be even greater if units 
16For more information about the causes of growth in mobile home 
sales, see Appendi x A. 
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held vacant for occasional use and units sold or rented but not yet 
occupied were eliminated from the state's "other vacant" category. 
Field observation by the author and interviews with real estate 
agents in Vernal in August, 1974, and June, 1975, indi cate that 
vacancy rates are near zero . People sell their housing units or 
rent them before they move out . This is frequently done without the 
use of real estate agents. The new owners or renters move in a day 
or two after the old owners leave . A unit is seldom vacant for longer 
than a day or two . There is evidence, however, that vacancies i n 
mobile home parks in Vernal City were becoming evident as of March, 
1975. Vernal City Planner, Ken Fisher, indicated, "the demand for 
mobile-home spaces has slackened during the past few weeks because 
of a recent slowing in oil production." 17 Real estate agents, how-
ever, indicate that vacancies in permanent housing units were st ill 
close to zero as of June, 1975. 
Table 12 shows the median number of rooms per housing unit for 
Uin t ah County, for Utah, and for the United States . Owner-occupied 
units tend to be one room larger than renter-occupied units for 
Uintah Cou nty . The median number of rooms is 5.3 for owner-occupied 
and 4. 3 for rental units . 
Tab l e 12 also shows that Uintah County had a larger degree of 
overcrowding than did the state or the United States. It had 17.0 
percent of its occupied units with 1. 01 or more persons per room, 
while the state had only 10.6 of its occupied units overcrowded. 
17
"The t1obile-Home Situation : In Transit," Shale Country, April, 
1975, p. 16. 
Table 12 . Median number of rooms per unit, number of overcrowded 
units, and overcrowding as a percent of all occupied units 
for the United States, Utah, and Uintah County, 1970 
Uintah County Utah United States 
Median number of roomsa 5.3/4.3 5.4/3.9 5.6/4.0 
Overcrowding 1.01 or 
more persons/room 
(number) 583 31 ,581 5,210,874 
Overcrowd ing as a percent 
of all occupied units 17 . 0 10.6 8.2 
aThe first number is for owner-occupied units and the second is for 
renter-occupied units . 
Source: U.S . , Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, u.s. 
Census of Housing (Washington, D.C .: Government Printing 
Office, 1970), Tables 2, 3, 29, 60. 
The United States as a whole only had 8.2 percent of its housing 
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units ove rcrowded. Information from the 1970 Census of Housing pre-
sented in Table 13 indicates that 5.8 percent of all year-round 
housing units in Uintah County lacked some or all plumbing facilities. 
Th is was somewhat above the state average of 2.5 percent, which is 
what might be expected based upon the rural nature of the county and 
the higher vacancy rate in the "other vacant" category of Table 7. 
The United States had more of its housing units lacking plumbing 
facilities than did either Uintah County or Utah. This tab le also 
shows that 3.3 percent of the housing units in Uintah County lacked 
any kind of runn ing water in the structure and l . l percent only had 
cold running water in the structure. Five and one-half percent of 
the units lacked a flush toilet and 5.5 percent lacked a bathtub 
or a shower. 
Table 13. Plumbing characteristics of all year-round housing units for the United States, Utah, and 
Ui ntah County, 1970 
Uintah Count:t Utah United States 
Number % Number % Number % 
Plumbing facilities 
With all plumbing facilities 3,484 94.2 304,312 97.5 62,984,221 93.1 
Lacking some or all plumbing facilities 216 5.8 7,670 2.5 4,672,345 6. 9 
Lacking only hot water 0 0 983 . 3 557,571 . 8 
Lacking other plumbing facilities 216 5.8 6,687 2.1 4,114,774 6.1 
Pi~ed water in structure 
Hot and cold 3,540 95 . 7 308,039 98.7 64,436,305 95 . 2 
Cold only 39 1.1 1 ,849 . 6 1,550,954 2.3 
None 121 3.3 2,094 • 7 1,669,307 2. 5 
Fl ush toilet 
For exclusive use of household 3,495 94 . 5 306,231 98.2 64,304,275 95.0 
Also used by another household 0 0 2,278 . 7 650,039 1.0 
None . 205 5.5 3,473 1.1 2,702,252 4.0 
Bathtub or shower 
For exclusive use of household 3,497 94.5 305,660 98.0 63,741,678 94 . 2 
Also used by another household 0 0 2,431 .8 659,789 1.0 
None 203 5.5 3,891 1.2 3,255,099 4.8 
Source: U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, u.s. Census of Housing (Washington, D.C.: 
Government Printing Office, 1970). 
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Median contract rent, as indicated in Table 14, was $14 a month 
higher in Utah as a whole ($80) than it is fo r Uintah County ($66) . 
Median value of an owner-occupied unit for the state was $16 ,800, 
which was $1, 100 higher than the median value in Uintah County . Both 
Uintah County and Utah fell below the median rents and values for 
the United States . Vernal and Maeser had about the same median 
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contract rents, but these were about $4 a month higher than for the 
county . Median value was highest in Vernal, dropping by $1,100 in 
Maeser and another $1,100 for the county as a whole. These statistics 
indicate that median value and contract rents are higher in the more 
densely populated areas of the county. 
Table 14. Median value and contract rent for the United States, Utah, 
Uintah County, Vernal, and Maeser, 1970 
Maeser Vernal Uintah Utah United County States 
Median contract rent a 69 70 66 80 89 
Median valueb 14,600 15,700 13,500 16,800 17,000 
aExc ludes single family homes on lots 10 acres or larger . 
bsi ngl e family units on less than 10 acres . 
Source: U. S. , Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, u.s. 
Census of Housi ng (Washington, D. C.: Government Print ing 
Office, 1970} . 
The detailed breakdown of values and rents shown in Table 15 
demonstrates that in 1970, 422 (27 . 5 percent) of the owner-occupied 
single family housing units on less than ten acres for Uintah County 
were valued at less than $10,000 as compared to 13 . 6 percent for Utah 
Table 15 . Value and contract rent breakdowns for the Uni ted States, Utah, and Uintah County, 1970 
-
Value/contract rent Uintah Count;t Utah United States Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
Value 
S~ecified owner occu~ieda 1,535 100.0 177,901 100 . 0 31,890,651 100.0 
Less than $5,000 97 6.3 4,862 2.7 l ,934,383 6.1 
$5,000 to $9,999 325 21.2 19,434 10 .9 4,966,494 15.6 
$10,000 to $14,999 383 25.0 43,918 24.7 6,402,856 20. l 
$1 5, 000 to $19,999 447 29. l 50,407 28 .3 6,435,399 20.2 
$20,000 to $24,999 142 9.3 28,284 15.9 4,673,780 14.7 
$25,000 to $34,999 83 5.4 20,522 11 . 5 4,436,325 13.9 
$35 , 000 or more 58 3.8 10,474 5.9 3,041,414 9.5 
Contract rent b 
Specified renter occu~ied 783 100.0 89,163 l 00.0 22 ,334,002 100.0 
Less than $30 22 2. 8 l ,610 1.8 998,513 4.5 
$30 to $39 54 6.9 3,080 3. 5 865,910 3.9 
$40 to $59 114 14. 6 13,140 14.7 2,924,847 13. l 
$60 to $79 251 32. l 23 ,004 25.8 4,097,994 18.3 
$80 to $99 135 17 .2 17,892 20. l 3, 300,903 14.8 
$100 to $149 65 8.3 19 ,768 22.2 5,544,673 24.8 
$150 or more -- 0.0 5,272 5.9 3,273,591 14.7 
No cash rent 142 18. 1 5,397 6.1 1,327,571 5.9 
~Limited to one-family homes on less than 10 acres . 
Excludes one- family homes on 10 acres or more .. 
Source: U. S. , Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, u.s. Census of Housing (Washington, D. C.: 
Government Printing Office, 1970), Table 61. 
w 
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and 21.7 percent for the nation, and 52.4 percent were valued at less 
than $15,000 as compared with 38. 3 for the state and 41.8 for the 
nation. Also, the table indicates that 441 (56.3 percent) of all 
renter-occupied units on less than 10 acres had month ly rents of less 
than $80 for Uintah County as compared with 39 .8 percent for the 
United States . With the recent increase in economic activity and 
population, as well as nation-wide inflation, these values and rents 
are below 1975 levels, but more recent data are not currently avail-
able . 
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Table 16 gives the year the structure was built, the number built 
during that period, and the percentage of the total. For Uintah 
County, 30.8 percent of the housing units were built before 1940, 
which is lower than the state average of 34.9 percent, and still lower 
than the national average of 40 . 6. There were 26 . 8 percent of the 
structures built after 1960 in Uintah County, which compares quite 
cl ose ly to the percentage of 26. 7 percent for the state and is higher 
than 25. 0 pe r cent for the nation. These percentages indicate that 
housing in Uintah County was slightly newer than for the state and 
the nation in 1970. In fact, if the rate of housing construction 
since 1970 has been faster in the county than the state, the average 
age of housing in the county may now be consi derably less than in 
the state . 
The number and percentage of housing units on public or private 
water systems, on public sewer systems, and with some form of central 
heating are shown in Table 17 for the United States, Utah, and Uintah 
County along with these as percentages of year-round housing units . 
Table 16. Age of housing for the United States, Utah , and Uintah County, 1970 
Year struc ture built Ui ntah Count~ Utah United States Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
1969-3/1970 128 3, 5 9,250 3.0 2,326,245 3.4 
1965-1968 358 9. 7 28,112 9.0 6,548,043 9.7 
1960-1964 504 13 . 6 45,984 14 . 7 8,081,787 11.9 
1950-1959 810 21.9 73,471 23 . 5 14,499,157 21 . 4 
1940-1949 759 20 . 9 46,228 14.8 8,785,986 13.0 
1939 or earlier 1,141 30 .8 108,937 34.9 27,457,866 40 .6 
So urce : U. S. , Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, u.s. Census of Hous ing (Washington, D. C. : 
Government Printing Office, 1970), Tables 35, 62. 
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Table 17 . Water, sewage disposal, and heating characteristics for the United States , Utah, and Uintah 
County, 1970 
Uintah Count:t Utah United States 
Rural Occupied Rural Occupied Rural Occupied Total 
only rural Total only rural Total only rural farm farm farm 
Units on water 
system (n umber) 3,057 l, 772 301 296,114 48,989 4,425 55 ,293,575 6,781, 412 333,675 
As a percent of 
year-round 
housing 82.6 73.9 54 .3 94.9 79.5 52 . 3 81.7 38.3 10.8 
Units on sewer 
system (n umber) 1,622 389 26 258 ,649 18 ,307 1,060 48,187,675 3,291, 284 77.759 
(Percent) 43.8 16.2 4.7 82.9 29.7 12.5 71.2 18.6 2.5 
Units with central 
heating (number )a 2,056 1, 132 302 254 ,634 42,729 6,149 46, 11 2, 272 9,580, 807 1,600, 304 
(Percent) 55.6 47.2 54 .5 81.6 69.3 72.6 68.1 54.2 51.7 
Total year-round 
ho us ing units 3 ,700 2,397 554 311 • 932 61,620 8 ,465 67,699,084 17,696,604 3,094,679 
alncludes steam or hot water heat, warm air furnaces, and built-in electric units. 
Source: U.S . , Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of Housing (Washi ngton, D. C.: 
Government Printing Office, 1970). 
w 
w 
Information for rural and occupied rural farm units is also shown . 
The table shows that 82.6 percent of all units in Uintah County were 
on water systems and that large percentages of rural (73.9) and 
occupied rural farms (54.3) were on water systems. Smaller per-
centages were shown to have been on public sewer systems, with only 
16 . 2 percent of the rural and 4.7 percent of the occupied rural farm 
units on sewer systems. The method of sewage disposal in areas other 
than Vernal is predominantly septic tank or cesspool. The Vernal 
City sewage treatment plant is current ly running to capacity, if not 
overloaded . Plans are being made that would provide a sewer system 
for the whole of Ashley Valley, which is where a large portion of 
the Uintah County population resides. At the present time, many of 
the new housing units or mobile homes that have moved into the valley 
but outside of Vernal are unable to meet the health standards re-
quired for building permit authorization because their septic tanks 
or cesspools would be below the water table. 
As the table demonstrates, 55.6 percent of the housing units 
have some form of central heating, with 47.2 percent for rural and 
54.5 percent for occupied rural farm. 
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The suitabil ity of land for residential development is an im-
portant consideration when growth is expected. What is the condition 
of the land in Uintah County and how much is suitable for development? 
This is the main concern of this section. 
Five criteria for residential development of land will be con-
sidered. They are: (1) land ownership, (2) soil characteristics, 
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(3) the degree of slope, (4) drainage limitations, and (5) access and 
service limitations . 
Table 18 shows the breakdown of land ownership and percentages 
for Ui nt ah County as compared with the percentage breakdown for Utah 
as of 1969. Uintah County is composed of 2,862,080 acres of land. 
Si xty-four and nine-tenths percent of that is owned by the federal 
government, which is slightly lower than for the state (67. l percent). 
Uintah County has a large Indian reservation and therefore has a 
higher percent of Indian lands of 14.4 percent compared with 4. l per-
cent for t he state. State-owned lands compose 8.1 percent of Uintah 
County ' s land area and 7.2 percent for the state as a whole. The 
residential development that will take place as a resu lt of oil shale 
will occur on pr ivate lands. Uintah County has a lower percentage 
of privately owned land than does the state of Utah. The percentages 
are 21. 5 for Utah and 12 . 2 (349,931 acres) for Uintah County. This 
is low compared with neighboring Duchesne County with 37.6 percent 
pri vate l and and Rio Blanco County, Colorado, with 27 . 2 percent 
private land . Cities, towns, railroads, and small water areas make 
up 0. 4 percent of Uintah County and 0.8 percent of the state. 18 
Figure 2 shows the geographic location of the land in Uintah 
County by ownership. 19 As can be seen, a large portion of the private 
188erry Crawford, Herbert H. Fullerton, and W. Cris Lewis, Base-
Zine Description of Socio-Economic Conditions i n t he Uint ah Basin , 
Prepared for White River Sha le Oil Project (Logan, Utah: Everton 
Printing, 1975), p. 98. 
19Dale Despain and Associates Planning Consultants, Comprehensive 
PZan Uintah County 19?0- 1990 (Provo, Utah: Dale Despai n and Asso-
ciates Planning Consultants, 1970). 
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Table 18. Land area in Uintah County by ownership 
Uintah County Ownership Utah Percent Acres Percent 
Federal land 
National forest 
Bureau of Land Management 
Department of Defense 
Sport fishing and wildlife 
National Park Service 
Bureau of Reclamation 
Indian land 
State land 
State Land Board 
State Fish and Game 
State Parks and Recreation 
Private 1 and 
Other 
Cities, towns, and railroads 
Sma ll water areas 
Total 
67.1 
4.1 
7.2 
21.5 
0.8 
100.0 
1,856,529 
268,053 
1,438,404 
93,376 
7,448 
47,989 
1,258 
411,023 
232,675 
230,775 
1,848 
2 
349,931 
11,972 
10,576 
1,396 
2,862,080 
64.9 
14.4 
8. 1 
12.2 
0.4 
100.0 
Source: Berry Crawford, Herbert H. Fullerton, and W. Cris Lewis, 
Baseline Description of Socio- Economic Conditions in the 
Uintah Basin, Prepared for White River Shale Oil Project 
(Logan, Utah : Everton Printing, 1975), p. 98 . 
Figure 2. Land ownership in Uintah County . Source: Dale Despain and 
Associates Planning Consultants, Comprehensive Plan Uintah 
County 1970- 1990 (Provo, Utah : Dale Despain and Associates 
Planning Consultants, 1970). 
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land is located in the Ashley Valley around Vernal. This is the area 
where the most growth due to oil shale is expected to take place. 
Figure 3 divides Uintah County into nineteen different soil 
association areas. 2° Figure 4 describes the depth, type, and texture 
of the soil as well as the topography, elevation, and annual pre-
cipitation associated with the nineteen areas of Figure 3. This 
type of information is necessary when the land is being considered 
for residential development. 
Figure 5 and Table 19 (which describes the criteria upon which 
the map was formulated) contain information about the limitations of 
the land in the Ashley Valley and other towns in the county for the 
support of small building foundations. 21 The limitations are de-
scribed as slight, moderate, and severe. There are five criteria 
upon which the judgment is based. They are: texture, shrink-swell 
potential , permeability in inches per hour, depth to water table in 
inches, and the slope in percent. 
Slope is not a factor which affects foundations to any great 
degree, but it is taken into consideration in Figure 4 because it 
does limit development. Slopes of 15 percent or less are considered 
as prime areas for development if they meet other criteria. Small 
scale low-density development can be undertaken on slopes of 15 per-
cent to 20 percent . It is generally thought that slopes of over 20 
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percent are undesirable for development due to limitations on planning, 
relatively high development costs, and higher percentages of marginally 
20Ibid. 
21 Ibid. 
Fi gure 3. Soil Association, Uintah County . Source: Dale Despain and 
Asso ciates Planning Consultants, Comprehensive Plan Uintah 
County 19?0- 1990 (Provo, Utah: Dale Despai n and Associates 
Planning Consultants, 1970). 
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Figu re 4. Legend for soi l association map of Uintah County, Utah. 
Source: Dale Despain and Asso ciates Planning Consultants, 
Comprehensive Plan Uintah County 19?0- 1190 (Provo, Utah: 
Dale Despain and Associates Planning Consultants, 1970). 
No. 81. 
'SliillOw to moderately deep, clay learns and sandy loam text ured so il ; common 
shale and sandstone outcrops; rolling to steep mountain slopes; upper pan of 
pin yo n-juniper belt in Book Cliffs area. Elevat ion 6,500- 7,200 feet. Mean 
annua l precipitation 12 to 16 inches. 
No. 82. 
Shallow and very shallow, loam and sa ndy loam textured soils on rolling to steep 
upland slopes; oommon sha le and sandstone outcrop; semi-desert ; low part of 
pinyon-juniper belt in the Book Oiffs area . Elevation 6,000-6,800 feet. Mean 
annual precipitation 8 to 12 inches. 
No. 83. 
Shallow and very shallow, loam and clay loam t extured so ils on ro lling hills and 
steep breaks; sandstone ar.d sha le out crop and bad lands are common. Large 
desert area extending fro m the asphalt ridge to the pinyon-juniper belt of the 
Book Cliffs. Elevation 4,800- 5,500 feet. Mean annual precipitation 6 tc 9 
inches. 
No. 84. 
Sha llow to deep, loamy and clayey soils on broad terraces and rolling hills ; con-
siderable alkali effect; Eight-Mile Flat area . Elevation 4,900-5,300 feet. Mean 
annual precipitation 6 to 8 inches. 
No. 85. 
Deep, well drained to poorly drained, clayey to sandy textured, mixed alluvial 
~~mn~~1ler:{?~ns~~g~s-~~~o~~~~~e~!!'~· a~~o~s ;eeci~~:~~lo~v6e~~o l~nc~~s. 
No. 86. 
Deep, moderately well to well drained , medium to fine textured soils; o n valley 
flood plains in the Jensen Brush Qeek and Ashley Valley areas. Elevation 
5 ,200-5,500 feet . Mean annual precipitation 6 to 8 inches. 
No. 88. 
Shallow, stony loamy textured soils o n rolling uplands and steep breaks; sand-
stone outcrop is common; pinyon-juniper belt at base of Uinta Mowltains. 
Elevation 6,400- 7,400 fee t. Mean annual precipitation 12 to 16 inches. 
No. 89. 
ShaUow to deep, clay loam to sandy loam text ured soils o n steep mo\Ultain 
slopes; sandstone outcrop is common ; intermediate mo\Ultain slopes on south 
face of Uinta Mountains. Elevation 7,400-8,400 feet. Mean annua l 
precipitation 16 to 20 inches. 
No. 90. 
~t:~o;;:o1:?n~:~~·s~=!~S~~u~~fu!~~~la6'el~~f t~:L~et~ sM~~~~f~s~Ift:~tion 
8,400 · 11 ,000 feet. Mean annual precipitation 20 to 40 inches. 
No. 91. 
Dee p, well to poorly drained, very cobbly and very gravelly soils; on o utwash 
fans and stream bottoms along the Uintah and Whiterocks Rivers. Elevation 
5,400 · 6,000 feet. Mean annual precipitation 8 to 10 inches. 
No. 27. 
};I'()Oefately deep and deep , loamy textured soils with grave lly subsoils; poorly 
drained where improperly irrigated; Indian Bench and Leland Bench areas. 
Elevation 4,800-5,200 feet. Mean annual precipitation, 6 to 8 inches. 
No. 57 . 
Shallow to moderately deep, loamy textured soils; on mesas and plateaus in 
Bonanza turnoff area ; includes some deep alluvial soils and some rock land. 
Elevation 5,200 • 5,800 feet . Mean annual precipitation, 9 to 11 inches. 
No. 60. 
Deep, medium and moderately fine text ured soils; on alluvial flood plains in 
the Bonanza turnoff area . Mostly greasewood fla ts, severe gully erosion. 
Elevation 5,200 to 5 ,600 feet . Mean annual precipitation 9 to II inches. 
No. 6!. 
Mostly slide rock and rock outcro p with thin so il mantle in places; quartsite 
formation above timber line in Uinta Mountains. Sparse alpine vegetation. 
Elevation 11 ,000 - 13,500 feet. Mean annual precipitation, over 35 inches. 
No. 62 . 
Shallow,loamy and clayey soils with common shale and sa ndstone o utcrops; 
Asphalt Ridge , Buckskin Hills, Echo Park, and Independence areas. Elevation 
5,000-6,200 feet . Mean annual precipitation, 6 to 9 inches. 
No. 67 . 
Deep , loamy and clay loam textured soils, with gravelly and cobbly subsoils. 
Diamond Mountain . Elevation 7,000-8,000 feet. Mean annual precipitation, 
12 to 18 inches. 
No. 74 . 
Moderately deep to deep,loam and sa ndy loam textured soils with gravelly or 
sandy subsoils, co ntaining a zone of lime accumulation . Leland Bench and 
Ouray Valley areas. Elevation 5,000 to 5,400 feet. Mean annual precipitation, 
7 to 9 inches. 
No. 78. 
Steep rock outcrop with small inclusions of very shallow soil material. Green 
River breaks in Book Qiffs and Split Mo untain areas. Elevation 5,000- 8,000 
feet . Mean annual precipitation 6 to 14 inches. 
No. 80. 
Shallow to deep , loamy to clayey soil s on steep mountain slopes. Diamond 
Mountain and Blue Mountain areas. Elevation 7,000 • 8,000 feet. Mean annual 
precipitation 16 to 20 inches . 
..,. 
0 
Figure 5. Limitations for small building foundat ions. Source: Dale 
Despain and Associates Planning Consu ltants, Comprehensive 
Plan Uintah County 1970- 1990 (Provo, Utah: Dale Despain 
and Associates Planning Consultants, 1970). 
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Table 19. Criteria for soil limitations for small building founda-
tions 
Criteria Degree of limitations Slight ~1oderate Severe 
Texture Sand Loamy sand Loam 
Grave 1 ed Loamy fine sand Silt loam 
sand 
Sandy loam Silty cl ay 
Fine sandy loam Clay 
Very fine sandy 
loam 
Heavy loam 
Heavy si 1t loam 
Sandy clay loam 
Clay loam 
Silty clay loam 
Sandy clay 
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Shrink··swell 
potent i al 
Low r~oderate r~odera te to 
high 
Permeab i l i ty 
inches/ hour 
Depth to water 
tab 1 e in inches 
Slope in percent 
Greater 
than 2.0 
Greater 
than 60 
Less than 
10 
0.63 to 2. 0 
40 to 50 
10 to 20 
0.063 to 
0. 63 
Less than 
40 
20 to 30 
Source: Dale Despain and Associates Planning Consultants, Compre-
hensive Plan Ui ntah County 1970- 1990 (Provo, Utah: Dale 
Despain and Associates Planning Consultants, 1970). 
usab le and unusable land. 22 These areas also have severe limitations 
as to sewage disposal and water supply. 
Figure 6 shows the topography of Uintah County with contour 
lines representing 500 feet. The county is divided into three areas . 
The northern portion contains the western portion of the Uinta 
Mountains with elevations ranging from 6,000 to 12,000 feet. This 
is a rugged area and has changed little from its natural condition. 
It is an unpopula ted area. 23 
The central portion is part of what is referred to as the 
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Uinta Bas i n. The Basin extends into Duchesne and Rio Blanco Counties . 
It is designated as the Uinta Basin because all land slopes upward 
from the center . Most of the urbanization and irrigated cropland 
of the county is located in the Basin . 24 The area around Verna~ 
in the Ashley Valley is a relatively f lat area . Contour lines 
are smooth, indicating that the land is evenly distributed with 
few cliffs such as are typical to the north and south of the Uinta 
Basin. 
The Tavaputs Plateau is the southern and third physical area 
of the county. It is a dry area characterized by a highly dissected 
topog raphy . Urbanization and irrigation are practically nonexistent. 
It is mostly used for grazing and mining. Figure 7 shows that most 
22THK Associates, Inc., Impact Analysis and Development Patterns 
Related to an Oil Shale Industry (Denver, Colorado: THK Associates, 
Inc . , 1974), p. 54. 
23Despai n and Associates, Comprehensive Plan, p. 54. 
24Ibid. 
Figure 6. Topography of Uintah County . Source: Dale Despain and 
Associates Planning Consultants , Comprehensive Pl an Uintah 
County 1970- 1990 (Provo, Utah: Dale Despain and Associates 
Planning Consultants, 1970) . 
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Figure 7. Coal fields and oil shale deposits . Source: Berry 
Crawford, He rbert H. Fullerton, and W. Cris Lewis, Base-
line Description of Socio- Economic Conditions in the Uintah 
Basin, Prepared for White River Shale Oil Project (Logan, 
Ut ah: Ever ton Printing, 1975) . 
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of the rich oil shale that is proposed for development is located in 
this portion of the county . 25 
While most of the mining will occur in the dry rugged Tavaputs 
Plateau area, it is unlikely that this area will support the large 
population that will result if the oil shale is developed. It is 
expected that most of the population will locate in the Ashley Valley 
around Vernal where conditions are much better. Although the 
possibility of building a new town near the oil shale area is being 
considered at the present time, the present study assumes that Uintah 
County will absorb a la rge portion of the population increase, and 
that most of it will be located in the Ashley Valley. 
Another factor which gives an indicati on of the desirability 
of land for deve l opment is drainage limitations and overflow hazard. 
Figure 8 shmvs this information for the Ashley Valley area and 
various towns to the west of it . 26 In the immediate area around 
Vernal, soil drainage ranges from well drained on the east to some-
what poorly drained in Vernal to the west and poorly drained on both 
the north and the south. The southwestern area around f·1aeser and 
in Maeser contains land that is well and moderately well drained . 
The area around Jensen is well drained, but it has some potential 
overflow hazard to the south. 
Well drained areas generally have water tables below 60 inches 
from the surface except after irrigation . Moderately well drained 
areas have water tables between 40 and 60 inches part of the year. 
25crawford, Fullerton, and Lewis, Socio- Economic Conditions . 
26
oes pain and Associates, Compr ehensive P~an . 
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Figure 8. Soil drainage limitations and overflow hazard. Source : 
Dale Despain and Associates Planning Consultants, Compre -
hensive Plan Uintah County 19 ?0-1990 (Provo , Utah: Dale 
Despain and Associates Planning Consultants, 197D), 
p. 197 0 
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Water tables for the somewhat poorl y drained areas are from 20 to 40 
i nches, while they are from 0 to 20 inches for poorly drained areas . 27 
The implications of Figure 8 are that most of the land around 
Vernal is not suited for basements because of high water tables. 
Few houses in Vernal hav e basements, whi ch means that more surface 
area is needed to build a house with the same number and size of 
rooms than if a basement could be built . This will have to be taken 
into consideration when considering residenti al land use potential 
from oil shale development . 
Figure 9 shows l imitations for septic tank filter fields for 
Ashley Valley and other areas . 28 The soil characteristics and 
qualities considered in this figure are depth to impervious material, 
permeability, drainage, water table, flooding frequency, and slope . 
The areas indicated on the map are general classHications and may 
contain slight portions of other limitation classifications . 29 
t~ost of the Ashley Valley is classified as having severe limi -
tations to septic tank use . In these areas the water table is too 
high and the soil too permeable, which results in water pollution. 
Vernal City has a sewage system and is included in an area of 
moderate limitations . Maeser is also included in an area of slight 
to moderate limitations . Outside of Vernal the main form of waste 
disposal is by septic tank . Residential building permits many times 
cannot be issued for areas outside of Vernal because the building 
27 Ibid. 
28Ibid. 
29
rbid., p. 19 . 
Figure 9. Limitat ions for septic tank filter fields . Source : Despain 
and Associates, Comp~eheneive PZan, 1970). 
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sites fail to pass health standards with respect to sewage disposal. 
The Vernal sewage treatment plant is currently running at capacity, 
but plans are being made to build a plant that would service all of 
the Ashley Valley . When and if it is completed, it would make the 
valley more desirable for development. 
Another limitation to development is the accessibility of the 
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land and the presence of services for the people . Much of the land in 
Uintah County that is classified as good land for residential con-
struction under the other criteria will not be developed because there 
is not a suitable transportation system to link it with the oil shale 
fields and other public services. It may be found, upon studying 
the costs and benefits, that transportation systems to these areas 
are not feasible to build . Also, in some areas around Vernal develop-
ment may not be feasible depending upon whether services such as 
sewer, water, and police protection can be extended to service new 
subdivisions . At the present time and as of October 1, 1974, water 
connections onto the Vernal system are not authorized if an extension 
of the water line is required to service the connection. Conditions 
such as these have to be taken into consideration when lands are 
being considered for residential development . The Ashley Valley 
qualifies as the prime area based upon access and the provision of 
services . Still, if most of the development is to occur there as a 
result of oil shale, the provision of public services will have to be 
extended . This aspect is currently being taken up by Nancy Robertson 
in a t1aster of Science thesis at Utah State University . 30 
30Nancy Robertson, "The Projected Impact on Local Government 
Services Resulting from Oil Shale" (unpublished MS thesis, Utah State 
University, Logan, Utah, 1975). 
The land in the Ashley Valley has several limitations for resi-
dential development because of drainage and se ptic tank problems. 
f·1ost of these problems could be eliminated by the construction of a 
sewer sys t em which would include a larger portion of the valley . It 
appears that there is more than enough land in Uintah County and the 
Ashley Valley to accommodate the development that will occur if oil 
shale is developed. There is suitable land in other areas closer 
to the oil shale fields, but services would have to be provided 
before development could occur. An analysis of the costs and 
benefits of these two alternatives would prove quite useful. 
Conclusion 
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This chapter has presented present and past characteristics of 
housing, population, employment, income, and other re l evant informa-
tion pertinent to housing in Uintah County . If oil shale is developed 
in southern Uintah County, this information will be useful in eval-
uating the demand for housing by oil shale-related employees. 
CHAPTER I I 
REVI EW OF LITERATURE 
Regional Impact Studies 
Several different approaches have been t aken to projecting 
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housing needs resulting from large- scale proj ects similar to oil shale 
development . This chapter will dis cuss the methods used in some 
studies that have recently been comple t ed . 
The Navajo coal gasification project 
One of the recent impact studies was prepared by Development 
Research Associates and Gruen Associates for El Paso Natura l Gas 
Company and Western Gasification Company to study the feasibility 
of two coal gasification complexes and accompanying coal mines on 
the Navajo Reservation sout h of Farmington, New f·1exico . 1 The study 
projects housing needs for both Navajo and non-Navajo families for a 
new town based on three sets of assumptions about the basic economy 
of the new town; 
1. The new town will serve one coal gasification plant and 
accompanying mine . 
2. The new town will serve two coal gasification plants and 
mines. 
3. The new town will serve two gasification plants and mines, 
and the Navajo Indian Irrigat ion Project . 
1Development Research Associates, Housing and Community Serviaes 
for Goa Z Gas i f iaation CompZex Proposed on t he Navajo Reser vation 
(El Paso, Texas; Gruen Associates , April, 1974) 
The projected housing needs for these sets of assumptions are 
der ived from an economic systems model which use s the flow of dollars 
between different sectors of the new town's economy and the outside 
world . 
Total population is calculated by determining the number of non-
basic employees required to supply adequate goods and services to the 
basic employees and their families . Further goods and services are 
required for the non-basic employees which generates more non-basic 
employment . This cycle is repeated until a balance between non-basic 
and basic employment is reached. 
Average household size is also an important element in determin-
ing housing needs . Household size is calculated by inspecting trends 
and making an assumption of size based on the best information. 
Average household size becomes an input into the model. By combining 
it and total popu l ation, the model will produce results showing the 
number of households in the new town for Navajos and non-Navajos . By 
combining total population, number of households, average household 
size, and Navajo to non-Navajo mi x, projected impacts on housing are 
calculated for the three project alternatives. 
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The potential housing requirements are calculated by establishing 
the different types and sizes of housing units to be provided. These 
include three single-family sizes of two, three, and four bedrooms; 
two multiple-family sizes of one and two bedrooms; two sizes of mobile 
homes of single-wide and double-wide; and group quarters . The ne xt 
step was to estimate the percentages of households and individuals 
who would desire each type of housing. This was not estimated by 
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considering ability to pay, but rather it was estimated by the space 
and number of bedrooms required for various family sizes. For example, 
those workers who would be single or commute home on weekends would 
live in group quarters . Space and bedroom requirements are based 
upon trends, interviews, and assumptions made by the authors. It 
was concluded that non-Navajos on the average require larger housing 
units than Navajos because of the different housing background. 
Navajos come from a large family single-room structure culture and, 
therefore, prefer less bedrooms. 
The study concluded that conventional housing would be priced 
out of the range of almost all families. Therefore, modular housing 
would be required for single-family units at a cost of $15 per square 
foot instead of the alternative $25 per square foot for conventional 
housing . Multiple-family dwellings were assumed to be provided by 
conventional construction at $19 per square foot . Mobile homes would 
be provided at $10 per square foot . Monthly payments were calculated 
using interest rates that the authors felt would be prevailing at 
the time of construction. Modular unit payments were calculated 
from terms of thirty years at 8 percent interest. Payments ranged 
from $126 for two bedrooms to $187 for four bedrooms. Monthly pay-
ments for multiple-family units would be $105 for one bedroom and 
$126 for two bedrooms. Single-wide mobile homes were assumed to have 
terms of fifteen years at 11 percent interest per year. Monthly 
payments would be $82 for the single-wide and $114 for the double-
wide with the same terms. All monthly payments include only interest 
and principal payments and exclude maintenance, park rent, and other 
costs . 
A housing-money gap was calcu la ted by assuming that each in come 
group would spend only a certain percentage of its income on housing 
per year . Three scenarios of assumptions were made. Scenario A was 
an upper limit with the upper income group averaging 14 percent of 
income for non-Navajos and 12 percent for Navajos. Scenario B was 
the moderate estimate, and scenario C was the lower limit with upper 
income groups averaging 10 percent for non-Navajos and 9 percent 
for Navajos . Total funds from households were calculated for each 
scenario . The difference between this and total housing costs was 
called the housing-money gap and was assumed to be the amount of 
subsidy required if housing needs were to be met. 
The Navajo Gasification Plant study is applicable in many ways 
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to the study done in this paper, but there are several differences . 
First, the Navajo study deals with two racial groups, Navajos and 
non-Navajos . It is true that Uintah County has a large Indian popula-
tion, but only a negligible portion of the employment will be Indian . 
Therefore, racial differences will be disregarded in the present 
study. 
Another difference is the way population and household projections 
are used to project housing demand . The Navajo study divides the 
households up and assigns them to a type of housing unit according 
to family size . Whether the family can afford the unit is not taken 
into consideration . In contrast, the present study will take total 
population and household figures and assign them to a type of housi ng 
according to the ability to pay of the household, as well as accord-
ing to some assumptions that will be made about the preferences of 
the various types of employees. For example, construction workers in 
the past have always demanded larger percentages of mobile homes 
than other employees because of their trans ient nature. Therefore, 
many of them purchase mobile homes rathe r than spend more for housing 
even though they could afford it . 
The housing-money gap will not be appli cable because families 
will demand the housing they can afford or, in the case of construction 
workers, something less than they can afford. No government subsidy 
will be needed to fill the cost gap between desired housing that 
meets assumed needs and the ability to pay of .households. 
The Kaiparowitz Socio-Economic Study 
The Kaiparowitz Socio-Economic Study prepared by the Center for 
Business and Economic Research of Brigham Young University for 
Bechtel Power Corporation contains an analysis of the impact on 
housing of a proposed 3,000 megawatt power plant in Kane County, 
Utah . 2 The study makes three different estimates for employment, 
population, and housing, etc . , based upon whether an optimistic, 
pessimistic, or expected outlook is taken . This approach gives lower 
and upper limits to the expected outlook. 
The study estimates housing requirements for both the construction 
phase and the operati on phase. The construction phase would run from 
1975 to 1980 with population associated with the project going from 
1,100 in 1975 to about 13,400 in 1980. Population would level off to 
14,000 by 1986 dur ing the operation phase. It is expected that some 
2center for Business and Economic Research, Kaiparowitz Socio-
Economic St udy (Provo, Utah: Brigham Young University, February, 
1973) . 
of this increased population would occupy housing units vacated as 
basic employment at the Navajo project decreases to its operating 
level in 1978. Other households would locate in Page or other areas . 
Housing requirements are estimated based upon the population 
over nineteen years of age . The 1970 census indicates that 0.55 is 
the ratio of heads of household to population over nineteen for urban 
areas, excluding SMSA's, over 10,000 people . The population over 
nineteen for the Kaiparowitz area is projected and multiplied by the 
ratio 0. 55 on the assumption that this ratio wo uld hold for the 
Kaiparowitz project. This operation gives estimated total units 
required for the project . 
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The estimates of total units are broken down into two types of 
housing: mobile homes, and conven tional homes and multiple dwelling 
units . These divisions are made based upon the following assumptions: 
(1) all construction workers would live in mobile homes, and (2) in 
the early stages, large proportions of the operation and indirect 
employees would also live in mobile homes . By 1986, however, only 
about 30 percent would live in mobile homes and the rest would l i ve 
in multiple family or conventional units . Based upon these assumptions , 
the study projects that about 30 percent of all housing units would 
be mobile homes. 
The Kaiparowitz New Town Study II 
The Kai parowitz New Town Study Ii, 3 which is an update of a pre-
vious new town study for the same project, was prepared for the Kane 
3
wi llis and Associates, Kaiparowitz New Town Study. 
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County Comm ission in August, 1974. It uses the housing estimates of 
the Kai parowitz Soci o-Economic Study and cons iders whether the employ-
ees associated with the project will be able to afford the needed 
housing . 
In the United States, most banks and savings and loan institutions 
will not lend more than 2. 5 times a person's annual income for hous-
ing . A person with an income of $12,000 cou ld borrow $30,000, which 
under existing conditions would make it possible for him to buy any 
type of housing unit he desires. The study presents a tab le of 
monthly payments per $1 ,000 of mortgage debt at various interest 
rates, whi ch is used to estimate prices people can afford to pay . 
Suppose a family could afford a monthly payment of $155 for housing . 
At 9. 0 percent interest, the monthly paymen t per $1,000 of debt 
would be $8 . 39 . By dividing $155 by $8 . 39, the amount of money a 
family could afford to borrow would be 18.474 times $1,000, or 
$18 . 474 . 
The above study does not us e the information it presents to draw 
any conclusions about the mix of housing units that will be demanded. 
If prices of the various types of housing were available, along with 
incomes of employees resulting from oil shale development, then lower 
limits could be set on the number of mobile homes demanded. For 
example, if it were assumed that all housing units with prices less 
than $20,000 were mobile homes, then it could be said that at 9 
percent interest, people who could not afford to pay over $168 a 
month would buy mobile homes or possibly modu lar homes. This would 
be true given the assumptions, but it could not be inferred that 
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people who could afford over $168 a mont h wou ld buy conventional single-
famil y units. These people may choose the l ower monthly payment 
required by a mobile home and spend less than 25 percent of their 
income on housing . 
The THK Associates study 
Another study prepa red by TH K Associa tes , Incorporated, 4 in Feb-
ruary, 1974, adds insight into how housing impact analyses concerning 
oil shale have been done in the past . The Impact Ana~ysie and Deve~-
opment Patterns Re~ated to an Oi~ Sha~e Industry was prepared for 
Colorado West Area Council of Governments and the Oil Shale Regional 
Planning Commission . It studies the impact of oil shale development 
upon Rio Blanco, Garfield, and Mesa Counties in Colorado . A moderate 
and an intensive profile are used with respect to the intensity of 
oil shale development and a multiplier of two is assumed in the pro-
jection of total employment and population with real incomes assumed 
to ri se at a rate of 3. 5 percent pe r annum. 
Estimates of housing are made based upon three assumpt i ons: 
1. It is assumed that permanent or site housing, which includes 
both renter and owner-occupied units, will be made available to those 
who desire it as soon as they move into t he area . If the required 
permanent housing is not provided, more mobile homes will be demanded. 
2. Emp loyees are less likely to demand site housing in the early 
stages of oil shale deve lopment because t he employees will be less 
likely to perceive the industry as perma nent . To cope with this 
4THK Associ at es, Inc . , Impact Ana~yeie. 
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problem, the fourteen-year period studied was divided into two phases. 
In the first eight to ten years, it is assumed that residents will 
not perceive the industry as totally permanent. The following four 
to si x years will bring a growing awareness that the industry is a 
success and that it will be around for a long while . During phase II, 
some mobile home residents will desire site housing . 
3. Incremental increases in demand were calculated on a gradual 
increase basis. This takes into account that supply of housing usually 
lags behind demand for housing, sometimes by several years. Th i s 
can cause great fluctuations in incremental housing needs. The study 
assumes that good planning and the market will smooth out these 
fluctuations . It was assumed that these fluctuations in incremental 
requirements would be no more than 5 to 10 percent per year. 
Some further assumptions about the type of housing (mobile homes 
or permanent s ite housing) demand by the employees associated with 
the project were also made . At least 80 percent of the construction 
workers were assumed to come without families during phase I of the 
project . These people would bring campers , trailers, or mobile 
homes, or would be seeking boarding-type housing. This high per-
centage results from the transient nature of most construction 
workers . The workers would also assume that site housing would not 
be available in such isolated rural areas. Also, in phase I the 
industry would not be perceived as permanent by the workers. 
During phase I I , as the industry began to be looked at as a 
permanent part of the area, more construction workers would bring 
their families and seek site housing . By the fourteenth year, they 
estimate that 60 percent would seek site housing if the industry 
appears to continue to grow. 
Plant employees are assumed to perceive their situation as more 
permanent . Therefore, 75 to 80 percent will bring their families 
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and seek site housing. Ninety percen t of plant management was assumed 
to buy or rent site housing within three years after arrival. The 
total demand for housing by plant management was entered as a total 
in the third year after ~rrival. 
It was believed that a large portion of the local service employ-
ment represented two workers per family, and that many were spouses 
of plant employees. Based on these assumptions, housing demand was 
estimated at 50 percent of local service employment. During phase I, 
25 pe rcent of this 50 percent was assumed to demand mobile homes. 
This was reduced to 20 percent during phase II, with the remainder 
seeking site housing. 
The THK study5 mentions ability to pay, but does not take it 
into account as a determinant of the type of housing unit demanded. 
Rather, it assumes that if peop le desire a certain type of hou sing, 
it will be made available to them and they will be able to buy it. 
Certainly the quantity demanded at any given price is related to the 
consumers ' willingness to pay, but it is also dependent upon whether 
the consumers are able to pay . 
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The Bowers and Associates study 
James M. Bowers and Associates prepared a report for the Colorado 
West Area Council of Governments in 1974 entitled Housing Report . 6 
Due to the growth of various industries within a four-county area of 
western Colorado, population has been expanding rapidly. Moffat 
County is being affected mostly by a coal generated power plant at 
Craig; while Rio Blanco, Garfield, and Mesa Counties are being 
affected by oil shale development. The study projects housing needs 
for these four counties according to the industry which is proposed 
to be developed within each county. 
For Moffat County, employment projections were made for 1971 , 
1977, and 1982 for both permanent and temporary basic employment and 
for local service employment. The year 1971 was used as a base year 
before the power plant would be constructed. The study projected 
an increase of 1,668 workers between 1971 and 1977 and a decrease from 
1977 to 1982 of 1,058, giving a net increase of 610 between 1971 and 
1982 . 
It was assumed in the study that the ratio of new jobs to demand 
for new housing units would be about 90 percent . The rationale for 
this was that in the 1970 Census of Population and Housing the ratio 
of occupied housing units to employment averaged about 90 percent 
for the four-county region . The estimates of total housing demand 
for 1977 and 1982 were made by simply multiplying the increase in 
employment in 1977 and 1982 over the employment in 1971 by 0.90. The 
result was 1,501 units for 1977 and 549 for 1982 . This represents 
6Bowers and Associates, Housing Report . 
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952 units required in 1977 that would not be requi red in 1982. If 
permanent housing were encouraged at the pea k in 1977, it could result 
in a great deal of overbuilding as the population declines to 1982 . 
The refore, the study puts great emphasis on mob ile homes during the 
first years with emphasis shifting away from mobi le homes in the l ater 
years. r~obi 1 e homes in effect take up the s 1 ack in demand because 
they can be moved in and out as needed . 
The method of projecting hou sing demand as discussed in the Bowers 
study7 uses the conditions that existed when the 1970 census was 
taken and projects housing demand based upon these conditions. As 
was stated above, the ratio of occupied housing units to employment 
was 90 percent. Conditions may have changed drastical ly since then. 
This percentage wi ll change depending upon economic and other cond i -
tions which affect the employment status of family members other than 
household heads. 
The study also takes into account depreciation and upgrading of 
the existing housing stock at a rate of 9.6 to 12.8 percent per year. 
This means that about 170 units above those demanded by new workers 
will be demanded during the ten-year period from 1972 to 1982 . 
Adding in depreciation is valid if one is addressing the task 
of project ing the demand for new construction. The present study is 
concerned with projecting the housing requirements of the population 
due to a large scale energy project. Depreciation is therefore not 
considered. 
l Ibid. 
The Pa rachute Creek study 
An impact study was prepared by Col ony Development Operations 
which discusses the impacts of oi l shale development upon Mesa, Rio 
Blanco, and Garfield Counties, Colorado. 8 The study estimates total 
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employmen t due to oil shale development by the use of multipliers 
which est imate loca l service employment resulting from basic employ-
ment changes . It is assumed tha t 300 basic employees come from exist-
ing households and are subtracted out of total employment to arrive 
at the number of new households. No provision is made for subtracti ng 
working wives from local service empl oyment. 
Given the number of new households resulting from the project, 
it was simp le to calcula te the distribution of total housing require-
ment by type of unit based upon a few assumptions . The whole time 
per iod was divided into two phases. Phase I was the construction 
phase and phase II was the operation and more permanent phase . The 
assumptions for phase I were: 50 percent of all new housing units 
wou ld be mobi le homes; units in multiple-fami ly structures would be 
20 percent of all new units. It was ass umed that 30 percent of the 
househo lds wou ld choose single-family structures. 
The as sumptions for phase II were as follows: 60 percent wou ld 
be single-family structures; 20 percent would be multiple-family 
structures ; the remaining 20 percent would be mobi le homes . 
The land use requirement and expansion of various towns in the 
three-county area was based upon the assumptions that there would be 
8colony Development Operation, An Environmental Impact Analysis 
for a Shale Oil Complex at Parachute Creek, Colorado, Vol. III 
(Denver, Colorado: Colony Development Operation, 1974) . 
two single- unit structures per acre , twenty multiple structure units 
per acre , and twelve mobile homes per acre . 
The hous ing section of the study concludes by saying that these 
assumptions all depend upon the price of housing . If the price of 
a single-family un it increases because of inflated build i ng costs 
and/ or because of inflated bu i lding demand and low vacancy rates, 
then more mob ile homes and mu l tiple-family units will be demanded. 
The lower the price, presumably the more single-family units will be 
demanded and the less mobile homes and rental units will be demanded. 
The U. S. Department of the Interior study 
Under the direction of the U.S . Department of the Interior, a 
study which reviewed the potential role of oil shale development in 
obtaining energy independence in the United States was completed in 
November, 1974. 9 The study reviews conditions in Utah, Colorado, and 
Wyoming, and makes impact projections . 
The mult ipli er used to project population was calculated from 
conditions existing before oil sha le deve l opment and adjusted accord-
ing to estimates of time lag in building up local service activities 
and according to other factors re la ti ng to oil shale development . 
The impact on housing was estimated by div iding the development 
into two phases: phase I covers t he time period when the construc-
tion work force was expected to dominate; phase II covers the remain-
ing years in which the operating work force was expected to dominate . 
Various assumptions were made as to the type of housing unit demanded 
9u.s. , Department of the Interior, Future Role of Oi l Shale . 
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by each type of employment during each phase. Housing was divided 
up into permanent and temporary units. Permanent units were single 
and multiple-family units, while temporary units were mobile homes . 
Du r ing phase I, it was assumed that 70 percent of the construc-
tion force would demand temporary housing and 30 percent would demand 
permanent housing. It was assumed that 33 percent of the service 
employment would come from the local area. Of the rema ining 66 
percent, 50 percent were assumed to demand permanent housing. Fifty-
five percent of the plant or operation employees were assumed to 
demand permanent housing. 
The assumptions for phase II were 50 percent temporary and 50 
percent permanent for construction emp loyment; 20 percent temporary 
and 46 percent permanent, with 33 percent coming from the local area 
and not demanding new housing for service employment; 15 percent 
temporary and 85 percent permanent for plant workers. Based upon 
these assumptions and some assumptions about the marital status of 
the employees, housing requirements were estimated for the three 
states at five-year intervals . 
Besides excluding assumption based upon the ability of families 
to pay, the above study differs from the one presented in this paper 
in that it makes estimates only at five-year intervals. The pro-
jections made in the present study will be made on a yearly basis, 
which will help coordinate populat ion and housing with taxes for 
government service needs . 
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The Craig, Colorado, Yampa Power 
Plant study 
A study done for the Yampa Project near Craig, Colorado, roughly 
estimates tax revenues that might accrue to Moffat County or Craig 
City as a result of a coal powered electri c power plant . 10 It es-
timates housing demand due to the project . A simulat ion model which 
takes into consideration birth and death rates as well as employment-
related migration is used to project population . Once population is 
estimated, total demand for housing is estimated by dividing popula-
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tion due to the project by three . This assumes that average household 
size will be approximately three persons per unit. 
The breakdown of mobile homes and site homes is made by assuming 
that t he ratio of mobile homes to site homes starts in 1974 at 
fifty mobile/fifty site and shifts in the fol lowing manner between 
1975 and 1977: si xty/forty, seventy/ thirty, eighty/twenty. This 
assumes t hat as demand for housing is increasing year after year, 
more and more people will demand mobile homes . It is also assumed 
that as demand for housing decreases thereafter, all of the decrease 
is taken out of the mobile home category. Also during decreasing 
deman d periods, it is assumed that 10 percent per year of those people 
living i n mobile homes will demand site housing. 
Tax revenues are calculated for both types of housing on an 
ad valorem basis . The assessed valuation of mobile homes is reduced 
10oavid Monarch i and Charles Rake, A Study of the Socia~ and 
Economic Needs created by the Proposed Craig Power P~ant Insta~~ation 
(Boulder, Colorado: Graduate School of Business Administration, 
University of Colorado, n.d. ). 
further by 20 percent to ta ke int o account pers ona l property that is 
not taxable . 
Table 20 shows estimates of hou s ing and of revenues that might 
accr ue to Mof fat County and th e city of Cra ig. Total demand for 
housing uni t s decreases from 1977 to 1980 as construction is com-
pleted and the operation employees mo ve in . As can be seen, the demand 
for mobile homes declines during thi s per i od and site housing increases 
according to the above assumption s. The total assessed valuation, 
however, increases even though total housing decreases . This increase 
is attributed to the movemen t from mobile homes, whi ch pay less taxes 
toward site housing. 
The Eastern Powder River Coal Basin study 
An impact analysis done for the development of coal resources in 
the Eastern Powder River Coal Basin of Wyoming makes projections of 
housing demand between 1980 and 1990 at f i ve-year intervals. 11 It 
estimates total housing demand for a parti cular year such as 1985 
and subtracts the 1970 housing stock f r om it to estimate the number 
of new units that will be demanded between 1970 and 1985 . These 
projections are made for eight count ies within the impact area and 
each county is further separated into rural and urban areas. 
The assumptions upon which the projections are made are as follows: 
(l) employees working in a given county also reside in that county; 
(2) the new employees will choose to locat e in urban and rural areas 
llBureau of Land l~anagement, ~aft Environmental Impact State-
ment Regional Analysis Development of Coal Resources in the Eas tern 
Powder River Coal Basin of Wyoming , Vol . II (Denver, Colorado: 
Bureau of Land Management, 1974) . 
Table 20. Estimated housing units by type and estimated assessed valuation and property tax revenue 
attributable to population related to the Yampa Project , Craig, Colorado, 1974-1980 
Population Housing units attributable Assessed valuation 
Year attributable to 21ant ( in thousands) 
t o plant Mobile Site Both Mobile Site homes a homes a homesb homesb 
1974 102 17 17 34 40. 8 153 . 0 
1975 165 31 24 55 74.4 216 . 0 
1976 2,459 569 251 820 1,365.6 2,259.0 
1977 5,519 1,407 433 1,840 3,376.8 3,897.0 
1978 4,889 995 635 1,630 2,388.0 5,715.0 
1979 3,922 370 937 1,307 88 . 0 8,433.0 
1980 4,038 325 1,021 1 ,346 780.0 9,189 . 0 
aBased upon the assumptions stated in the text . 
bMobile homes are priced at $10,000 and site housing at $30,000 . 
Source: David Monarchi and Charles Rake, A Study of the Social and Economic Needs created by the 
Proposed Craig Power Plant Installation (Boulder, Colorado: Graduate School of Business 
Administration, University of Colorado, n. d. ). 
Both 
193 .8 
290 . 4 
3,624 . 0 
7,273.0 
8,103. 0 
9,321 . 0 
9,969 .0 
en 
.0 
in simil ar patterns to those that existed in 1970; (3) percentages of 
urban and rural housing by county for the future have been projected 
at 1970 levels; and (4) housing demand is proj ected based on 1970 
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household size fo r each res pect i ve city , rural area, and county . It is 
mentioned in the study that estimates of the demand for housing based 
upon these as sumptions are unders t ated because they do not take into 
account vacancy ratios which are likely to occur in the market. 
The estimates are not broken down by type of structure, but an 
explanation of what types of movements might occur between permanent 
housing and mobile homes is presented . With the rapid influx of 
workers and insufficient housing stock to supply them all with a 
permanent unit, t he price of permanent housing will be bid up . Less 
of the incoming workers wi ll be able to afford a permanent unit. 
Those who will not be abl e to afford a permanent unit will look for 
alternatives such as the mo bile home . The higher the price of con-
ventional units relative to mobi le homes, th e more mobile homes will 
be demanded . 
Final environmental statement for the 
prototype oil shale leasing program 
An impact statement prepared by the Department of the Interior 
entitled Final Envi~onmental Statement fo~ the Prototype Oil-Shale 
Leasing FTog~am estimates the demand for housing for all three states 
by estimating population and dividing by average household size. 12 
Total population due to oil shale development is estimated at 48, 200 
12u.s. , Bureau of Reclamati on, Final Envi~onmental Statement , 
p. II-215 . 
people and is divided by an average household size of 3.7 to give a 
demand for 13,000 dwelli ng units . 
The above method of estimation differs from the methodology that 
will be developed in the next chapter of the present study in several 
ways . The present study will break total units demanded down by type 
of structure. It will be done based upon some assumed percentages 
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of each housing type (single family, multiple family, and mobile homes) 
demanded by each type of employment group . These percentages will be 
assumed upon considering each employment group's (construction , opera-
tion, and local service) preferences, the price of housing, and their 
ability to pay. 
The assumption of 3.7 persons per household seems high. The 
study for the Yampa Project near Craig, Colorado, assumes an average 
household size of three persons per unit, which would seem to be a 
more realistic assumption . It is true that the average household 
size for Uintah County in 1970 was 3. 69 . 13 If trends between 1960 
and 1970 continue, the average household size in 1976 would be about 
3.5. This is still too high. In estimating the demand for housing 
for the population created by the project, the average household size 
of the new population should be used . Many of the workers associated 
with oil shale development will be single, will come without wives, 
or will be marr ied without children. The 1960 and 1970 Census of 
Housing indicates that for eleven counties that had population growth 
rates of greater than 3 percent, the change in population in occupied 
housing units over the change in total housing units was about 
13u.s. , Department of Commerce, Census of Population, 1970 . 
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2.88. 14 The present study does not estimate total housing units by 
divi ding populati on by average household size, rather some assumptions 
abo ut the incomi ng employment and population are made and an assumption 
about average household size is implied which is consistent with about 
three persons per household . 
The Call Engineering study 
A study prepared by Call Engineering, Incorporated, in March, 
1975, studies the impact of the Kaiparowitz project and the feasibil-
ity of a new town . 15 Total demand for housing units due to the project 
i s estimated from employment data broken down by construction, oper-
ating, and local serv ice employment groups . It is assumed that all 
working wives are employed in local service jobs . Because working 
wives do not crea te a demand for hou sing, they are subtracted out of 
the local service employment . In year 0 (1975), it is ass umed that 
12 percent of the total employment due to the project constitutes 
working wives . In that year, new households will be 88 percent of 
total employment . The percentage of working wives is assumed to 
increase gradually to 33 percent in year 20 , meaning that households 
will constitute 67 percent of total employment . These percentages are 
much lower than the 90 percent assumed in the Bowers study for the 
four-county region in Colorado . 16 
14u.s. , Depar tment of Commerce , Bureau of the Census, u.s. Census 
of Housing (Washington, D. C. : Government Printing Office, 1960, 1970) . 
15call Engineering, Inc . , MarketabiLity Eoonomio Feasibi lity and 
Sooio- Eoonomio Impaot of PToposed KaipaPowitz New Town Kane County, 
Utah (Salt Lake City , Utah: Call Engineering, Inc . , March, 1975) . 
16Bowers and Associates, Housing RepoPt, p. 4. 
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The study also assumes that each construct ion and operation employee 
will demand a housing unit. It is indicated, however, that many of 
t he single employees will double up as roommates, thus reducing the 
demand still further. No clear method for estimating these double-ups 
was available to them. They base their assumption on the statement 
that the percentages of working wives is assumed high enough to take 
into account double-ups as well as working wives. 
Summary of impact studies 
There are two approaches that have been reviewed in this section 
for breaking down the total demand for housing units by employment 
group . The first assumes that househol ds constitute a certain per-
cent of total nonagricultural employment . The Bowers study assumes 
that households constitute 90 percent of employment. 17 Other per-
centages might be assumed based upon other data . This method would 
give a good estimate of total housing demand if the percentage were 
correct, but it does not take into account the fact that most working 
wives and family members other than household heads are employed in 
local service jobs. Therefore, an accurate mix of total demand by 
type of employment group is difficult to estimate . 
The second approach assumes that a certain percentage of local 
service employment comes from the existing households of the com-
munity or are working wives of incoming employees , The THK study 
assumes that 50 percent of the local service employment creates a 
demand for new housing. 18 The Task Force Report assumes that 37 per-
cent will be from the existing households of the area . 19 The study 
by Call Engineering assumes certain percentages of working wives will 
be empl oyed i n local serv ice jobs and, therefore, will not create a 
demand fo r housing . 20 All of these studies assume that all construe-
tion and operation employees will demand a housing unit . Even with 
its limitations, th i s approach seems to be more reasonable because 
it allows a more reasonable breakdown of total housing by type of 
unit if certain assumptions are made about the percentages of each 
type of units demanded by each employment group . 
National Models 
A review of the literature at the national level is appropriate 
at this time . Much of the discussion at the national level does not 
apply at t he regional or county level . Many of t he variables that 
affect the demand for housing at the national level are not as 
impor tant at the county level, and many important variables such as 
migration that are important at the county level are insignificant 
at the national level. The discussion which follows will attempt to 
review the national literature and present information that could be 
applicable to the present study . Because of limitations on data and 
time the elasticities discussed below will not be estimated for 
Ui ntah County, but the concepts will be used in deriving some of the 
18THK Associates, Inc . , Impact Analysi s, p. 12. 
19u.s . , Department of the Interior, FutuPe RoZe of Oil Shale , 
p. 238. 
20ca l l Enginee r ing, Inc . , MaPketabili t y Feasibility, p. II-20 . 
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assumptions used in projecting housing requirements due to oil shale 
developmen t. 
In 1949 Sherman J . Maisel discussed the variables that had 
commonly been left out of housing demand analyses . 21 His main con-
cern was that the demand fo r new construction was not only a function 
of the growth in population and other demographic variables, but also 
of price, income, and other economic variables . 
In his articles Maisel was mainly concerned with the effect of 
income changes upon the demand for housing. If price and other var-
iables are held constant, what will happen to housing demand as 
income changes? Ceter i a paribua, as the income rises, families will 
demand more housing in quantity and quality . In addition, as incomes 
increase in times of prosperity, more housing units are demanded 
because marriages take place sooner, because people who were living 
toget her can afford to split up to improve space and privacy, and 
because immi gration f rom lower income areas to higher income areas 
increases . 
Maisel ' s study assumes that supply of new construction is per-
fe ctly elastic and that all units demanded at a given price will be 
suppl ied. This is a long-run situation. In areas such as Uintah 
County where population is increasing at about 6 percent a year due 
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to rapid in-migration, the supply of new construction is not perfectly 
elastic in the short run . Some of the increase in demand would be 
absorbed by increasing prices so people may actually demand less 
housi ng per family until the population growth subsides. 
21 s. J. Maisel, "Variables Commonly Ignored in Housing Demand 
Analysis, " Land Economica, XXV (August, 1949), 260-274. 
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A study done by Richard F. Muth22 in 1960 contains some informa-
tion that might explain what has happened in Uintah County s ince 1970 
and what might be expected to happen as a result of oil shale develop-
ment . He used a durable goods model and estimated the responsiveness 
of housing demand to changes in income and price . Not much had been 
done on income and price elasticities of housing demand prior to 
Muth's study. Much of the recent literature uses his study as a 
reference . 
Housing demand in his study is related to housing ser.vices. 
Since at any point in time housing services are provided by the stock 
of housing units in existence, i~uth attempts to show variations in 
the stock of housing and how much it will change with changes in 
price and income. New construction is viewed as the means whereby 
the stock of housing is adjusted to changing conditions. 
In evaluating new construction, it is assumed that a certain 
fraction (d) of the gap between actual and desired stock will be 
filled in a year . If dis close to 1. 0, adjustment is rapid; if 
d is close to 0, it is sluggish. Desired stock is a condition of 
long-run equilibrium in which the quantity of stock (per capita) has 
no tenden cy to change over time . This cond ition would be met if new 
construction is only sufficient to offset depreciation and to provide 
for additions to population . Actual stock is the stock of housing 
existing at any instant in time. An excess of desired over actual 
22 Ri chard F. t~uth, "The Demand for Non-Farm Housing," i n The 
Demand for Durab le Goods, ed. by Arnold C. Harbarger (Chicago, Illinois: 
University of Chi cago Press, 1960), pp. 27-96 . 
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stock can result from a fall in price, a rise in income, a fall in 
the rate of interest or in taxes, or increases in population. 
The rate of adjustment (d) may be affected on the demand side. 
An increase in income may give 10 percent of the households incentive 
to buy new homes, but because housing decisions are usually accompanied 
by other events such as marriage, birth, or death of family members, 
etc., the full 10 percent of the families may not move in the first 
year . In this case d would be less than one. 
The supply side may also affect d if mortgage rates rise , and 
competition for resources increases. f1uth expresses the re l ati onshi p 
of the supply side to the demand for new construction in the following 
manner: 
The changes in demand which follow upon such price changes 
are governed by a mechanism quite distinct from the long-
run price elasticity of demand for housing. . . . It is my 
contention that desired stock demand is determined by the 
"long-run normal" price of housing, while short-run 
deviations of price from the long-run normal price govern 
in part the rate at which this desired stock is approached. 
Short-run price fluctuations about their long-run normal 
level are by their nature temporary. Houses may be 
"artificially" dear for a time after demand has risen, but, 
when sufficient additions have been made to stock, the 
normal price wi 11 be restored. 23 
In Uintah County and other counties which have experienced in-
creased demand for housing units, this can be seen in part. Vacancy 
rates have gone down close to zero and prices have gone up, rationing 
housing units. The tens ion has been eased by mobile homes whose 
prices have not increased as fast as conventional housing. In earlier 
years when mobile homes were not as acceptable to as many people, 
23I bi d . 
the tension would have been eased more by doubling up and postpone-
ment of marriage, etc., as people waited for housing to become more 
available in the long run . In many cases mobile homes take on the 
same role as doubling up in the short run. This effect can already 
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be seen in Uintah County. In 1972, when population increased rapidly, 
25 1 mobile homes were bought in the county and 120 conventional 
un its were authorized by building permit. It is reported that the 
oil boom has recently peaked out. This is supported by Tab 1 e 21 
which shows an increase in the unemployment rate from 3.5 in 1973 to 
4.7 in 1974. Employment Security officials report that unemploy-
ment in the first quarter of 1975 was up to about 7 percent. 24 During 
1974 the number of new mobile homes bought dropped to 183, while 
conventiona l units authorized by building permits increased to 212. 
Table 21. Yearly unemployment rates, building permits, and mobi le 
homes for Uintah County, 1971 to 1974 
Year Unemployment ratea Permits for conventional unitsb t4obile homesc 
1971 6.0 74 88 
1972 4.4 120 257 
1973 3. 5 127 235 
1974 4.7 212 183 
autah Department of Employment Security , EmpZoyment NewaZetter, 
February, 1975, pp. l-4. 
bu.s., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Housing Authorized 
by Building Permits and Pub Zic Con tracts, Construction Reports C40 . 
ccount of county tax records made by the author. 
24caro 1 Edmonds, "Caro 1 Edmonds, Sha 1 e Country Region a 1 Editor 
Responds," Sha Ze Count ry, June, 1975, p. 20. 
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New construction, according to f1uth, 25 is responsive to the rent-
price ratio . As rents go up relative to the price of an average 
housing unit, it becomes relatively profitable to build rental units, 
so rela tive ly more are built. At the same time, it becomes more 
efficient for families to buy or build a new unit than to rent. This 
results in increased construction of single-family units . New con-
struction increases on both rental and home-owner fronts. t·1uth con-
eludes that the demand for housing is considerabl y more elastic with 
respect to price and income than was commonly believed. He obtained 
estimates for desired stock demand elasticities for both price and 
income of about unity . 
Further evidence demonstrating that the supply schedule for new 
residential construction in the short run is not perfectly elastic 
is presented in an article by Richard Pollock . 26 
The main thrust of h'is article is to show that the supply of 
new residential construction at the national level is inelastic. If 
it is inelastic, then government policies that have been oriented 
toward increasing the demand for new construction have little effect 
upon the quantity of new units constructed. These policies will simp ly 
tend to increase the price of housing . In much of the housing 
economics literature, there has been an implicit assumption that 
supply is perfectly elastic and that a housing unit would be provided 
for each and every additional family that is willing and able to 
25Muth, "Demand for Non-Farm Housing . " 
26 R. Pollock, "Supply of Residential Construction: A Cross-
Section Examination of Recent Housing Market Behavior," Land Eaonomias, 
XL (February, 1973), 57-66. 
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pay the going price . This assumption leads to demand-oriented govern-
ment policies. 
Pollock attempts to show that the supply of new residential 
construction is inelastic by using cross -sectional data on the housing 
market for the years 1965 and 1968 for a sample of SMSA's. It is 
hypothesized that the short-run supply function is price inelastic 
and that the position of the supply function of new residential con-
struction in one peak period relative to the previous peak will be 
determined by the relative level of non-residential construction in 
the new peak period. This means the larger the increase in non-
residential construction at the new peak, the smaller the recovery in 
residential construction volume relative to the peak level obtained 
prior to the decline. 1•1any of the same resources are used in both 
residential and nonresidential construction. The position and shape 
of the supply curve for new residential construction is affected by 
shifts of resources between residentia l and nonresidential con-
struction . The pri ce elasticity of demand for nonresidential con-
struction is lower than that for residential construction. This 
means that during periods of growing business investment a l arger 
portion of the fixed level of construction resources available in 
the short run will be bid away from residential construction to 
nonresidential construction. 
This confirms what has been said earlier. The supply of resi-
dent ial construction in the short run is not perfectly elastic; 
therefore, it cannot be assumed that one conventional unit will be 
provided for each new household in the short run. In making 
projections of housing demand in Uintah County due to oil shale 
development, mobile homes will be assumed to ease the pressures and 
take up the slack on housing demand. Some new households will choose 
mobile homes during periods of pressure on the market and during 
periods of slack some mobile home owners will move into permanent 
units. 
Alan R. Winger attempts to show that basic demand factors have 
a larger impact upon short-term residential construction cycles than 
has commonly been believed. 27 Earlier studies of residential flue-
tuation have pointed to supply-induced credit market changes which 
are reflected in the activities of major institutional lenders supply-
ing funds to mortgage borrowers and builders, as the most important 
determinants of residential construction fluctuations. But Winger 
points out that the impact of changes in the supply of residential 
mortgage funds on new construction depends partly on the response 
of households and potential households to the induced change in 
mortgage credit terms or that basic demand factors do play a role in 
new construction demand. 
In prior studies, variables such as the change in household forma-
tion, the change in housing inventory (all vacant units plus units 
currently under construction), and replacement were used as basic 
demand factors, but these factors are not significant in the short run. 
Winger uses mobility, or the number of changes in household residence, 
as the basic demand factor, and found it to be significant. 
27Alan R. Winger, "Demand and Residential Fluctuations," 
Nebras ka JournaL of Soonomic Business, X (Summer, 1971), 51-71. 
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It was found that when mobility was replaced by traditional basic 
demand factors such as income and hou sehol d format ion, the regression 
equation explained less of the vari ability in new construc tion. 
If mob ility i s included as a basic demand fa ctor, drastic changes 
in the relati ve price of new housing units to old ones could affect 
the variability in new construction. For example, if the price of 
newly constructed units decreases relative to old units, then more 
of those households that move will want old units and new construction 
will consequently decline . Winger finds ~~ to be significant, as 
well as improving the fit. ~~is the ratio of the price of existing 
housing units to the price of new housing units. If this ratio 
increases, more of those households that move each year will search 
for previously occupied housing units, therefore the demand for new 
construction will decl ine. 
These resul t s indicate that basic demand factors play a sig-
nificant role in determining the level of new construction . This 
does not take away from the role of credit supply factors in de-
termining the level of new construction. 
In another article, Winger is interested in demonstrating that 
there are regional differences in residential construction cyc les . 28 
The magnitude of a decline in residential construction in one area 
may not be the same as for another area in the U.S . He sets forth 
the theory that fol lows : HS = 6HH- T- R + 61. Housing starts 
(HS) equal the chan ge in non-institutional household population 
28A. R. Winger, "Short-term Activity in Resident ial Construction 
~1arkets: Some Regi onal Considerations," Southern Economics Jour>na~, 
XXXVI (April, 1970), 390-403. 
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(6HH) minus tile number of mobile homes built (T) minus removals from 
the stock (R) plus changes in housing inventor ies (6I) ; i.e . , vacancies 
plus units cur rently unde r construction. The housing stock i s assumed 
to be both fixe d-site houses and mobile homes . Changes in this stock 
come about through HS, T, and R. 6HH and 6I are ways of looking at 
the disposition of these changes . 
Winger suggests that the change in credit conditions which 
affects residential construction is a change in the supply of mortgage 
funds. The major variables in the national mortgage supply functions 
are suggested to be flexibi lity in the selection of assets by major 
mortgage lenders and the variability in the savings inflow of several 
of these institutions. The mortgage supply has a certain amount of 
stickiness; therefore, flexibi lity of the major lenders is used. 
The savings i nflow variable is easily explained. Banks tend to be 
more flexible in rearrang ing their portfolios than other mortgage 
lenders, so i f banks receive greater portions of the savings inflow, 
the supply of mortgage funds will change faster. 
Winger shows that there are regional differences in residential 
construction cycles. It is reasonab le to believe that if there are 
regional differences between the mix of mortgage lenders and the 
change in the amount of savings held by these institut ions, there 
will be differences in residential construction cycles. Also, 
regions within the U.S. are different from the whole. Household 
population amo ng regions may be affected by out- or in-migration, 
depending upon the economi c condit ion of the region. It can now be 
written that HS = f (6E, 65 0, Fl~). where 6E i s employment change, a 
proxy fo r migration, 650 is savings inflows , and FM is the mi x of 
lenders within the region . 
It was found that changes in non-agricultural employment play 
a subs tantial role in explaining regional differences in construction 
cycles even though they do not for the nation as a whole . It was 
also found that regional differences in mortgage markets cause 
differences in regional short-run construction cycles . These estim-
ates were made using fifty regions represented by the fifty states 
from 1959 to 1966 . If smaller regions such as counties were used, 
demographic variables would probably play an even larger role in 
determining the level of new housing units. Also, in counties with 
similar characteristi cs to those of Uintah County, mobile homes 
make up a significant portion of the housing stock and the demand for 
new units . They cannot be ignored in the present study, as they 
were in Winger's study. 
The mobile home indus try seems to more closely reflect the 
effective demand for housing . During the housing fluctuations of the 
60' s, shipments of mobile homes showed little fluctuation as they 
steadily increased. This would seem to confirm Pollock's hypothesis 
because the mobile horne industry does not compete for the same 
resources as do the residential and nonresidential construct ion 
indus tries. 29 Mobile homes are built in factories where more women 
and unskilled labor can be used, as well as different noncompeting 
building materials such as tin. 
29Pollock , "Res idential Construction . " 
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Conclusion 
All of the impact analyses examined in this chapter put major 
emphasis on demographic variables in determining housing demand re-
sulting from a project . Economic variables such as price, incomes 
of households, mortgage rate, and the availability of mortgage funds 
are given second place or they are not considered at all . Housing 
needs or requirements are estimated assuming that a certain set of 
economi c conditions wi l l prevail. 
The national housing models show that for the whole economy 
the economic variables are most important in determining the demand 
for new units . Demographic variables are f ound to be relatively 
unimportant in the short run because the demographic variables in 
the short run are fixed. The short run in the hou s ing market can be 
several years. In the long run, changes in the demographic variables 
are considered most important in nationa·l models. 
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The problem of projecting housing demand due to oil shale de-
velopment is a short-run problem. As was pointed out, however, re-
gional levels of new construction are influenced largely by demographic 
variables in the short run . The smaller the region, the more changes 
in popul ati on affect the demand for housing . 
In projecting the total housing impact of oil shale development 
on Uintah County, demographic variables, specifically changes in 
nonagricultural employment, will be considered the most important 
variables. Economi c variables will be taken into account. 
The mix of the new housing units will be determined by the uses 
of economic variables, specifically the incomes of the new employees 
and their ability to pay. Housing preferences of each employment 
group will also be taken into account. Mobile homes will play a 
major role along with single and multiple-family units. The pressure 
and slack in demand for newly constructed site units will be taken 
up by mobile homes. 
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CHAPTER III 
PRESENTATION OF THE DATA AND THE ASSUMPTIONS 
Housing data for severa l counties have been collected by the 
author . These counties were chosen because it is believed that they 
have had experiences similar to those that Uintah County might en-
counter as a result of oil shale development . The assumptions 
upon which the impact of oil shale development on housing will be 
based are derived from these data in conjunction with the literature 
which has been cited earlier. 
This chapter is divided into three sections with the second 
section having two parts . The first section presents the data, 
assumptions, and methodology for estimating total demand for housing 
units due to oil shale development . The second section presents the 
data, assumptions, and methodology for estimating the mix of total 
demand among single-family units, multiple-family units, and mobile 
homes . The fi rst par t of section two presents the data used to 
deri ve the assumptions about the mix of permanent housing units 
between multiple-family units and single-family units . The second 
part presents the data used to arr i ve at the assumptions about the 
mix of total demand for housing units among permanent units and 
mobile homes . The third sect ion presents a summary of all the 
assumptions whi ch are used to estimate the demand for housing un its 
due to oil shale development. 
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Assumption of Tota l Housing Demand 
The data on population and employment from eleven western counties 
were used by Kakish to derive estimates of the multipliers that will 
be used to project Uintah County indirect employment and population 
resulting from oil shale development. 1 These counties were chosen 
because their population growth rates between 1960 and 1970 were in 
excess of 3 percent per year . It is believed that if oil shale is 
developed the population of Uintah County will grow at a rate greater 
than 3 percent per year . The counties chosen were: Mohave, Arizona; 
Calaveras and El Dorado, California; Madison , Idaho; Linco ln, Montana; 
Deschutes, Oregon; Hayes, Montgomery, Palo Pinto, Parker, and Randall, 
Texas. Table 42 of Appendix B gives information on population and 
employment for these counties . 
The employment estimates are used here to arrive at a breakdown 
of the demand for total housing units by employment cl ass (construe-
tion, operation, and local service) . Total housing demand can be 
expressed as follows: THD = DCW + DOW+ DSW, where THD is total 
demand for housing units, DCW equals the demand for housing units 
by construction workers, DOW equals the demand by operation workers, 
and DSW is the demand by local service workers. 
It will be assumed that all construction and operation employees 
are males and that all working wives obtain local service employ-
men t . Information from the 1970 Census of Population indicates that 
1Muin Kakish, "Projected Employment and Population Impacts of 
Oil Shale Development in Uintah County, Utah" (unpublished t~S thesis, 
Utah State University, Logan, Utah, 1975) . 
38 percent of the males with wives present between twenty and forty-
four years of age who moved to a different county between April 1, 
1965, and April 1, 1970, had wi ves who wo rked . 2 In this study the 
number of working wives will be ass umed to be 38 percent of all 
married households . The 1970 Census of Population also presents 
information which indicates that 36 percent of the twenty to forty-
four-year-old males who moved between 1965 and 1970 were single or 
without their wives. 3 Operation and local service jobs due to oil 
shale will be considered by many as permanent employment . ~1ore of 
the incoming employees wi 11 br i ng their wives and families than wi 11 
construction workers . It wi ll be assumed that 36 percent of the 
operation and local service employees will be without wives for one 
reason or another . 
Construction wo r kers without wi ves will constitute a higher 
percentage than other workers due to the temporary nature of their 
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work . The Task Force Repor t prepared by the Department of the Interior 
assumes that 50 percent of the construction employees will be with-
out wives . 4 The same assumption will be made in the present study . 
Based upon the above assumptions, total housing demand will be 
as follows: THD = CW +OW+ (SW- WW), where CW equals the number 
of construction workers, OW equals the number of operation workers, 
SW equals the number of local service employees, and WW equals the 
number of working wives . Working wives associated with construction 
2u.s. , Departmen t of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Mobi Lit y foP 
Stat es and the Nation, Subject Reports PC(2)-2B, June, 1973, p. 12. 
3Ibi d. ' p. 124, 
4u.s. , Department of t he Interior, FutuPe RoLe of Oi L Sha Le, 
p. 238. 
workers (CWW) equals .50 X CW X .38 and working wives associated 
with operation workers (OWW) equals . 64 X OW X . 38 . Determining the 
number of working wives associated with the local service employ-
ment is mor e diffi cult . An iterative process has to be used . The 
first step can be expressed as follows: NSW = SW- (CWW + OWW) , 
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where NSW equals the estimate of local service employment given by 
Kakish minus the working wives of the construction and operating work 
force. Now by the assumptions an estimate of working wives associated 
with local service employment (SWWl) will be .64 X NSW X . 38 and 
FNSWl = NSW- SWWl, where FNSWl is the first round estimate of the 
demand for housing units by local service employment and SWWl is a 
first round estimate of working wives associated with local service 
employment. The second round estimates are obtained in the following 
manner: SWW2 = . 64 X FNSWl X .38 and FNSW2 = NSW- SWW2. The process 
converges after about five iterations producing FNSW and SWW which 
is the demand for housing by local service employment and the working 
wives associated with local service employment, respectively . It 
follows that WW = CWW + OWW + SWW and that FNSW = SW- WW, therefore 
THO= CW +OW+ FNSW, where all symbols are defined as above. 
An example might be helpful at this po int. Suppose estimates 
are presented which show that the oil shale project will employ 500 
construction workers, 300 operation workers, and 840 local service 
employees . CWW would be . 50 X 500 X . 38 = 95 and OWW would be 
. 64 X 300 X .38 = 73 , therefore NSW = 840- 168 = 672. SWWl = 
. 64 X 672 X .38 = 163 and FNSWl 672 - 163 = 509 . The second 
round estimate SWW2 = . 64 X 509 X .38 = 124 and FNSW2 = 672 - 142 
548. After about f ive iterations, SWW = 132 and FNSW = 540. In 
this example the demand for total housing units equals 500 + 300 + 
540 or 1,340 units . These estimates are based on the assumption that 
all ma le emp loyees will demand hou sing units . 
Based upon the above ass umpt ions, total housing demand will be 
as follows : THO= CW +OW+ (SW- WW), where THO is total housing 
demand, CW equals the number of operation workers, SW equals the 
number of local service employees associ ated with the project, and 
WW equals the number of working wives of al l employees assoc iated 
with the project. 
Estimates of CW, OW, and SW are available and the number of 
working wives associated with these employees can be calculated and 
subtracted from SW to give the demand for housing by local service 
employees (FNSW) . Therefore, THO= CW +OW+ FNSW, where FNSW = 
SW - WW and all other symbols are as described above . 
An estimate of WW can be arrived at by finding the number of 
working wives associated wi th each employment group . The number of 
working wives of construction wo rkers, denoted by CWW, equals the 
number of co nstructi on workers who brought their wives multiplied by 
.38, which is the percentage of wives who work. Therefore, CWW = 
. 50 X CW X .38. The number of working wives of operation workers is 
cal cula ted as follows: OWW = . 64 X OW X .38 , where OWW is the number 
of working wives associ ated with operation workers. Both CWW and 
OWW are then subtracted fr om local service employment (SW) to give 
NSW . NSW is not the demand for housing by local service employees 
because some of the local service employees also have worki ng wives 
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who must be subtracted out of NSW . The demand for housing units by 
local service employees is calculated as follows: FNSW = NSW - SWW, 
where SWW equals working wives of local service employees and other 
symbols are as described above . 
The calculation of SWW is not as straightforward as the cal-
culation of CWW and OWW because SWW is dependent upon the size of 
FNSW. An iterative process can be used to obtain an estimate of 
SWW and FNSW . The first round estimate of working wives of local 
service employees (SWWl) is calculated as follows: SWWl = .64 X 
NSW X .38. The first round estimate of the demand for housing by 
local service employees (FNSWl) is then calculated as follows: 
FNSWl = NSW- SWWl . Since SWW is dependent upon the size of FNSW, 
a second round estimate can be calculated as follows: SWW2 = .64 
X FNSWl X .38 and the second round estimate of FNSW becomes FNSW2 
NSW SWW2. Third round estimates are calculated as follows: SWW3 
. 64 X FNSW2 X . 38 and FNSW3 = NSW- SWW3 . The process continues 
until it converges after about five iterations . Estimates of FNSW 
and SWW are the result. 
From the above calculations total housing demand can be calcu-
lated as follows : THD = CW +OW+ FNSW, where FNSW SW- CWW-
OWW - SWW, and all symbols are as described above. 
An example might be helpful at this point. Suppose estimates 
are presented that show the oil shale project will employ 500 con-
struction workers, 300 operation workers, and 840 local service 
employees in a certai n year . Working wives of construction workers 
(CWW} would equal 95 or .50 X 500 X .38. Working wives of operation 
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workers would equa l 73 or .64 X 300 X . 38. Local se rvice employees 
mi nus the working wives of construction and operation employees 
(NSW) would equal 672 or 840 - 95 - 72. The first round estimate of 
working wives of local service employees (SWWl) wou ld be 163 or . 64 
X 672 X .38 and the first round estimate of the demand for housing 
units by local service employees (FNSWl) would be 509 or 672- 163. 
The second round estimate gives SWW2 equal to 124 or .64 X 509 X 
.38 and FNSW2 equals 672- 148 = 548. After about five iterations 
SWW equa ls 132 and FNSW equals 540. In this example the demand for 
housing units would be 500 + 300 + 540 or 1, 340 units. The estimates 
are based on the assumption that all male employees will demand hous-
ing units . 
Implicit in the above discussion is an assumption about average 
hous ehold size . The population estimate associated with the above 
example as presented by Kakish is 4,100. 5 Average household size 
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of the new population is implicitly assumed to be 3.06 and is obtained 
by dividing the total population by the number of housing units that 
will be demanded . The average household size implied by the assump-
tions wi li be discussed further in the next chapter. 
Data and Assumptions for Housing Mix 
The mix of permanent housing units 
Table 22, which summarizes the building pe rmit data for the 
eleven growth cou nties contained in Tables 43 through 53 of Appendi x 
B, can be useful in making assumptions about t he mix of permanent 
5Kakis h, "Projected Employment." 
Table 22. Units authorized by type between 1960 and 1969 for eleven growth countiesa 
Total Total 1-Family % Multi -family % by type 1-Fami ly Multi -family 
f·1ohave 1,964 1,261 986 79.2 275 21.8 
Calaveras 2,369 1,878 1, 786 95.3 89 4.7 
El Dorado 9,105 7,347 5,302 72.2 2,045 27.8 
Madison 505 400 145 36.2 255 63 .8 
Lincoln 62 45 17 37 . 4 28 62.6 
Deschutes 999 743 521 70.1 222 29.9 
Hays 1,171 908 397 43.7 511 56.3 
Montgomery 685 446 352 78.9 94 21.1 
Palo Pinto 1,386 1,182 988 83.6 194 16 . 4 
Parker 732 419 318 75.9 101 24.1 
Randall 976 873 509 58.3 364 41.7 
Total all counties 19,954 15,502 11 ,324 73.0 4,178 27.0 
alncludes only years for which permits are denoted by type of structure. 
Source: U.S. , Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Housing Authorized by Building 
Permits and PubZia Contraats, Construction Reports C40, 1960-1969. 
'"' 
..,. 
housing units between single-family structures and units in multiple-
family structures , The eleven count ies which comprise the table 
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grew at rates greater than 3 percent between 1960 and 1970. During 
this period of growth housing units i n multiple-family structures 
varied largely among counties . Madison had the high of 63 . 8 percent 
and Calaveras had the low of 4. 7 percent . If total units in multiple-
family structures for the eleven counties are taken as a percentage 
of total units authorized by building permits from 1960 to 1970, it 
is found that 27 . 0 percent were housing units in multiple-family 
structures . 
Tables 54 through 58 of Appendi x B contain information about 
building permit authorization for five counties that have experienced 
energy-related booms since 1970 . The counties are Moffat, Colorado; 
Sweetwater, Wyoming; and Duchesne, Carbon, and Uintah Counties in 
Utah . Growth rates have been in excess of 3 percent per year since 
1970 . 
Table 23 summarizes Tables 54 through 58 , The percentage of 
multiple-family housing un its for the five counties combined was 
28 . 2, which compares quite closely with the eleven counties reviewed 
earlier . The figure for Uintah County was 20 . 1 percent from 1970 
to 1974 . Between 1972 and 1974 multiple-family housing units accounted 
for 27 .5 percent of all permanent housing units authorized for con-
struction in Uintah County . The higher percentage since 1972 can be 
accounted fo r because of the present oil boom which started in 1972 
with the energy shortage. In that year population increased by 1,100 
over 1971, whi ch represented a growth rate of 8, 3 percent . This 
growth stimulated a greater demand for mult i ple- family housing units . 
The percentage of 27 . 5 lies between the 27 . 0 for the eleven counties 
and the 28 .2 for the five count i es . It will be assumed that 27.5 
percent of all permanent housing units demanded as a result of oil 
shale will be in multiple- family structures . 
Table 23. Units authorized by type between 1970 and 1974 for five 
growth counties 
% 
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Total One- % One- Multi-
by type family family family Hulti-family 
~1offatt 153 95 62.1 58 37.9 
Sweetwater 1,395 934 67 . 0 461 33.0 
Duchesne 263 189 71.9 74 28.1 
Carbon 315 257 81.6 58 18 . 4 
Uintah 628 502 79.9 126 20.1 
Total all 
counties 2,754 1,977 71.8 777 28.2 
Source : U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Housing 
Authori zed by BuiLding Permi t s and Pub Lia Contract s, 
Construction Reports C40, 1970-1974. 
The mi x of total housing units 
Tables 59 through 62 of Appendix B present information about 
trends in population, employment, and income for Emery, Carbon, 
Duchesne, and Uintah Counties . These tables in conjunction with 
Table 63 of Appendi x B are useful for showing the effects of the 
energy crisis upon housing in these counties. Table 63 compares 
building permits for permanent housing units (singl e and 
multiple-family units) with the number of mobile homes showing upon 
the county tax records in 1975 for each year since 1960. Changes in 
total units are also shown. This information is useful in arriving 
at assumptions about the mix of total housing units among permanent 
units and mobile homes. 
Table 59 shows when and how the energy shortage affected Emery 
County. Employment in Emery County vacillated between 1960 to 1971. 
Then in 1972 nonagricultural employment increased sharply by 508 and 
then again in 1973 by 553, only to decline slightly in 1974 by 60 . 
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It is interesting to note that population in 1972 declined by 1.9 
percent even with the large increase in employment. A possible ex-
planation is that the Huntington Canyon Power Plant began to employ 
large numbers of workers who worked on the project in Emery County 
while they l ived a few miles away in Price which is situated in Carbon 
County . Also, the unemployment rate declined from 12.9 in 1971 to 
8.3 in 1972, indicating that many of the 508 new employees resulted 
as many of the unemployed found work . 
The increase in nonagricultural employment in 1973 brought with 
it an increase in population of 17 . 3 percent over 1972 and a further 
reduction in the unemployment rate to 5.9 . This increase was probably 
due to the reopening of many of the old coal mines in Emery County 
as coal became more profitable as an energy resource . 
The energy crisis has brought with it a great deal of prosperity. 
Total personal income increased from $11,918,000 in 1971 to $37,082,000 
in 1974, representing an increase of 211 . 1 percent. Per capita 
income increased from $2,290 to $5,980 , for an increase of 161 . 1 per-
cent . 
Table 63 shows the effects of the energy shortage upon mobile 
homes in Emery County. Since about 1970 mobile homes have become 
more popular in Emery County. This is partly due to high costs of 
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conventional units, high mortgage rates, and wider acceptance of mob ile 
homes as dwelling units . 6 These figures are also closely corre lated 
with changes in nonagricultural employment with larger increases of 
mobi le homes in 1972 and 1973 and declining in 1974 to reflect the 
decline in employment in that year. 
Table 60 shows the same information for Carbon County. Employ-
ment decreased steadily between 1960 and 1970 and increased steadily 
between 1970 and 1974. These increases, however, are not as sharp 
as in the other counties. Population since 1970 has grown at an 
average of 3. 0 percent per year. The unemployment rate has declined 
from 11 .3 in 1971 to a low of 8. 0 in 1973 . Per capita income has 
only increased by $880 since 1970. The increase in population of 
Carbon County is probably due to the spillover from the Huntington 
Power Plant and some revival of the coal industry. 
Table 63 shows the effect on housing in Carbon County due to 
the energy shortage and the Huntington Canyon Project. The number 
of mobile homes follows the pattern of Emery County, giving additional 
support to the idea that the employment at the Huntington Canyon 
Project affected both counties in a similar manner . Mobile homes in 
both counties increased in 1972, peaked out in 1973, and declined in 
1974. This reflects the nature of the coal mining operations in the 
6For more information on causes of growth in the mobile home 
industry see Appendix A on mobile homes . 
area. With the beginning of construction on the Huntington Power 
Plant in 1972, mobile homes were used by construction workers in both 
counties . With the realization in 1973 that the energy shortage 
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would make coal mining profitable again, many coal mines were reopened 
causing further increases in population and employment and an increase 
in the demand for mobile homes which reached a high in 1973 . 
The yearly number of permits for permanent housing units has 
increased in Carbon County since 1970. The increase was thirty-two 
from 1973 to 1974 as compared with increases of six from 1972 to 
1973 and three from 1971 to 1972 . This supports the hypothesis that 
mobile homes are used during periods of great pressure on the demand 
for housing. In the short run, supply of permanent housing is not 
perfectly elastic. Percentage increases in mobile homes in Carbon 
County were greater than percentage increases in permanent housing 
units up to 1973. In 1974 mobile homes decreased while the demand 
for permanent units increased more than before. This indicates that 
permanent housing is becoming more available, causing a decrease in 
the demand for mobile homes. 
Table 61 shows that Duchesne County had increases in population 
of 22.8 percent in 1972 and 15.5 percent in 1973. The rate of popu-
lation growth slowed down to 3.6 percent in 1974. Employment showed 
sharp increases of 808 in 1972, 843 in 1973, and only 69 in 1974, 
indicating that perhaps the oil boom is peaking out in that county . 
The unemployment rate reached 3.8 in 1973, dropping from 8.4 in 1971. 
It increased to 4.7 in 1974. Personal income increased 175.9 percent 
from 1971 to 1974, while per capita income increased from 2,430 to 
4,560 during the same period. 
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Table 63 shows that mobile homes jumped from 69 in 1971 to 224 
in 1972. Permanent dwellings increased from forty-two to seventy-
five . Both permanent and mobile units decreased in 1973, but per-
manent dwellings began to increase again in 1974 while mobile homes 
continued to decline substantially . Again it can be seen that during 
periods of extreme pressure on the housing . market mobile homes ease 
the pressure, but as demand slackens and permanent housing becomes 
more available people tend to demand site housing over mobile homes. 
The data for Uintah County in Table 62 show high annual growth 
rates in population, with the largest increases in population and 
employment occurring in 1972. Growth in Uintah County seems to be 
more sustained than in Duchesne County. Employment in 1974 increased 
by 496 over 1973, while it only increased by 69 in Duchesne County . 
The unemployment rate fell from 6. 0 in 1971 to 3.8 in 1973, but showed 
an increase in 1974 to 4. 7. Increases in personal and per capita 
incomes show that the oil boom has brought with it a great deal of 
prosperity . 
Table 63 again shows mobile homes reaching a peak in 1972 of 
257 after increasing from 88 the year before. Permits for permanent 
housing increased from 74 in 1971 to 120 in 1972, and continued to 
increase with a jump from 127 in 1973 to 212 in 1974. 
The increase in permanent housing units and the decrease in 
mobile homes again demonstrated that after the initial period of 
increased demand for housing, more people will choose permanent hous-
ing as it becomes more available . The large increase in permanent 
housing in Uintah County i n 1974 also reflects the effects of the 
water connection restrictions placed upon mobile homes by Vernal City. 
Uintah and Duchesne Counties have played different roles in the 
energy crisis than have Emery and Carbon Counties. The boom in 
Uintah and Duchesne Counties is due mostly to oil drilling as con-
trasted to coal mining . These counties show sharp increases in 1972 
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in all t he data reflecting the early emphasis on oil during the energy 
crisis. Emery and Carbon Counties in contrast show large increases 
in 1972 related to Huntington Canyon, with even larger increases in 
1973 from coal mining . These trends can be seen by examining what 
happened to the demand for mobile homes. 
Assumptions of Housing Mix 
Some tentative conclusions about housing related to oil shale 
development can be drawn from the above data. In times of pressure 
on the housing market in the short run, the supply of permanent housing 
units is inelastic, causing prices of permanent housing units to 
increase. As the price of permanent housing increases re lative to 
the price of mobile homes, more people demand mobile homes. But as 
Muth has suggested, after the period of pressure on the housing market 
is over long-run price trends are restored and people demand more 
permanent housing and less mobile homes. 7 This seems to be what has 
happened in Uintah County and other boom counties in Utah since 
1970. The initial pressure in the counties was felt in 1972 and 1973, 
with mobile home sales increasing greatly. Mobile homes have de-
clined in 1974, while permanent housing units have increased faster 
than they did in 1972 and 1973. This indicates that permanent housing 
7Muth, "Non-Farm Housing," pp . 36-37. 
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is becoming more availabl e as resources which affect the supply of 
housing become more available and as the oil and gas exploration boom 
seems to have peaked out as demonstrated by increasing unemployment 
rate~ and decreasing levels of Qonagricultural employment in most cases. 
The following assumptions will be made to take into account the 
short-run inelastic supply of housing: 
1. The period of time between year 1 and year 12 will be con-
sidered as a period characterized by pressure as the demand for hous-
ing increases. This period will be characterized by an inelastic supply 
of housing as the construction adjusts incompletely to the increased 
demand. During this period prices of permanent housing will be bid 
up relative to mobile homes. Each employment group (construction, 
operation, and local service) will demand high percentages of mobile 
homes relative to the period of time between years 13 and 20. 
2. The period of time between year 13 and year 20 will be a 
period when equilibrium long-run trends will be re-established . 
Prices relative to incomes will return to long-run equilibrium. 
Those people related to oil shale development will be able to afford 
more site housing relative to mobile homes than they could during 
earlier years. It will be assumed that the percentage of mobile homes 
to total units will fall starting in year 13 as mobile home owners 
buy site housing until it reaches an expected level of 25 percent8 
in year 20 with a possible range of from 30 to 20 percent . 9 
8THK Associates, Impact Analysis, p. 11 . 
9center for Business and Economic Research, Kaiparowitz, p. 84. 
Twenty percent is close to the actual percentage of mobile 
homes to total housing units in Uintah County in 1975 . 
The building permit and mobile home data used in deriving the 
above conclusions have several limitations. Uintah County is the 
only county which has all of its land area included within permit-
issuing places. The rest have less than 90 percent of their popula-
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tions within permit-issuing places . Th i s could account for the large 
variance among counties as to the percentage of mu ltiple-famil y units 
to total units authorized . 
The authorization of a building permit does not signify com-
pletion of the structure . A correct estimate of the percentage of 
housing units authorized for construction which are completed is not 
available . It must be taken into account that when building permit 
data are used the numbers slightly overstate the actual number of 
completions. 
Building permits are issued before construction takes place. A 
lag of three months for single-family structures and six to eighteen 
months for multiple-family structures is considered reasonable. 10 
Unfortunately, the U. S. Construction Report only presents annual 
data for most of the counties reviewed . Therefore, the lags in com-
pletion are not taken into account. 
The data on mobile homes were collected by the author in June, 
1975 . For tax purposes each cou nty keeps a record of each mobile 
home and the year it was built. In June, 1975, the total number of 
mobile homes that existed on the tax records at that time was broken 
down by year of manufacture from 1960 to 1974 . It is not known, 
10oepartment of Housing and Urban Development, FHA Techniques 
of Housing Market Analysis , Attachment to FHA Circular No . 1380.3, 
1970, p. 268 . 
however, how many mobile homes which were manufactured in a certain 
year were bought used and moved into the county in a later year. In 
other words, a 1970 model could have moved into the county in 1974 
or any other year after 1970. This causes the data to understate 
years closer to 1974 and overstate years closer to 1960 relative to 
any given year . 
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Another problem is that the data do not take into account mobile 
homes that were bought in a given year, but moved out of the county 
before June, 1975 . This would cause each year to be understated, 
with those years closer to 1960 being understated more than those 
years closer to 1974. 
The building permit and mobile home data obviously have limita-
tions. Better data are not available on a county level . With all 
their l imitations, the data still have served as a guidepost, along 
with the literature reviewed earlier, for arriving at the above 
assumptions. 
Before actually projecting the demand for housing due to oil 
shale, further assumptions about the mix of total housing between 
mobile homes and permanent units have to be made . The following 
assumptions are based upon the data presented above, as well as the 
best information available to the author from the impact analysis 
and journal articles reviewed earlier. 
During periods of pressure on the housing market, construction 
workers will demand as high as 10011 percent mobile homes and as 
11 center for Business and Economic Research, Kaiparowitz , p. 84. 
low as 7012 percent mobile homes with the expected percentage being 
80. 13 These high percentages are assumed because of the nature of 
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construction workers and their work. They will consider Uintah County 
as only a temporary home to be left behind as the oil shale plant 
is completed. High percen tages of these workers will be single or 
will leave their wives and families behind. Because of these char-
acteristics, many construction workers demand mobile homes instead 
of site hous ing, even though they could afford the latter . 
The operating employees could demand as high as 4514 percent 
mobile homes and as low as 2515 percent, with the expected percentage 
being 3016 du rin g periods of press ure on the housi ng market. Opera-
tion workers demand less mobile homes because they tend to view 
thei r jobs as more permanent than do construction workers. A lower 
percentage of them is without famili es than construction workers, 
which makes mobile home living less desirable for more of them . 
The households created by local service employment could demand 
as high as 67 17 percent and mobile homes as low as 4018 percent, with 
the expected level demanded during periods of pressure on the housing 
12u.s. , Department of the Interior, Future Ro l e of Oil Shale, 
p. 238. 
13THK Associates, Impaat Analysis, p. 11. 
14u.s., Department of the Interior, Future Ro le of Oi l Shale, 
p. 238. 
15THK Associates, Impaat Analysis, p. 12. 
16An assumption made by the author. 
17
call Engineering, Marke t ability Feasibility, p. IV-25. 
18An assumption made by the author. 
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market of so 19 percent. These percentages are lower than those for 
construction workers for the same reasons that operation workers de-
mand less mobile homes than construction . Local service employees 
dema nd higher percentages of mobile homes than the operating work for ce 
because their incomes are lower and therefore a lower percentage of 
them can afford permanen t housing . 
The assumptions of th i s chapter can be summarized as follows: 
(1) all construction and operation employees will be males; (2) all 
working wives of married male employees will be employed in local 
service-type employment; (3) 38 percent of the wives associated with 
married male employees will work; (4) 50 percent of the construction 
work force will be single or without families; (5) 36 percent of the 
operation and local service work force will be single or without fam-
ilies ; (6) all construction, operation, and local service employees 
other than working wives will demand housing units; (7) 27 . 5 percent 
of all permanent housing un i ts will be in multiple-family structures; 
(8) during periods of pressure on the housing market, high percentages 
of each employment group will demand mobile homes relative to other 
periods (the percentages for assumptions 7 and 8 are summarized in 
Table 24); (9) during the period of time between years 13 and 20, 
mobile homes as a percent of total housing units will decline until 
they become 25 percent of all housing units due to oil shale (the 
possible range is from 30 to 20 percent); (10) all the slack in demand 
will be taken up by a reduction in the deman d for mobile homes . 
19THK Associ ates, Impact Analysis , p. 12. 
Table 24 . Summary of the mix of housing units among single-family units, multiple- family units, 
and mobile homes during demand pressure years by employment group 
Total permanent Single Multiple Mobi le homes as a Type of Total as a percent family family ~ercent of total employee (%) of total as % of as % of High Expectea Low Low Expectea High permanent permanent 
Construction 100 0 20 30 72.5 27.5 100 80 70 
Operation 100 55 70 75 72.5 27 .5 45 30 25 
Local service 100 33 50 60 72 . 5 27.5 67 50 40 
Source: Assumptions arrived at by the author based upon the data collected and t he literature 
reviewed. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE PROJECTED IMPACT OF OIL SHALE DEVELOPMENT 
ON HOUSING AND LAND USE 
This chapter is concerned with the actual projection of housing 
demand. The assumptions of the previous ch apter in con junction with 
the estimates of population and employment prepared by Kakish are 
used . 1 Residential land use requirements are also estimated based 
upon assumptions that appear later in this chapter . 
Total Demand for Housing Units 
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Table 25 presents information on employment and population which 
is t he basis for projections of total housing units demanded. Total 
employment and population reach a peak in year 8 of 4,840 and 12,100, 
respectively. They dip down in year 10 as construction comes to an 
end, but increase to equilibrium levels of 4,500 for total employ-
ment and 11,250 for total population in year 12 . These leve ls of 
employment and population continue until year 20 . 
Table 26 contains the projections of total housing demand made 
by the author from the information provided in Table 25 and based 
upon the assumptions of t he previous chapter . The change in total 
units demanded starts in year 1 with 484 and decreases to 32 in 
year 3. From year 4 to year 8 the number of new units demanded 
increases and reaches a peak in year 8 of 1,51 8. The peak is caused 
1Kakish, "Projected Employment." 
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Table 25. Summary of estimated total employment and population due 
to oil shale development for years 1 through 20 
Construction Operatigg local Total Total Year service employ-forced force 
employmentb ment populationb 
400 180 580 1,450 
400 340 740 1, 850 
3 300 500 200 2,000 
4 300 660 960 2,400 
5 500 300 840 1,640 4,100 
6 1,000 300 1 ,000 2,300 5, 750 
1,500 300 1,1 80 2,980 7,450 
8 2,000 1,500 1,340 4,840 12,100 
9 1,500 1,500 1,500 4,500 11 • 250 
10 500 1,500 1,680 3,680 9,200 
11 2,500 1,840 4,340 10,850 
12 2,500 2,000 4,500 11, 250 
13-20 2,500 2,000 4,500 11,250 
awhite River Oil Shale Project . 
bMuin Kakish, "Projected Employment and Population Impacts of Oi 1 
Sha 1 e Deve 1 opment in Ui ntah County, Utah" ( unpub 1 i shed MS thesis, 
Utah State University, logan, Utah, 1975). 
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Table 26. Estimated total demand for housing units by employment 
group due to oil shale development for years l through 20 
Annual Average 
Year DCWa DOWb DSWc Total change in household demand total 
size demand 
400 84 484 484 3. 00 
400 212 61 2 128 3.02 
300 344 644 32 3. ll 
4 300 472 772 128 3. ll 
500 300 541 1,341 569 3. 06 
6 1,000 300 593 1,893 552 3. 04 
1,500 300 661 2,461 568 3.03 
8 2,000 1,500 479 3,979 l ,518 3.04 
9 1,500 1,500 684 3,684 -295 3.05 
10 500 1,500 981 2,981 -703 3.09 
11 2,500 991 3,491 510 3. ll 
12 2,500 1,120 3,620 129 3. ll 
13-20 2,500 1,120 3,620 0 3. ll 
aDcw = Demand for housing units by construction workers . 
bDow = Demand for housing units by operation workers. 
c DSW = Demand for housing units by local service workers. 
Source : Estimation made by the author based upon the assumptions 
of the previous chapter . 
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by the peak in construction employment of 2,000 and an increase in 
operation workers from 300 in year 7 t o 1,500 in year 8. Years 9 and 
10 are characterized by de creases in the demand for new housing units 
as construction tapers off . Years 11 and 12 bring an increase as 
1 ,000 new operation employees are added to the work force . The 
period of time between year 13 and year 20 is characterized by no 
changes in the demand for new housing units by oil shale-related 
employment. 
The total demand for housing units reaches a maximum of 3,979 
in year 8 as accommodations fo r 2,000 construction workers, 
1,500 operation employees, and related local service employees are 
needed . The decrease in total demand in years 9 and 10 will be taken 
up by mobile homes, as will be seen in the next section. An equili-
brium level of 3,620 housing units will be demanded from years 12 
to 20. 
The average household size implied by these projections is not 
3.69 as shown in the U. S. Census of Housing 1970; it is lower, reflect-
ing the high percentages of single migrants associated with high 
population growth rates. 
Demand for Housing by Type of Structure 
The breakdown of the total demand for housing units by type of 
structure is important fo r making projections of land use and assessed 
valuation for tax purposes . Land use requirements will be projected 
i n this study . 
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Table 27 shows the expected demand for mobile homes and per-
manent housing units, with permanent units being separated into 
single-family and multiple-family dwellings . The demand for mobile 
homes reaches a peak in year 8 of 2,289 as the construction force 
reaches its maximum and operation employment increases by 1,200. 
Mobi le homes constitute 58 percent of all housing units in that year. 
Years 3, 8, and 11 are years of large increases in the demand 
for new permanent housing units . These are the years of large 
increases in the operation work force . Permanent housing increases 
continuously from years 1 through 20, until in year 20 , 1,968 per-
manent units and 905 mobile homes will be demanded . 
Year 10 would have registered a decrease in the demand for per-
manent units of fifty-one if the assumption that mobile homes take 
up t he slack in demand had not been in force . This assumption is 
based on the assumption that as permanent housing is vacated, some 
mobile home owners will sell their mobile homes and move into the 
permanent units . 
Table 28 shows the demand for housing units by type of structure 
if high percentages of mobile homes are assumed for each employment 
group. According to t hese assumptions, the demand for permanent 
ho using will be 28 in year 1 and the demand for mo bile homes will be 
456, or 94 percent of the total . In year 8, 2,996 mobile homes will 
be demanded and 983 permanent units will be demanded . Mobile homes 
will constitute 75 percent of total units. Year 20 will bring a 
demand for 2,534 permanent units and 1,086 mobile homes, or 30 percent 
mobile homes. 
Table 27. Estimated housing demand by type of structure assuming expected percentages of mobile homes 
due to oil shale development for years 1 through 20 
Permanent housing units 
Annual Annua 1 Annual Mobile Mobile homes Annual Year One- change Multi-
change in Total change in homes as percent change in family in one- family of total mobile homes 
family multi -family total 
1 88 88 34 34 122 122 362 75 362 
2 135 47 51 17 186 64 426 70 64 
3 277 142 105 54 382 196 261 41 -165 
4 323 46 123 18 446 64 326 42 65 
5 421 98 160 35 580 134 761 57 435 
6 513 92 194 34 707 127 1, 186 63 425 
7 610 97 231 37 841 134 1,620 66 434 
8 1,225 615 465 234 1,690 849 2,289 58 669 
9 1,227 2 465 0 1,692 2 1,992 54 -297 
10 1,227 0 465 0 1,692 0 1,289 43 -703 
11 1,628 401 617 152 2,245 553 1,246 36 -43 
12 1,675 47 635 18 2,310 65 1,310 36 64 
13 1 ,712 37 649 14 2,361 51 1,254 35 -51 
14 1,749 37 663 14 2,412 51 1,208 33 -51 
15 1,786 37 677 14 2,463 51 1,152 32 -51 
16 1,827 37 691 14 2,514 51 1,106 31 -51 
17 1,860 37 705 14 2,565 51 1,055 29 -51 
18 1 , 897 37 719 14 2,616 51 1,004 28 -51 
19 1,934 37 733 14 2,667 51 953 26 -51 
20 1 ,968 34 747 14 2,715 48 905 25 -48 
Source: Projections made by the author . 
Table 28. Estimated housing demand by type of structure assuming high percentages of mobile homes due 
to oil shale development for years 1 through 20 
Permanent housing units 
Annual Annual Annua 1 Mobile Mobile homes Annual Year One- change Multi-
change in Total change in homes as percent change in family in one- family 
multi -family total of total mobile homes family 
l 20 20 8 8 28 28 456 94 456 
2 51 31 19 ll 70 42 542 89 86 
3 202 151 77 58 279 209 365 57 -177 
4 233 31 88 ll 321 42 451 58 86 
5 249 16 95 7 344 23 997 74 546 
6 262 13 99 4 361 17 1,532 81 536 
7 278 16 105 6 383 22 2,078 84 546 
8 713 435 270 165 983 600 2,996 75 918 
9 762 49 289 19 1,051 68 2,633 71 -363 
10 833 7l 316 27 1,148 98 1,832 61 -801 
ll 1,234 401 468 152 1,702 553 l, 789 51 -43 
12 1,265 31 480 12 1,745 43 1,875 52 86 
13 1,337 72 507 27 1,844 99 1,776 49 -99 
14 1,409 72 534 27 1,943 99 1,677 46 -99 
15 1,480 71 562 28 2,042 99 1,578 44 -99 
16 1,552 72 589 27 2,141 99 1,479 41 -99 
17 1,624 72 616 27 2,240 99 1,380 38 -99 
18 1,696 72 643 27 2,339 99 1,281 35 -99 
19 1,768 72 670 27 2,438 99 1,182 33 -99 
20 1,837 69 697 27 2,534 96 1,086 30 -96 
Source: Projections made by the author. 
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Table 29 shows the demand for housing units by type of structure 
with low percentages of mobile homes assumed. As would be expected, 
larger demands for permanent units are shown . Mobile homes as a 
percent of total reaches a high of 65 percent in year 1, with 49 
percent mobile homes in year 8. Year 20 shows a demand for 2,899 
permanent units and 721 mobile homes, or 20 percent of the total . 
Years 9 and 10 are years of slackening demand for permanent units. 
Again the slack is taken up by mobile homes . 
Ability to Pay 
The range of percentages of mobile homes demanded is designed 
to take into account both ability to pay and housing preferences of 
each employment group . This section will deal with what type 
of housing each employment group could afford to buy if they desired. 
The number of permanent housing units demanded depends upon 
the price of permanent units re lative to the price of mobile homes 
and the incomes of each employment group . If the price of conventional 
housing units increases faster than the price of mobile homes and 
incomes, then each employment group will demand less conventional 
units and more mobile homes . The range of percentages used to cal-
culate the estimates of housing demand presented earlier are designed 
to take into account increases in the prices of conventional units 
rel ative to mobile homes and incomes. If during periods of pressure 
on the housing market the average price of site housing increases to 
a certain level relative to the average price of mobile homes and 
what people can afford, then the expected percentage of mobile homes 
Table 29. Estimated housing demand by type of structure assuming low percentages of mobile homes due 
to oil shale development for years 1 through 20 
Permanent housing units Mobile homes 
Year One- Change Multi- Change in Change in Mobile percent of Changes in in one- Total homes mobile homes family family family multi-family total total 
1 123 123 47 47 170 170 314 65 314 
2 179 56 68 21 247 77 365 60 51 
3 312 133 119 51 431 184 213 33 -152 
4 367 55 139 20 506 75 264 34 51 
5 508 141 192 53 700 194 641 48 377 
6 639 131 242 50 881 181 1,012 53 371 
7 776 137 295 53 1,071 190 1,389 56 377 
8 1 ,459 683 553 258 2,012 941 1,967 49 578 
9 1,459 -0 553 -0 2,012 -0 1,672 45 -295 
10 1 ,459 -0 553 -0 2,012 -0 996 33 -676 
11 1 ,791 332 679 126 2,470 458 1 ,021 29 25 
12 1,847 56 700 21 2,547 77 1,073 30 52 
13 1,878 31 713 13 2,591 44 1,029 28 -44 
14 1,910 32 725 12 2,635 44 985 27 -44 
15 1 ,942 32 737 12 2,679 44 941 26 -44 
16 1,974 32 749 12 2,727 44 897 25 -44 
17 2,006 32 761 12 2,767 44 853 24 -44 
18 2,038 32 773 12 2,811 44 809 22 -44 
19 2,070 32 785 12 2,835 44 765 21 -44 
20 2,102 32 797 12 2,899 44 721 20 -44 
Source: Projections made by the author. 
~ 
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to total units will be demanded . If the average price of conventional 
units increases more than expected, then each employment group will 
demand a percentage of mobile homes somewhere between the high and the 
expected pe rcentages and vice versa for lower than expected prices . 
Table 30 presents information on monthly payments per $1,000 of 
mortgage debt for a twenty-five-year mortgage at various rates of 
interest for a conventional housing unit . At 8. 0 percent interest a 
person would pay $7.72 for every $1,000 of mortgage debt per month. 
A person with an annual income of $7,680 could afford to pay $160 
per month on housing if it is assumed that the maximum a person can 
afford to spend is 25 percent of his monthly income. 2 This person 
could afford to buy a housing unit at a price of $20 ,725 at 8. 0 
percent interest. More expensive housing can be afforded if a down 
payment is taken into account. 
Table 31 shows average annual wages, monthly payments, and the 
price of housing that the average employee of each employment group 
will be able to afford. The average construction worker will be able 
to afford a $73.964 housing unit in year l . The average operation 
and local service employee will be able to afford $39,896 and 
$28,368 housing uni ts, respectively. More expensive housing units 
could be afforded if down payments and incomes of other family 
members were taken into account . It must be realized that the income 
figures are averages, therefore some employees will not be able to 
afford housing costing this much. 
2Agricultural Experiment Station, Housi ng in Rura L Communities, 
p. 21. 
Table 30 . Monthly payment on a twenty-fi ve-yea r mortgage per $1 ,000 
of mortgage credit at various interest rates 
Interest rate ~1onthly payment 
4.0 $5 . 28 
4. 5 5.56 
5.0 5.85 
5. 5 6.14 
6.0 6. 44 
6. 5 6. 75 
7.0 7.07 
7. 5 7. 39 
8. 0 7. 72 
9. 0 8. 39 
10.0 9.09 
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Source: Will is and Associates , Kaiparowitz New Town Study , pp . 86-87 . 
The average employee of each employment group will be able to 
afford housing of any type (single-family, multiple-family, or mobile 
home) if they spend 25 percent of their income. Single-family units 
in Uintah County can be constructed at the present time (1975) for 
between $20,000 and $25,000 . These are two and three-bedroom units 
with no garage or basement . 
An important factor in the demand for housing is how much people 
are willing to pay. Development Research Associates, who prepared 
the study on housing and communi ty services for the Navaj o Coal 
Gasifi cation Complexes, estima te that the non-Navajos with incomes 
Table 31. Estimated annual incomes, monthly payments, and prices of housing that can be afforded by 
oil shale-related employees for years l through 20 
Construction Oeeration 
Year Annual Monthly Price of Annual Monthly Pnce of 
i ncomea paymentb unite incomea paymentb unite 
l $27,400 $571 $73,964 $14,800 $308 $39,896 
2 28 ,100 585 75.777 15,200 317 41,062 
3 15,600 325 42,098 
4 16,000 333 43,135 
5 30,400 633 81,995 16,400 342 44 ,301 
6 31,200 650 84,197 16,800 350 45,337 
7 32,000 667 86,399 17,300 360 46,632 
8 32,800 683 88,472 17,700 369 47,798 
9 33,600 700 90,674 18,200 379 49,093 
10 34,500 719 93,135 18,600 388 50,259 
15 21,200 442 57,254 
20 24,100 502 65,026 
awhite River Oil Shale Project. 
bAssumes people can afford 25 percent of gross income for housing. 
CAssumes twenty-five-year mortgage at 8.0 percent interest. 
Local service 
Annual ~1onthlyb Pnce of 
incomea payment un ite 
$10,500 $219 $28,368 
l 0,800 225 29,145 
11,100 231 29,922 
11 ,300 235 30 ,440 
11,600 242 31,347 
11 ,900 248 32,124 
12,200 254 32,902 
12,600 263 34,067 
12,900 269 34,845 
13,200 313 40,544 
15,000 313 40,544 
17,100 356 46,114 
::::; 
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between $11,000 and $13,000 would spend 15 percent of their incomes on 
housing and that those with incomes of over $17,000 would spend 13 
percent . 3 Table 32 shows monthly payments and the prices that the 
average employee might pay if these percent ages are assumed. 
Construct ion workers would pay $38,472 for a housing unit if 
these assumptions were correct; bu t because of the temporary nature 
of their work, construction workers generally spend even less of their 
income on housing than the average person . This is taken into 
account in the percentages used to calculate the mix between mobile 
homes and permanent units. 
In 1972 it was found that 67 percent of the single-family units 
under $20,000 were mobile homes, 4 and that 95 percent of the homes 
under $15,000 were mobile homes . 5 In year the average operation 
worker could pay $22,409 for a housing unit . As was stated earlier, 
a house can be built for $20,000 to $25,000. This is consistent 
with the assumption that 70 percent of the operation workers will 
demand permanent housing units. The average price that local service 
employees could pay in year 1 is $15,933, which is consistent with 
the assumption that higher percentages of local service employees 
will demand mobile homes than operation employees. 
3oevelopment Research Associates, Hous ing and Community Ser viaes, 
p. IV-21. 
\ucie Krassa, "Mobile Homes," Family Eaonomias Review, December, 
1972, p. 3. 
5
"Mobile Homes Capture the Low-Cost Market," Busi ness Week , 
May 13, 1972, p. 146 . 
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Table 32 . Estimated monthly payments and prices according to 
willingness to pay for employees related to oil shale 
development for years 1 through 20 
Construction 0Eeration Local service 
Year Monthly Pn ce Monthly Price Monthly Price of of of payment a unitb payment a unitb payment a unitb 
$297 $38,472 $173 $22,409 $123 $15,933 
304 39,378 177 22,927 126 16,321 
182 23,575 130 16,839 
4 173 22,409 132 17 , 098 
329 42,617 178 23 ,057 135 17,487 
6 339 43,912 182 23,575 139 18,005 
347 44,948 187 24,223 142 18,394 
8 355 45,984 192 24 ,870 147 19,041 
9 364 47.150 197 25,518 151 19,560 
10 374 48,446 202 26,166 154 19,948 
15 230 29,793 175 22,668 
20 261 33,808 185 23 ,964 
aAss umes people spend 14 percent of gross income if income is 
b$10,000 to $16,000 per year and 13 percent if it is over $16,000. 
Assumes a twen ty-five-year mortgage at 8 percent interest . 
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In conclusion it might be said that the validity of the assump-
ti ons that project the mix of housing units between mobile homes and 
permanent housing units depends upon the price of housing and incomes. 
If the price of conventional units increases relative to mobile 
homes, more mobile homes will be demanded by each employment group . 
Land Use Requirements 
Tables 33, 34, and 35 show projected land use requirements by 
type of housing unit . For the purposes of these projections, the 
assumptions made by THK Associates have been used. 6 It is assumed 
that there will be an average of five single-family units per acre, 
fourteen multiple-family units per acre, and eight mobile homes 
per acre . 
Years 8 and 20 are of special interest because the number of 
mobile homes demanded is a maximum at year 8 and year 20 represents 
the final mix due to the project. As shown in Table 33, in year 8 
the expected acreage requirement for permanent housing is 278.2 
acres. Mobile homes are expected to require another 286 . 1 acres . 
Year 20 brings an increase in acres to 447.0 for permanent housing 
and a decrease in acres for mobile homes to 113. 1 acres for a total 
land use requirement of 560. l, which is just four acres less than the 
land required in year B. 
6THK Associates, Impaat AnaLysis , p. 28 , 
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Table 33. Estimated land use requirements in acres for expected 
percentages of mobile homes for years l throug h 20a 
Total Acres required for 
acres 2ermanent housing Acres required for Year 
required Single- Multiple- Total mobile homes family family 
65.3 17.6 2.4 20 . 0 45.3 
83.9 27 . 0 3.6 30.6 53.3 
95 . 5 55 . 4 7.5 62.9 32.6 
4 114. 2 64 . 6 8.8 73.4 40.8 
5 190 .7 84.2 11.4 95.6 95 . l 
6 264.8 102.6 13.9 116.5 148.3 
341.0 122 .0 16.5 138.5 202.5 
8 564.3 245.0 33.2 278.2 286. l 
9 527 . 6 245.4 33 . 2 278 . 6 249.0 
10 439.7 245 . 4 33.2 278.6 161. l 
11 525.5 325.6 44.1 369.7 155.8 
12 544.2 335.0 45.4 380.4 163.8 
13 545.6 342.4 46.4 388.8 156.8 
14 548.2 349.8 47.4 397.2 151.0 
15 549.6 357.2 48. 4 405.6 144.0 
16 553. l 365.4 49.4 414 . 8 138.3 
17 554 .3 372.0 50.4 422.4 131.9 
18 556.3 379.4 51.4 430.8 125.5 
19 558.3 386.8 52.4 439 . 2 119.1 
20 560. l 393.6 53.4 447.0 113. l 
aAssumes : Single-family= 5/acre. 
Multiple-family = 14/acre. 
Mobile homes = 8/acre. 
Source: Estimates made by the author . 
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Table 34. Estimated land use requirements in acres for hi~h per-
centages of mobile homes for years 1 through 20 
Total Acres required for 
Year acres ~ermanent housing Acres required for 
required Single- Multiple- Total mobile homes family family 
61.6 4.0 .6 4. 6 57.0 
2 79 . 4 10. 2 1.4 11.6 67.8 
3 91.5 40 . 4 5.5 45 . 9 45.6 
4 109 .3 46 . 6 6.3 52 . 9 56 . 4 
5 181.2 49 . 8 6.8 56 . 6 124 . 6 
6 251.0 52 . 4 7. 1 59.5 191.5 
322. 9 55.6 7. 5 63 . 1 259.8 
8 536 . 4 142 . 6 19 . 3 161.9 374. 5 
502 . 1 152.4 20 . 6 173 . 0 329.1 
10 418 . 2 166 . 6 22.6 189 . 2 229 . 0 
11 503 . 8 246 . 8 33 . 4 280.2 223 . 6 
12 521 .7 253.0 34. 3 287 . 3 234.4 
13 525.6 267 . 4 36 . 2 303.6 222.0 
14 529 . 5 281 . 8 38. 1 319 . 9 209 . 6 
15 533 .4 296 . 0 40 . 1 336. 1 197 . 3 
16 537 . 4 310.4 42 . 1 352 . 5 184 . 9 
17 541.3 324.8 44.0 368.8 172 . 5 
18 545.2 339.2 45 . 9 385 . 1 160 . 1 
19 549 . 3 353.6 47.9 401.5 147.8 
20 553 . 0 367.4 49 .8 417 . 2 135.8 
aAssumes: Single-family = 5/acre . 
Multiple-family= 14/ acre . 
Mobile homes = 8/acre. 
Source: Estimates made by the author . 
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Table 35 . Estimated land use requ irements in acres for low per-
centages of mobile homes for years 1 through 20a 
Total Acres required for 
Year acres ~ermenent housing Acres required for 
required Single- Multiple- Total mobile homes family family 
73.3 24.6 3.4 28 . 0 45.3 
2 94 . 0 35 , 8 4.9 40 .7 53 . 3 
3 103 .5 62 . 4 8.5 70.9 32.6 
4 124 . 1 73.4 9. 9 83.3 40.8 
210.4 101 .6 13 . 7 115 . 3 95 . 1 
6 293.4 127.8 17.3 145.1 148. 3 
7 378.8 155 . 2 21.1 176 . 3 202 .5 
8 617 . 4 291.8 39.5 331.3 286 . 1 
9 580 . 3 291 .8 39.5 331.3 249 . 0 
10 492 . 4 291.8 39 . 5 331.3 161.1 
11 562.5 358 .2 48.5 406.7 155 .8 
12 583 . 2 369.4 50.0 419 . 4 163 .8 
13 583. 3 375 . 6 50.9 426 . 5 156 .8 
14 584.8 382.0 51.8 433.8 151.0 
15 585.0 388.4 52 . 6 441.0 144 .0 
16 586.6 394. 8 53.5 448.3 138.3 
17 587.5 401.2 54. 4 455.6 131.9 
18 588.3 407 . 6 55.2 462.8 125 .5 
19 589.2 414.0 56 . 1 470 . 1 119.1 
20 590.4 420.4 56 , 9 477 . 3 113.1 
aAssumes: Single-family = 5/acre . 
Multiple-family= 14/acre. 
Mobile homes = 8/acre. 
Source: Estimates made by the author . 
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This chapter has presented estimates of housing demand associated 
with oil shale development based upon assumpt ions derived in a pre-
vious chapter . The assumptions were developed aft er careful con-
sideration of data collected by the author and other. The most 
current literature which treats problems similar to those addressed 
in this paper was reviewed and also used as a guidepost for the 
assumptions presented in this paper . Estimates for three levels of 
demand for mobile homes were made . Under the assumption that certain 
prices and costs would prevail, an expected level of demand was 
projected . Lower and upper bounds were also projected to take into 
account lower than expected and higher than expected demands for 
mobile homes. 
The estimates of expected demand show that the total housing 
demand in year l is 484 units and that a peak is reached in year 8 of 
3,979 units due to a peak in construction employees . The equilibrium 
level is 3,620 from year 12 to year 20 . Seventy-five percent of the 
units demanded in year 1 are estimated to be mobile homes. The 
figure drops to 58 percent in year 8 and declines gradually to 25 
percent mobile homes in year 20 . 
Estimates of ability to pay indicate that construction workers 
will generally occupy less expensive housing units than they can 
generally affor d to purchase . They are generally not constrained 
by the level of thei r i ncomes, but rather by their desires to be 
more mobile because of their temporary work . 
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Operation and local service employees have more permanent employ-
ment but lower incomes . Most of these people prefer permanent hous-
ing, but many cannot afford it . Local service employees on the 
average have lower incomes than do operation workers . Therefore, a 
higher percentage of local service employees demand mobile homes. 
From the information on land characteristics presented in 
Chapter I, it appears that there is more than enough land which is 
suitable for residential development in Uintah County to accommodate 
the increased population due to oil shale. The expected land re-
quirement in year 8 is 564.3 acres and 560. 1 acres in year 20 . 
These estimates do not include streets and parks that would require 
an additional amount of land . 
An interesting question not discussed in this paper is where the 
development should occur if costs are minimized . Will costs be 
minimized if a new town is built close to the plant, or would it 
be less costly to let the market operate so that the population 
were distributed among the already populated areas closest to the 
plant such as Vernal and Rangely? Should funds be invested to improve 
travel between Rangely and the oil shale plant? Other alternatives 
might also be studied . 
The estimates of projected housing demand presented in this 
paper could be used along with estimates of public service, school 
class room requirements and other activities, and their costs to 
answer some of these questions . 
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APPENDIXES 
Appendi x A 
Mobile Homes 
The mobile home is an alternative for providing some of the 
housing that will be demanded as a result of oil shale development 
in Uintah County. Mobile home as used in this paper can be defined 
as "a complete dwelling unit built on a chassis and capable at time 
of purchase of being towed over the highway by truck bu t no t by 
car; travel trailers are excluded." 1 Travel trailers are excluded 
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because they are not generally used as permanent places of residence . 
They are used most frequently for vacations and camping . 
This chapter will discuss mobile homes in detail. First, the 
growth of the industry will be discussed along with factors that might 
have caused such growth. Problems and disadvan t ages of mobile home 
ownership and their use as a housing alternative in Uintah County 
will also be discussed . 
Growth in the Industry 
Since 1940, the growth in the mobile home industry has been 
more rapid than growth in the conventional housing industry. In 
1940, there were about 170,0002 mobile homes in the United States 
which represented 0. 4 percent of the total housing stock. Twenty 
years later, in 1960, there were 770,0003 or 1. 4 percent of the total 
1 Katharyne P. Rei 1, "Bank Financing of f·1obi 1 e Homes, " FederoaZ 
Reseroe Bulletin, LVII (t~arch, 1971), 179. 
2
camping trailers are excluded . 
3This figure included railroad cars, tents, and shacks used as 
residences . 
housing units in the United States. 4 Just ten years late r in 1970, 
there were 2,072,887 mobile homes which constituted 3.1 percent of 
all housing units. The national figures for 1g7o can be compared 
with 2. 6 percent for Utah and 8.0 percent for Uintah County . 5 
Another indication of the growth in the mobile home industry 
can be see n in Table 36. This table shows total expenditures on 
mob il e homes. It is broken down into personal consumption expen-
ditures and producers' durable equipment. The figures are presented 
in constant 1958 dollars. As can be seen, between 1968 and 1973 
expenditures on mobile homes have doubled, the total growing from 
2. l to 4.2 billion dollars. 6 
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Shipments of mobile homes accounted for just less than 8 percent 
of all housing starts in 1970 and were up to almost 20 percent in 
1972 . Since 1961, shipments of mobile homes in the United States 
have increased by an average of 18 percent per year compared to 6.4 
percent for all private housing starts. 7 
If multiple family st ructures are excluded, it is found that in 
the first six months of 1972 mobile homes accounted for 31 percent of 
4R. M. French and J. Hadden, "An Analysis of the Distribution 
and Characteristics of Mobile Homes in America," Land Economics, 
XL (1965), 131. 
5u.s., Department of Commerce, U. S. Census of Hous i ng, 1970, 
Tables 2, 62. 
6
•Mobile Homes in the National Income and Product Accounts," 
Survey of Current Business, July, 1972, p. 38. 
7 Lynda McDonnell , "Mobile Boxes of Ti cky-Tacky," Progressi ve, 
XXXVI I I (May , 1974), pp . 25-28. 
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Table 36 . Yearly expenditures on mobile homes, 1968 through 1973 
Billions of dollarsa 1958 Do 11 ars 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 
Tota 1 2.1 2. 4 2. 5 3.3 4. 1 
Personal consu~ption 
expenditures 1.9 2.2 2.2 2.9 3.7 
Producers' du rable 
equipmentc 0.2 0.2 0. 2 0.3 0.4 
aThe dollar amount is derived by multiplying total shipments by 
average retail price. 
bNinety percent of total is assumed to be personal consumption ex-
penditures and 10 percent producers' durable equipment. 
cPurchased for rental or other business use . 
Source: Survey of Current Business, July, 1972, p. 38; July, 1974, 
Table 5.8, p. 35. 
4.2 
3.8 
0.4 
the production of single-family structures, which is up substantially 
from 16 percent in 1964. 8 
Since 1968, the production of new mobile homes has outnumbered 
the number of conventional single-family units selling for under 
$20,000. Sixty-seven percent of the one-family structures for less 
than $20,000 were mobile homes in 1972. 9 In that same year, it was 
found that the mobile home industry had captured 95 percent of the 
market for homes under $15,000. 10 Between October 1, 1970, and 
March 31, 1971, it was found that 99.6 percent of the mobile homes 
insured by FHA were under $15,000 . 11 
8Krassa, "Mobile Homes," p. 3. 
9Ibid. 
10
•Mobile Homes Capture the Low-Cost Market," p. 146. 
11 Krassa, "Mobile Homes," p. 3. 
The trend of growth in the mobile home industry slowed down to 
a 5 percent increase in 1973, while conventional housing star ts fell 
by 14 percent . 12 The mobile home industry in 1974 began to suffer 
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losses along with most other industries as a result of the recession. 
It was expected that sales would fall to $425,000, which is down 
25 percent from 1973 sales . 13 Still mobile homes are increasing as 
a percentage of the total because all housing starts are down even 
further . In 1974, one-family detached housing accounted for under 
50 percent of all housing starts. This is a 20 percent decline 
from 70 percent in 1960 . 14 
Causes of Growth 
Several reasons for the growth of the mobile home industry will 
be presented in this section . They include the following: 
l . Over the past few years the average mobile home has evolved 
into a larger, more elaborate, and plush looking place of residen ce 
which has made it acceptable to a large portion of the population. 
2. t~obi le homes are being thought of as permanent housing by 
more people than in the past. 
3. The cost of building the average mobile home has decreased 
s ince 1960, while the cost of building a conventional unit has in-
creased. (This contributes to the lower price of a mobile home 
relative to a conventional housing unit . ) 
12McDonnell, "Mobile Bo xes, " pp. 25- 2B. 
13
"The Great American House Party is Over," Forbes, CXIV (No-
vember, 1974), 26 . 
14Ibid. , p. 24. 
4. The average mobile home requires a lower down payment, as 
well as lower monthly payments than the average conventional unit . 
In the 1940's, the mobile home industry produced 8-foot x 
24-38-foot trailers that could be pulled behind a car . 15 These were 
truly mobile homes and were owned by low-income transient people 
who moved from place to place as their work changed. 
Historically, houses on wheels have been thought of as 
abodes for a small minority of the population that are 
not integrated into the larger society . Gypsies, tinkers, 
displaced and migrant workers are examples of people who 
have lived in houses on wheels and were not really io-
tegrated into the societies within which they moved . 16 
The mobile home industry has been attempting to create a new 
thinking about their product which would make them more acceptable 
to a larger portion of the population . This they have succeeded in 
doing to a certain extent by increasing the size of the home itself 
and by increasing the quality of the appliances and other inside 
conveniences. Many mobile homes are sold with all the modern 
appliances, with plush wall paneling, and with expensive-looking 
carpet which their owners would otherwise not be able to afford. 
Because of these qualities, mobile homes are appealing to more and 
more moderate to middle-income families. 
Table 37 shows changes between 1970 and 1971 in the size of 
mobile homes shipped. The trend is away from the smaller 12-foot 
by 60-70-foot home toward the larger 14-foot by 50-70-foot home 
and the double-wide home . In 1972 the trend continued . Double-wide 
15French and Hadden, "Mobile Homes in .America," p. 132. 
16Ibid. 
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shipments were up to 24 .7 percent of all mobile homes shipped and the 
12-foot mobile home decreased proportionally . The trend continued 
toward larger units in 1973. 17 
Table 37 . Size of mobile homes produced 
Width Average Percent of total shi2ment length 1970 1971 
8' to 10' 35' to 60' 0.8 l.l 
12 ' 60' to 70' 78.6 69.6 
14' 50 ' to 70' 8. 1 16 . 2 
16' 50' to 70' 0. l 0. 1 
Expandables 50' to 70' 2.6 1.0 
Doub l e-wi des 50' to 70' 9. 6 12. 0 
Triple-wides 50' to 70 ' 0.2 
l 00 . 0 100 . 0 
Source: Mobile Home Manufacturers Association, "Flash Facts, Mobile, 
Modular, and Sectional Homes (Chicago, Illinois : Mobile 
Home Manufacturers Association, 1972) . (Pamphlet.) 
Along with increasing the size and making the interiors more 
enticing to moderate and middle-income groups, the parks and facilities 
where most mobile homes are placed are improving in quality and are 
appealing to higher and higher income groups . There are approximately 
2. 8 million mobile home families in the United States . Of these, over 
half are located in mobile home parks or communities. 18 
17
sowers, Housing Report. 
18
rbid. , p. 77. 
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The conditions in mobile home parks have not and do not always 
contribute to a good reputation for mobile homes. In the past, many 
developers built poor quality mobile home parks with very li ttle 
landscaping and very little space between homes . These conditions 
have given the mobile home community the reputation of being only 
for low-income people . Conventional home owners often protested the 
development of such parks close to their homes, fearing that the 
value of their l and would decrease with such an unsightly conglomera-
tion of tin boxes so close by . 
These conditions have contributed to the substandard image of 
mobile homes . It is hard to keep the quality of mobile home parks 
up in times when sales of mobile homes are booming. Good and bad 
parks will be filled to capacity. Well planned parks with landscaping 
and more space between units many times can be less profitable than 
the poorly planned overcrowded parks that contribute to the bad 
reputation of mobile homes as dwelling units . 19 
In recent years, however, the quality of the parks on the aver-
age has been improving because of new regulations imposed on mobile 
home parks by communities and because of an effort on the part of 
many mobile home community developers to att ract higher income people. 
Advertisements in newspapers and on te levision can be seen which 
portray park life as the epitome of middle class living. One and 
a half million dollar facility parks with swimming pools, golf courses , 
and bars are being advertised . All of this has tended to increase 
19Frank Fogarty, "Trailer Parks: The Wheeled Suburbs," Archi -
tectural Forum, July, 1959, p. 128. 
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the sales of mobile homes and enhance their reputation as dwelling 
units. 
Other conditions have been improving in mobile home park life. 
Recently some states have passed laws restricting the absolute power 
of mobile home park landlords. Many landlords have no laws governing 
eviction of tenants . This has been taken advantage of by some 
owners. Landlords can evict tenants because of personal disagree-
ments or for the purpose of collecting an entry fee from the new-
comers. In Minnesota, tenants are protected against eviction for 
complaining to government officials about poor conditions, or for 
exercising any other constitutional right . New York has restricted 
eviction to the following cases: default in past rent, bankruptcy, 
the use of premises for illegal business, the breaking of laws which 
poses a threat to other dwellers, the persistent violation of park 
rules, or the breaking of the terms of the lease. 20 
Laws such as the above improve the conditions under which people 
live and, therefore, the desirability of living in a mobile home 
park. 
It has also been the opinion of many in the past that mobile 
homes are substandard housing. It was found in 1960 that 90 percent 
of the mobile homes in the United States were classified as sound, 
with only 10 percent deteriorating or dilapidated; while only 83 
percent of all housing was classified as sound and 17 percent as 
deteriorating or dilapidated. 21 
20
" States Act to Reduce Mobile Home Park Tyranny," Conswner 
Report, XXXVIII (October, 1973), 600 . 
21 French and Hadden, "Mobile Homes in America," p. 136 . 
Another condition usually associated with substandard housing 
is a high propor tion of absentee-owner rental units . Again this 
cri t erion tends to support the idea that mobile homes are not as 
substandard as their reputation has dictated in the past . It was 
found that 88 percent of mobile home dwellers owned their own uni t 
as comp ared with 62 percent for permanent housing . 22 
Overcrowding can also be used as a measure of the adequacy of 
mobile homes . It is true that the average number of rooms per unit 
is less than that of permanent housing, but this is compensated for 
by a lower average persons per household figure. The net result is 
only a slightly higher room density . 23 
The above characteristics which indicate that mobile homes are 
no more substandard than conventional housing are obviously not all-
inclusive . Many consider mobile homes to be substandard be cause of 
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the materia l s used in their production . The Uniform Building Code 
requires that, among other things, the siding be of certain speci f ied 
material . Tin is not one of these materials . Virtually all mobile 
homes are built with tin siding and, therefore, would be classified 
as substandard under the Uniform Building Code . It will be noted, 
however, that mobile homes are not held to this code and, therefore, 
it might not be meaningful to classify them using it as a base . 
The mobile home industry itself is t rying to set up its own 
building standards to improve the quality of homes and hence the 
reputation of mobile homes as a dwell i ng unit . With i mp roving 
22 Ibid., pp . 135-136. 
23Ibid. , p. 135. 
conditions, quality, and higher standards, the life expectancy for 
the average mobile home is increasing and is now above 15 years . 24 
This has caused a shift away from thinking of them only as temporary 
housing and has been one of the contributing factors to the growth 
of the industry . 
As was stated earlier, the mobile home has been thought of as a 
place of residence for transient, irresponsible people who travel 
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from place to place and from job to job pulling a silvery trailer 
behind a dilapidated automobile. Their owners were typicall y thought 
of as rural low-income people . The reputation of mobile homes as 
transient housing has also come partly because they were used during 
World War II to house servicemen and as temporary housing during 
the housing shortage after the war . 25 
The feeling that mobile homes are temporary housing has changed 
over the years, as is indicated by a study done by French and 
Hadden . 26 They made three hypotheses: (1) that mobile homes were 
an urban phenomenon, (2) that the percentage of mobile homes of all 
housing units was inversely related to population density, and 
(3) that the percentage of mobile homes to total housing units is 
positively related to the rate of population growth. 
They found by using the 1950 and 1960 Census of Housing that 
the percentage of all mobile homes located in urban areas had dropped 
from 55 percent to 43 percent . This was a disturbing result in a 
24
•Mobile Homes in the National Income and Product Accounts," 
pp . 11, 38 . 
25 French and Hadden, "Mobile Homes in Ame rica , " p. 132 . 
26Ibid. 
time when l arge numbers of people were migrating from rural areas to 
urban areas . 27 
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA's) were used in 
place of urban places to see if mobile homes locate in rural areas 
around urban places. It was found that 64 percent of the United 
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States' mobile home population was located around urban areas . These 
later results led them to believe that mobile homes were an urban 
phenomenon . For one reason or another the mobile home population 
locates around urban places instead of in them. Strict zoning 
ordinances and difficulty of transportation in high density areas 
were cited as possible reasons for this trend . 28 
The study found an inverse relationship between population density 
i n SMSA's and location of mobile homes. Forty percent of all mobile 
homes in SMSA's were located in rural areas, while 36 percent were 
located in urban other than central city and 24 percent were located 
in central cities . The same inverse relationship was found when the 
popu lation per square mile was compared with the percentage of mobi le 
homes to all housing units. These results confirm their hypothesis 
that lower population density provides more attraction to mobile home 
dwel l ers . 29 The implications of their findings concerning populati on 
density help explain why Utah and the Mountain West have higher per-
centages of mobile homes than other states and why Uintah County 
has an even higher percentage . 
27 Ibid. , p. 133 . 
28Jbid. 
29Ibid., pp . 133-134. 
The third hypothesis of a positive relation between population 
growth and the presence of mobile homes also helps explain the 
increases in the use of mobile homes in Uintah County . Table 38 
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di vides the fifty states into three categor ies of gr owth rates and 
shows that states with slower population growth have less mobile homes 
than those with higher population growth rates . Both Utah and Uintah 
County fall in the third category and show high percent ages of mobile 
homes relative to other areas. 
Table 38. Percent mobile homes by population increase by states, 
1950-1960 
~~ of Number of Percent 
population increase states mobile homes 
0. 0-10.0 18 1.2 
10 . 1-25 . 0 20 1. 7 
25 . 1-50.0 plus 12 3.0 
Source: U. S. , Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, u.s. 
Census of Housing (Washington, D.C . : Government Printing 
Office, 1960), Table A-6 . 
The finding in the above study indi cates that mobile homes are 
not a rural phenomenon, but that they follow closely the rural to 
urban trend in the United States . The positive correlation between 
population increase and percentage of mobile homes does not necessarily 
mean that mobile homes are being used as temporary housing on the 
whole in the United States. 30 It may mean that conventional housing 
30Ibid. , p. 134. 
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is scarce in areas where population grows fast and many people choose 
mobile homes as an alte rnative . Once they make the decision, it is 
just about as permanent as if they had chosen a more preferred alterna-
t ive . With better mobile homes and facilit i es, more people will make 
this choice . 
The term mobile home does not accurately describe the average 
mobile home . Most of them are on ly moved once, f r om the dealer to 
the mobile home park . 31 In 1964, a study was done in Arizona which 
found that the average family had lived in the park where they were 
surveyed for about three years . 32 According to a housing survey 
prepared by James Brewers and Associates in Denver, Colorado, for the 
Colorado West Area Council of Governments, mobile home dwellers move 
at the same frequency as conventional home dwellers; that is, once 
every five years . 33 The findings of the Department of Housing and 
Urban Development confirmed these results . Twenty percent of mobile 
home families move once a year on the average. It was also found 
that 81 of 100 household heads planned to continue living in their 
present mobile homes . Of the remaining 19 percent who planned on 
moving, 25 percent planned to move within a year, 25 percent planned 
to move in one to three years, and 50 percent did not plan on moving 
before the fourth year . 34 
31
"The Mobile-Home Situation : In Transit," p. 16 . 
32 Robert E. Berney and Arlyn J . Larson, "Micro-Analysis of 
Mobile Home Characteristics with Implications for Tax Policy," Land 
Eaonomias, XL (1966), 455 . 
33
"The Mobile-Home Situa t i on: In Transit," p. 16 . 
34B d A . . 62 ewers an ssoc1ates, Hous~ng Report, p. . 
These studies certainl y indicate that mobile homes are at the 
present time considered more and more as permanent housing . It is 
obvious that transient seasonal workers who have in the past been 
associated with mobile homes could not afford the frequent moves of 
a large mobile homes as required by their work . In fact, most of 
these people would not be able to afford a modern mobile home . 35 
On the other hand, cons truction workers and oil workers, who are 
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tempora ry in the sense that their jobs last for two or three years 
until the job is finished or the oil field beg i ns to decline, may 
not have other alternatives avai lable to them because of high popu-
lation growth rates and other considerations . This seems to be what 
has happened in Uintah County . 
In many counties which are experiencing higher than average 
growth rates, mobile homes are being thought of as a solution to the 
housing shortage to meet both temporary and long-term housing demands. 
Most planners are considering mobile homes less and less as tem-
po rary housing and more and more as a necessary part of their 
communities. Still, many communities are apprehensive about possible 
eyesores in the form of mobile home parks . Proper planning and 
regulation of these parks can promote landscaping and other beautifi-
cation schemes that cou ld make mobile home parks an integral part of 
the city as well as provide a solution to housing pressures . 
At the presen t time, Vernal City is taking an approach which is 
promoting permanent conventional housing in the city and surrounding 
areas . The following is a portion of a letter sent out to applicants 
35French and Hadden, "Mobile Homes in America," p. 137. 
for water connections on the Vernal water system following a water 
shortage during the summer of 1974, 
Before selling you a water connection, it will be 
understood that the following conditions have been met: 
1. For each individual water connection, the 
petitioner shall sell to Vernal City l/20th share of 
Ashley Central Irrigation Water Stock, or 1/lOth share 
of Ashley Upper Irrigation Stock, or 1/Bth share of Rock 
Point Canal Company stock, or 2- l /4th share of Ashley 
Valley Reservoir Stock . 
2. Individual water connections will be made only 
to permanent structures which meet the National Building 
Code and are placed on a permanent foundation. 
3. No water line extension will be required to 
service the new connection . These conditions have been 
instituted to provide a more equitable and uniform water 
policy for all Ashley Valley r35idents--those within the 
city as well as those without . 
This went into effect October 1, 1974, and may have had some 
effect on the number of mobile homes authorized by building permits 
in the county . The peak of 123 mobi 1 e home permits was reached in 
1973 . 37 It dropped thereafter to 101 in 1974 and up to the last of 
April, there were 11 permits authorized for mobile homes in the 
county for 1975 . If this trend continues for the year, only thirty-
three mobile homes will be authorized . 38 
There are advantages and disadvantages to this kind of policy . 
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The advantages are that it promotes conventional housing construction 
and reduces unsightly mobile homes in the city . This can also be 
taken as a disadvantage in a boom-bust situation. Because of the 
nature of oil fields, many of these people will only stay two or 
36Letter to water connection applicants from Glade I . Nelson, 
City Manager of Vernal . 
37
"County Building Permits Reach 4-Year High," Ver nal Express, 
May 8, 1975, p. 12 . 
38
counts done by the author . 
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three years, after which they will move on to another oil field . The 
above policy could promote overbuilding of conventional housing when 
oil or construction workers are involved, such as in Uintah County 
at the present and to a greater extent if oil shale is developed . 
As for excluding unsightly mobile homes from the area, maybe it 
would be better under the circumstances of a housing shortage if other 
regulations such as landscaping requirements and mobile home quality 
standards were used rather than restricting completely the entry of 
mobile homes . 
There is also the worry of overbuilding of mobile homes . If 
the mobile home owners are mostly oil and construction workers, what 
will happen when and if they leave? Will mobile home graveya rds 
develop like those for automobiles? This is a possibility, but as of 
yet no mobile home graveyards exist in the country . Also, even 
though the mobile home is less mobile today than in the past, it is 
sti ll mobile . Families can take them along as they move to a new job, 
although it is usually unprofitable to transport a mobile home more 
than 300 to 500 miles because of high transportation costs . Inter-
views with mobile home dealers indicate that transportation cost for 
used mobile homes is from $1. 80 to $1 . 90 per mile for a long haul . 
There is also a minimum movement charge of about $100 for any move 
whatsoever . While mobile homes can be moved, conventional housing 
would have to stand vacant or be removed because of its permanent 
nature . 
The thi r d cause of the expansion in the mobile home industry is 
that the costs of producing them are the same or have dec l ined over 
the years, while the costs of building the average conventional 
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housing unit have increased. The square foot cost of building a 
mobile home has gone from $11 in 1964 to $8 . 50 in 1972 for a fully 
furnished mobile home with all the modern applicances . 39 In 1974, 
the cost was $8 . 8440 per square foot for a mobile home compared with 
$20-$21 per square foot for the average Farmer ' s Home Administration-
sponsored house, as revealed by an interview with Ralph Dart, the 
Director of FHA in Vernal . He indicated also that the average house 
ran between $28 and $29 thousand dollars with no brick, no garage, 
and no fireplace . The cost per square foot for these homes was 
nearly two and one-half times that for a mobile home. Lafayette, 
Indiana, National Homes Chairman Frank P. Flynn says, "We can still 
build single-family homes for under $30,000, but we'd have to do away 
with extra bathrooms, large garages, and basements . "41 
One of the major factors contributing to the differential in 
cost is labor . Less than 12 percent of the cost of building a mobile 
home is in direct labor, as compared to 50 percent for an on-site 
constructed house . 42 The difference in labor costs results from the 
fact that unskilled labor can work in a mobile home factory, while 
only trained carpenters and other skilled laborers with higher wages 
are used for on-site construction . 
One cost that has gone up for mobile home people is the cost of 
transportation . For a new 14 x 70- foot home, it costs about $1 . 30 
39
"Mobile Homes Capture the Low- Cos t f1arket," p. 146 . 
40
"The Great American House Party is Over," p. 24. 
41
rbid. 
42
rbi d., p. 26 . 
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per mile for a long haul, along with a minimum moving charge of $100. 
The 12-foot home would run about thirty cents less per mile and have 
a slightly lower minimum moving cost. Costs of transportation have 
increased due to larger sizes for the average mobile homes . 
The increase in transportation costs has been more than com-
pensated for by locating factories closer to areas where mobile homes 
are used most . There is a mobile home factory in nearly every state, 
which makes it possible for more people to take advantage of mobile 
units. 43 
Another major factor contributing to the growth in the industry 
is the difference in financing a mobile home as compared to a con-
ventional unit. An important reason for selecting one housing unit 
over another is economic. The amount of money available to a family 
largely determines the location, style, and size of the housing unit 
and whether to buy a mobile home, rent, or buy a house . 44 Therefore, 
recent trends in the mobile home industry can be explained to a large 
extent by raising costs of building materials, the high price of site 
housing, and the high interest rates . A combination of these factors, 
along with an improved reputation, makes a mobile home the best buy 
for many people. Robert De Rose, Chairman of the Mobile Home Man-
ufacturers' Association, said, "We're giving the consumer a tremendous 
value--a home he can afford to own . "45 
43
"Mobile Homes Capture the Low-Cost Market," pp . 146, 148. 
44Bowers and Associates, Housing Report, pp . 64-65. 
45
"Mobile Homes Capture the Low-Cost ~1arket," p. 146 . 
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t4obile homes dominate the low pri ce housing market because low 
and moderate-income families can better afford them. In 1971, mobile 
homes accounted for 96 percent of all new construction of homes under 
$15,000, 75 percent of those under $20,000, and 62 percent of those 
under $25,000 . 46 Incomes of families have a lot to do with these 
percentages, as well as increased housing prices . 
The federal government has a rule of thumb that a family should 
not have to spend more than 25 percent of its monthly income on 
housing . In order to afford the $248 monthly cost under an FHA-
insured mortgage for a $24,000 conventional housing unit as shown in 
Table 40, a family would have to have an income of at least $12,000 . 
For the average $7,000 mobile home with monthly payments of $162, 
a family's income would have to be $7,800 a year . 47 Since a con-
ventiona l unit for less than $24,000 is rare in Uintah County, many 
of those families with incomes less than $12,000 would have to buy 
mobile homes or modula r homes if they were to spend less than 25 
percent of their incomes. 
Roderick Carpenter, who is the housing analyst for Paine, Webber, 
Jackson and Curtis, believes that of the 72 million households in the 
United States today, only 19 million (26 percent) have an annual 
income of $15,000 a year, which is the annual income required to buy 
the median housing unit at $36,000. 48 The average incomes of mobile 
home owners under FHA- insured loans was $8,188, which was well below 
46
sowers and Associates , Housing RepoPt , p. 69 . 
47Jbid. 
48
"The Great American House Party is Over," p. 24 . 
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the average of $13,160 for conventional units in 1971 . 49 In spite of 
lower average incomes of mobile home dwellers, the percentage of 
month ly income paid in 1972 for mobile home dwellers was 11 percent, 
while that fo r a conventional unit on an FHA-insured mortgage was 
18 percent . This is due to the low average monthly payments in that 
year of $94 . 50 
t1onth ly payments are 1 ower because the pr ice of the average 
mobile home is so much lower than that of a conventional unit . Table 
39 gives price ranges and average prices of mob ile homes as estimated 
by James M. Bowers and Associates . The average price of a single-
wide is about $7,000, that for expandables is about $10,000, and 
that for double-wide is about $10,780. 51 The average retail price 
in 1971 was about $7,500 compared with $28,300 for the average co n-
ventional unit . 52 
Table 39 , Average mobile home prices, 1973 
Type of unit Retail price Average price 
Single-wide 
Expandable 
Double-wide 
$5,000 to $15,000 
$7,500 to $17,000 
$8,500 to $20,500 
$ 7,000 
$10,000 
$10,780 
Source: James M. Bowers and Associates, Housing Report , Prepared 
for Colorado West Area Council of Governments (Denver, 
Colorado : James M. Bowers and Associates, January, 1974}. 
49
"Mobile Homes Capture the Low-Cost ~1a rket," p. 146 . 
5
°Krassa , "Mobile Homes, " p. 7. 
51 Bowers and Associates, Housing Report, p. 65 . 
52Kra ssa, "Mobile Homes," pp . 3, 5. 
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The trend toward larger mobile homes has caused average prices 
to increase to about $10 ,000 in 1974 as compared to the average price 
of a convent iona l unit of well over $30,000. 
Although the price of a mobi le home is lower, the inte rest rate 
used to finance it is higher . The financing of mobile homes is 
different from that of conventional housing . Mobile homes are con-
sidered a durable consumer good and are classified under the same 
category as automobiles . The most common loan is the chattel-
mortgage loan which is derived from the auto installment loan . The 
interest rate is administered in an add-on fashion. 53 If the pre-
vailing interest rate were 8 percent add-on, the simple annual rate 
would be 12 . 78 percent, as compared with an interest rate for con-
ventional units of 8 or 8.5 percent . The term of the loan would 
fall between seven and twelve years, while the term for a conventional 
loan would more likely be twenty-five to thirty years . 54 
Most loans for mobile homes are made by banks and finance 
companies. Savings and loans have also been given the power to give 
mobile home loans . 55 In May, 1970, the FHA began insuring loans for 
mobile homes and in 1971 the VA began guaranteeing mobile home 
purchases . 56 This has released large quantities of funds that other-
wise would not have been available fo r mobile home purchases. The 
53An add-on loan is one in which the total interest for the whole 
period is included as pa rt of what is owed from the beginning. (See 
"A Mobile Home vs. a House : How the Costs Compare," Changing Times, 
The Kip Unger Magazine , XXV (Janua ry, 1971), 19 . 
54Bowers and Associates, Housing Report, p. 66 . 
55 Krassa, "Mobiie Homes, " p. 7. 
56 Ibid. 
FHA has also eased regulations to permit fifteen and twenty-year 
financing for mobile homes purchased along with lots . 57 
The FHA will insure a maximum of $10,000 on a single-wide unit 
with terms not exceeding twelve years and thirty- two days . The 
maximum for a double-wide is $15,000 with terms up to fifteen years . 
For the first $6,000, the minimum down payment is 5 percent, and 10 
percent for the portion over $6,000. 58 
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The Veterans' Administration will guarantee a maximum of $10,000 
for twelve years at lower than average interest rates and down 
payments. 59 
Both of these organizations require the mobile homes to meet 
the standards of the American National Standards Institute . They 
also have certain requirements for the park or site where the home 
will be located . 60 
The following information shows average FHA loan amounts and 
terms between April 1, 1971, and ~1arch 31, 1972, for mobile homes: 
Amount of loan 
Acquisition cost61 
Interest ra t e, range 
Maturity 
$7,823 
$9,085 
7. 6-10.5 percent 
1 D. 5 years 
57
"The Great Amer ican House Pa r ty is Over," p. 36 . 
58Bowers and As sociates, Housing Report, p. 66 . 
59 Ibid. 
60Ibid. 
61
rncludes sales price , transportation costs, sales tax, and 
other costs of transaction . (See Krassa, "Mobile Homes, " p. 7. ) 
Table 40 compares the monthly cost of a $7,000 mobile home with 
tha t of a $24,000 conventional single-family unit for the first five 
years . As can be seen, the initial cost of $1,060 for a mobile home 
whi ch includes the down payment and sales tax i s less than half that 
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for an FHA-insured mortgage and about one-sixth that for a conventional 
mortgage . Thus, mobile homes have a distinct advantage at the outset . 
The mobile home owner has to pay less for maintenance, taxes, and 
utilities, but he has to pay $65 for park rent that is not paid by 
the house buyer . The net monthly cost after deducting income tax 
savings due to interest payment deductions is $161 . 54 for a mobile, 
$248. 12 for an FHA-insured home, and $221 . 35 for a conventional 
mortgage . 52 Obviously, if a family's biggest concern is the size 
of their monthly payment, then a mobile home is the best buy as long 
as the family only plans on living in it for five years . Over a 
seven-year period, mobile homes are no longer the best buy on a 
monthly basis . ~1onthly costs would be $165 compared with $185 for 
the FHA-insured home and $160 for the conventional mortgage home. 63 
Still, at seven years the mobile home has the advantage of the 
lower down payment and the ease of obtaining a loan . In periods 
when mortgage money is scarce, people are more easily able to obtain 
an installment-type loan to buy a mobile home . 
There are other advantages that people might see . Mobile homes 
are easier to maintain than are conventional houses on both the 
interior and the exterior . Also, there is a certain amount of pride 
62sowers and Associates, Housing Report, p. 68 . 
63
"A Mobile Home vs . a House, " pp . 20- 21. 
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Table 40 . Compared costs of mobile home and conventional house (1972 
base), first five years 
12 ' x 70' mobile 
Financing terms home (816 sq . ft.) $24,000 
Type of loan $7,000--consumer FHA 
installation loan mortgage 
Maturity 10 years 30 years 
Interest rate 8% add-on/12 . 78 8. 5% 
A. P. R. 
Down payment $780 $2,400a 
Sales tax $280 
Monthly costs: 
Loan repayment $150 . 77 $165. 32 
and interest 
Park rent 65.00 
Maintenanceb 5. 00 15.00 
Taxesc 8. 23 50.00 
Heating and 
uti l itiesa 25 . 00 50 . 00 
Insurance Included in loan 10 . 00 
($8 . 20) 
$208.00 $290.32 
Income tax savings 
Deduct interest - 46.46 - 42.20 
payments 
Net monthly cost $161.54 $248. 12 
aclosing costs, which vary, are also a factor . 
bEstimates . 
House 
(800-900 sg . ft.) 
Conventional 
mortgage 
30 years 
8% 
$6,000a 
$132 . 08 
15 . 00 
50.00 
50 . 00 
10.00 
$257 . 35 
- 35. 73 
$221.35 
cAssumes ad valorum tax on both mobile home and conventional house, 
with mobile home at first year value . 
Source: Robert E. Berney and Arlyn J . Larson, "Micro-Analysis of 
Mobile Home Characteristics with Implications for Tax 
Po 1 icy," Land Economics, XL ( 1966), 453-463; James M. Bowers 
and Associates, Housing Repor t , Prepared for Colorado West 
Area Council of Governments (Denver, Col or ado: James t4 . 
Bowers and Associates, January, 1974) . 
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that goes along with owning a home rather than perpetually renting, 
and for many a mobile home is the only type of home that it is feasible 
to own . 64 
In the long run, however, the mobile home depreciates in value, 
while the conventional house does not . The conventional house may 
even appreciate in value, leaving the owner with a valuable asset. 
At the same time, the mobile home owner will have simply experienced 
a few years of inexpensive shelter, which for many is a worthy 
achievemen t . 65 If they were renting, in many cases they would have 
to pay more per month and have even less to show for it . 
There is no fixed formula for the computation of depreciation . 
Some use wholesale cost as the base, while others use retail price . 
An example of one formula is 20 percent of the retail pri ce for the 
first year, 10 percent for the second and third years, and 5 percent 
for the following years . 66 As can be seen, the resale value is low 
after it has been used for several years. Nevertheless, mobile home 
dealers say that they are unable to keep a used mobile home on their 
lot for more than a few days in Uintah County. 
The improvement and financing of mobile home parks has also 
stimulated the industry . Table 41 shows the costs of developing a 
good quality mobile home park as estimated by James M. Bowers and 
Associates . 67 The total cost per space is estimated at $3,930 and the 
64Bowers and Associates , Housing Report, p. 71 . 
65
"A Mobile Home vs . a House," p. 21 . 
66
rbid. , p. 19 . 
67Bowers and Associates, Housing Report, p. 78 . 
cost of the whole 100- unit project is estimated at $391,800 . This 
is quite a substantial amount of money . Realizing the need for more 
and better mobile home facilities, the FHA eased its programs for 
insuring mobile home park developments in 1969 . The result was a 
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spu rt in park developments i n 1970 and 1971 . The number of new spaces 
went up by 58,000 during the two years . 58 This represents a marked 
change in thinking about mobile homes as a solution to low and 
moderate income housing . 
Table 41 . Development cost of a 20-acre mobile home park with five 
homes per acre 
San . storm sewer 
Water distribution system 
Grading 
Street, drive, and sidewalk 
Other paving 
Electrical system 
Gas system 
Landscaping 
Building construction 
Mi see 11 aneous 
Land 
Total 
Cost per space 
$ 390 
390 
140 
950 
270 
340 
130 
200 
390 
_____!lQ 
$3,330 
_2QQ 
$3,930 
Cost for 100 spaces 
$ 39 , 200 
39 , 200 
14,000 
95,200 
26,600 
33,600 
12,600 
19,600 
39,200 
12,600 
$331,800 
60,000 
$391,800 
Source: Western Federal Savings and Loan Association, CoLoPado MobiLe 
Home Indus tPy (Denver, Colorado: Western Federal Savings 
and Loan Association, August, 1972) . 
68Krassa, "Mobile Homes, " p. 5. 
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The thinking of the American people toward mobile homes has 
changed substantially over the years due to the move toward increased 
size and luxury of the average mobile home and away from emphasis on 
mobility . As emphasis was taken off mobility, their reputation has 
improved as more and more moderate and middle-income people became 
associated with them. They are no longer thought of as transient 
housing for low-income migrant workers . The change in thinking has 
been made possible by low costs due largely to factory assembly and 
the use of unskilled labor . Lower costs made possible the appealing 
and expensive-looking interiors coupled with low prices. The low 
prices relative to those of conventi onal units, as well as the relative 
ease in obtaining financial arrangements, has made ownership possible 
for many people who otherwise would no t have been able to afford such 
plush surroundings . Even if these people had been able to afford a 
new house or to rent, perhaps they would not have been able to afford 
such middle- class - looking dwelling uni ts . 
Mobile Home Problems 
Even though many improvements have been made in the quality of 
mobile homes, there are still several unique problems associated with 
them that are not confronted when conventional housing is used . There 
are still problems of quality concerning wind, fire, and constructi on 
requirements . There are also questions about taxing and whether the 
owner pays his fair share in the community. Zoning regulations are 
another area of conflict in many cities . These problems will be 
discussed in this section . 
High winds can be the ca use of much damage to mobile homes. 
Because of the lack of a secure foundation and because of the light-
ness of the material used and the rectangular shape, they are easily 
blown over in high winds . These problems can be overcome in part by 
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good planning of mobile home parks . In areas where high winds usually 
come from one direction, mobile homes could be placed with a short 
end facing that direction. Many communities have tried to solve this 
problem by requiring that mobi le homes be securely tied down to a 
solid foundation. Skirts around the bottoms is also a good measure 
because it prevents winds from getting under the home and lifting it 
over. 69 High winds, however, are not a major problem in Uintah County . 
Winds are usually regular and low except in times of thunderstorms. 
Measures could be taken to prevent wind damage due to these storms 
if the community sees fit . 
Loss due to fire is another problem. In a study done in Oregon, 
the average financial loss due to fire in mobile homes was 25 . 96 
percent, as compared with 6.27 percent of the value of the average 
conventional unit . The high loss is due to the fact that mobile homes 
burn faster and the point of total destruction is reached sooner. 
This is due to several construction qualities which are peculiar to 
mobile homes . First, the interior and the exterior are not separated 
by space or insulation to impede the spread of fire . Second, many 
mobile homes are built with interior wood paneling, which is highly 
flammable . Third, insulation around the heating compartment may not 
69 Bowers and Associates, Houaing Report, p. 72. 
be sufficient or effective . Fourth, enough magnesium is often con-
tained in the outside paneling to make it combustible . 70 
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The death ratio for mobile homes was found to be 2. 74 times that 
per conventional unit fire . On the good side, however, it was found 
that conventional units have a higher percentage of fires by a ratio 
of l. 93 to l. 71 
Many of the problems associated with fires can be improved as 
the quality of mobile homes improves . As has been stated earlier, 
the quality of construction has been improving over the years as 
national standards have been adopted by the industry. As of July 1, 
1970, Utah adopted what it calls the American Standard, which is a 
standard published by the United States of America Standards Institute 
(ANS I ) and the National Fire Protection Association No . 50 18, Every 
mobile home sold, offered for sale, or manufactured after July 1, 
1970, in Utah has to be inspected and have a seal placed on it cer-
tifying that it meets the plumbing, heating, and electrical require-
ments of the American Standard. 72 
If the American Standard were met in Uintah County the quality 
of mobile home living could increase substantially, depending upon 
the level of abuse . It is likely that the majority of mobile homes 
do not meet and satisfy standards . Neighboring Duchesne County, 
which has had similar growth problems as Uintah County, has a problem 
70Ibid., pp . 72-73, 
71 Ibid. , p. 73 . 
72
utah, Utah Code, Annotated 1953, Replacement Volumes 5A, 68, 
1970, Title 41, Section 20, Paragraph 3, pp . 430-431 . 
with substandard mobile homes . On t·1onday, June 30, 1975, an article 
appearing in the Uintah Basin Standard73 gave insight into problems 
that could occur in Uintah County . State building inspectors in-
spected scores of mobile homes in Duchesne County and found that 
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almost 100 percent failed to meet health or safety standards or both. 
Most of the problem was due to unsafe electrical wiring hookups . To 
meet the problem head-on, the state will soon establish two offices 
in the Uintah Basin to keep closer tabs on mobile homes and con-
tractors. Duchesne County officials were advised to revise their 
inspection system and to hire another building inspector so that 
health and safety reg ulations can be met . 
If oil shale is developed in Uintah County, mobile homes will 
play a big part in meeting the demand for housing , In order to insure 
that safety and health hazards do not develop, a system of inspection 
that will catch substandard conditions will be needed . Planning for 
this should begin as soon as possible so that present conditions can 
be improved and further abuse can be prevented if oil shale is 
developed . 
The ANSI is a code established by the mobile home industry to 
regulate the quality of its product . It establishes certain per-
formance requirements to which manufacturers must conform using any 
materials that meet the requirements. The requirements range from 
plumbing system requirements to design requirements to construction 
73
"Building Inspectors Needed for County Sa¥s State Officials," 
Uintah Basin Standard, LXIII, No . 34 (June, 1975), p. 1. 
requirements . 74 The Uniform Building Code, on the other hand, is a 
speci f ication code which specifies materials to be used as well as a 
set of standards of performance . The difference between the two 
allows mobile home manufacturers to be flexible with materi al s to 
keep costs down, but it also allows at times a reduction of quality 
of construction . 75 Even though improvements in quality have been 
achieved by the application of this law, the consistency of quality 
varies great ly . 
The taxation of mobile homes is anothe r important question. 
Should they be taxed the same as any other dwelling unit or should 
they be taxed differently? Few states tax them the same as conven-
tional units . Some states use t he specific-ownership ta x, some use 
the ad-valorum tax, others use permit fees, and others use use-sales 
taxes . 76 
Utah uses an ad valorem assessment of all taxable proper ty as 
stated i n the Utah Code, Title 58. "All tangible property in this 
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state, not exempt under the laws of the United States or under the 
Constitution of this state, shall be taxed in proportion to its value 
as hereinafter provided ." 77 
Mobile homes are included in taxable property and are assessed 
at the same rate as real estate and improvements . They are considered 
pe rs onal property, however . The difference in taxation is that mobile 
74Frederick H. Bair, Jr . , "Regulation of Modular Housing, with 
Special Emphasis on Mobile Homes, " Report No . 271, Planning Advisory 
Service, 1971, pp . 17- 19. 
75sowers and Associates, Housing Report, p. 72 . 
76
rbid. , p. 74. 
77 utah, Utah Code , Tit le 59, Chapter l, Section 1. 
homes do not need to be appraised every five years as do real estate 
and improvements . Their fair market value is derived taking cost 
price multiplied by some depreciation factor . 
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The Utah Code sets the assessment rate and is stated as follows: 
"All taxable property, not specifically exempt under Article XIII, 
Section 2, of the Constitut ion of Utah, must be assessed at thirty 
percent of its reasonable fair cash value . Land and improvements 
must be separately assessed . "78 
In many Utah counties the rate of assessment is less than 30 per-
cent of market value. The assessment rate in Uintah County is about 
20 percent . The state keeps encouraging them to raise the rate, but 
it has not been done because of opposition from the residents of the 
county . 
To find an approximation of the fair market val ue of a mobile 
home, Uintah County starts in the first year after purchase at 95 
percent of original cost and decreases this at a rate of 5 percent 
per year until a minimum cash value of 25 percent of original cost is 
reached in the fifteenth year . The assessed valuation is found by 
taking 20 percent of the fair cash value each year . 
Cache County depreciates and assesses its mobile homes in a 
different manner . Assessed valuation in the first year is 22 percent 
of the original cost . It is 19 percent for the second year and con-
tinues to fall until the minimum of 6 percent is reached in the 
eleventh year . 
78I bid., Chapter 5, Section 1, 
Once the assessed valuation is found, it is mu ltiplied by the 
mill levy to arrive at the tax . The mill levies are 56 . 66 and 68 . 16 
for Uintah County and Vernal City, respectively . 
In the first year, the tax paid by a mobile home owner who 
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bought a home costing $10,000 originally would be calculated by taking 
95 percent of $10,000 or $9,500 for the depreciated fair cash value. 
The assessed value would be 20 percent of $9,500, or $1,900. The 
tax would be $107 . 65 in the county and $129 . 50 in Vernal . In the 
fifteenth year, the tax would be $28 . 33 in the county and $34 . 08 in 
t he city. 
The taxes paid by a $30,000 home owner would be $339 . 96 and 
$408.96 for the county and city, respectively . In the fifteenth year, 
assuming a rate of appreciation of 5 percent a year, the house would 
be worth $52,500 and the tax would be $594 . 93 for the county and 
$715 . 68 for the city . 
As can be seen from the above description, a mobile home owner 
with an average unit costing $10,000 pays $232 . 31 less taxes than an 
owner of a $30,000 home in the county and $279 . 46 less if he lived 
in the city during the first year . During the fifteenth year, the 
differential would be $566.60 in the county and $681 . 60 for the city . 
The above description illustrates why conventional home owners 
who have resided in the community for many years feel that mobile 
home dwellers do not pay their fair share of taxes . The argument 
is that they use the same services, but pay less taxes . They pay less 
taxes because the original cost is about one-third that of the average 
conventionai unit, and from there the mobile home depreciates while 
the conventional unit appreciates in value . 
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The answer to the question of whether mobile home dwellers use 
less services is not obvious . Average family size for mobile homes is 
lower, indicating that there are many childless families whose demand 
for school facilities is disproportionately low. Also, streets and 
sewers within the park may be developed considerably by the park 
developer. In some cases, trash disposal is handled privately by 
park owners . 79 It may be said that mobile homes incu r a slightly 
smaller per unit cost for services than do conventional homes . Also, 
during periods of high demand for housing and low vacancy rates, 
mobile homes are purchased by many people because they are more 
readily available . During this period of time, these people pay 
taxes associated with new mobile homes . After a few years, as demand 
for housing declines, many of those mobile home dwellers who plan to 
stay in the area substitute their mobile homes for conventional units 
which are taxed at higher rates . Many of these mobile homes will 
be sold and/or will be taken out of the county before they depreciate 
very much in value . The result would be to have an increasing 
residential assessed value over the time of the initial growth period 
and after. The slack in demand would be taken up by mobile homes 
whose owners on the average demand less government services and who 
pay lower taxes. As time passes and fewer mobile homes are demanded, 
more conventional units will be demanded whose owners are more 
permanent, pay more t axes, and demand more services . 
Mobile homes are still considered to be more of a burden on a 
community than are conventional units . Zoning laws to keep them out 
79 French and Hadden, "Mobile Homes in America," p. 138. 
are therefore enacted by the long-term residents . It is believed by 
many that mobile home owners locate outside of the city limits to 
avoid taxes while they take advantage of the services provided by 
the city . There is evidence that in the United States mobile homes 
are congregating in the rural urban fringe outside the cities . This 
could be to avoid taxes, but it could also be because of zoning 
ordinances which are designed to keep them out . 80 These laws have 
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developed in response to the poor reputation of mobile homes . Con-
ventional dwellers do not want tinny boxes inhabited by low-class 
people in their neighborhoods. Ordinances such as minimum lot size 
and refusal of water connections such as i n the Vernal case have been 
used to restrict entry . 
It might be suggested that in the case of oil shale development 
in Uintah County, where large numbers of construction, oil, and mining 
people will be employed, the use of mobile homes would be a viable 
solution to their housing needs . Zoning ordinances which encourage 
these people to either build a conventional home may not be the best 
solution to the problem. Many of these workers will only be in the 
county for two or three years, after which they will leave their 
homes, causing excessively high vacancy rates . 
The Utah Code gives cities and towns the right to control the 
development of the areas under their jurisdiction by zoning regula-
tions and is upheld by the courts . 
10- 9-l . Right to regulate zoning . - For the purpose 
of promoting health, safety, morals, and the general wel-
fare of the community , the legislative body of cities and 
towns is empowered to regulate and restrict the height, 
80Ibid. 
number of stories, and size of buildings and other 
structures, the percentage of lots that may be occupied, 
the size of yards, courts, and other open spaces, the 
density of population and the location and use of 
buildings, structures, and land for trade, industry, 
resi dence, or other purposes .Bl 
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By applying these powers, a community could either restrict entry 
completely or regulate development of mobile home parks according to 
a plan . 
Perhaps the solution would be to use zoning ordinances and other 
laws to regulate the appearance and location of mobile homes instead 
of using them to limit their entry . Certainly, the uncontrolled 
development of mobile home parks in Uintah County would detract from 
its aesthetic appeal . Laws that require landscaping, minimum lot 
size, and other health and safety standards would help integrate 
mobile home parks into the community as a respectable form of hous-
i ng. At the present time, Vernal has an ordinance that prohibits 
mobile homes from locating in at·eas othet· than mobile home parks . 
This ordinance along with others that will regula te the appearance 
and location of new parks could be a real asset to the co11111unity in 
solving housing problems that might result from oil shale development . 
Conclusion 
The mobile home industry has grown in the last few years because 
of its abil i ty to meet the needs of not only low- income groups, but 
also moderate and middle-income groups in the face of spiraling 
prices for conventional housing . This expansion and increased use 
has caused the reputation of mob i le homes and mobile home dwellers to 
81
utah, Utah Code, Title 10, Chapter 9, Section l . 
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reach higher l evels . Mobile homes are being thought of more and more 
as permanent housing as their size increases and their mobility de-
creases . National standards for both mobile homes and parks have 
improved the quality of mobile home life . Because of these standards, 
conventional home owners are thinking of mobile homes and their 
dwellers as more of an integral part of the community . Zoning regu-
lations and other ordinances can improve the integration of mobile 
homes into a community . In the case of Vernal and Uintah County, 
mobile homes can be used to house workers such as construction workers 
who will come and go with the construction of the oil shale facilities . 
Actions such as this may prevent overbuilding of conventional housing 
units that are constructed during the boom of a boom-bust cycle 
associated with oil fields and construction work . Mobile homes could 
be the solution with proper zoning and park planning . 
Table 42 . Population and employment between 1960 and 1970 
1970 1960 
LITb LIP Pop. Empl. Pop. Pop . Empl . LIP a LI T empl . 
Mohave, Arizona 25,857 8,914 2.9 7,736 2,885 18,121 6,029 3.0 
Calaveras, Calif. 13,585 4,278 3. 2 10,289 3,658 3,296 620 5.3 
El Dorado, Calif . 43,833 16,463 2.7 29 ,390 10,567 14,443 5,896 2.4 
Madison, Idaho 13,452 4,758 2.8 9,417 3,242 4,035 1,516 2.7 
L i nco 1 n, 1·1ontana 18,063 6,007 3.0 12,537 3,625 5,526 2,382 2.3 
Deschutes, Oregon 30,442 11,555 2.6 23,100 8,859 7,342 2,696 2.7 
Hays, Texas 27,642 9,841 2.8 19,934 6,495 7,708 3,346 2.3 
Montgomery, Texas 49,479 17,090 2.9 26,839 8,313 22,640 8,777 2.6 
Palo Pinto, Texas 28,962 9,109 3.2 20,516 6,664 8,446 2,445 3.5 
Parker, Texas 33,888 12,217 2.8 22,880 7,987 11 ,008 4,230 2.6 
Randall, Texas 53,885 22,667 2.4 33,913 12,951 19,972 9,716 2. 1 
aLI P = Change in population. 
bLIT = Change in total employment . 
Source: U.S . , Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, u.s. Census of PopuZation 
(Washington, D.C .: Government Printing Office, 1960, 1970); compiled by 
t•1uin Kakish, "Projected Employment and Population Impacts of Oil Shale Develop-
ment in Ui ntah County, Utah" ( unpub 1 i shed MS thesis, Utah State University, 
Logan, Utah, 1975). 
%LIP 
234.2 
32.0 
42.8 "' 49.1 I-~ 
44 .1 ~ 
31.8 ~ 
38.7 
84 .4 
41.2 
48.1 
58.9 
~ 
.__, 
0 
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Table 43. Units authorized 
County, Arizonaa 
by residential building permits, t·1ohave 
Year Total One- Two- Three-four- Five or family family family more 
1960 22 NAb NA NA NA 
1961 48 NA NA NA NA 
1962 69 59 
1963 167 138 13 10 
1964 192 165 8 9 10 
1965 68 68 
1966 74 74 
1967 261 203 22 34 
1968 430 279 26 27 98 
1969 633 NA NA NA NA 
1970 757 596 90 43 28 
1971 640 506 86 48 
1972 804 603 60 39 102 
1973 703 498 48 111 46 
1974 718 592 26 94 6 
aunits authorized by 
bNA = Not available . 
type of structure. 
Source: U. S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Housing 
Authovized by Building Pevmits and Public Contvaots, Con-
struction Re ports C40, 1960-1974. 
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Table 44. Units authorized by residential building permits, Calaveras 
County, Californiaa 
Year Total One- Two- Three-four- Five or family family family more 
1960 11 NAb NA NA NA 
1961 11 NA NA NA NA 
1962 228 NA NA NA NA 
1963 303 257 4 13 29 
1964 347 325 22 
1965 311 308 3 
1966 332 328 4 
1967 260 252 8 
1968 325 319 
1969 241 NA NA NA NA 
1970 260 242 16 
1971 324 320 4 
1972 436 383 12 41 
1973 327 288 8 28 
1974 210 198 12 
aunits authorized by 
bNA = Not available. 
type of structure. 
Source: U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Housing 
Authorized by Building Permits and Public Contracts , Con-
struction Reports C40, 1960-1974. 
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Table 45. Units authorized by residential 
Dorado County , Californiaa 
building permits, El 
Year Total One- Two- Three-four- Five or family family family more 
1960 1,165 NAb NA NA NA 
1961 1,632 954 155 94 429 
1962 1,149 883 56 44 166 
1963 1,360 920 130 171 139 
1964 1,096 858 78 53 109 
1965 1,227 838 68 73 248 
1966 464 442 4 15 
1967 213 209 4 
1968 204 198 2 4 
1969 593 NA NA NA NA 
1970 771 660 8 28 75 
1971 1. 372 895 10 85 382 
1972 1, 710 1,354 22 50 284 
1973 1, 857 1,413 84 123 237 
1974 1,580 1, 313 112 71 94 
aunits authorized by 
bNA; Not available . 
type of structure. 
Source: U.S . , Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Housing 
Authorized by BuiZding Pennits and PubZic Contracts , 
Construction Reports C40 , 1960-1974. 
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Table 46. Units authorized by residential building permits, Madison 
County, Idahoa 
Year Total One- Two- Three-four Five or family family family more 
1960 26 NAb NA NA NA 
1961 12 NA NA NA NA 
1962 25 NA NA NA NA 
1963 27 19 8 
1964 40 19 8 11 
1965 94 28 60 6 
1966 40 14 8 18 
1967 69 33 12 24 
1968 134 32 4 45 53 
1969 42 NA NA NA NA 
1970 119 17 4 98 
1971 326 41 32 253 
1972 33 29 4 
1973 30 22 8 
1974 59 57 2 
~Units authorized by type of structure. 
NA ; Not applicable . 
So urce: U. S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Housing 
Authorized by Bui~ding Permits and Pub~ic Contracts , 
Construction Reports C40, 1960-1974. 
Table 47. Units authorized by residential building permits, Lincoln 
County, 1·1ontanaa 
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Year Total One-family 
Two-
family 
Three-four-
family 
Five or 
more 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
4 
8 
19 
6 
3 
14 
50 
NA 
NA 
3 
NA 
4 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
~Units authorized by type of structure. 
NA = Not applicable. 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
4 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
16 
NA 
9 
44 
Source: U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Housing 
Authorized by Bui~ding Permits and Pub~ic Contracts, 
Construction Reports C40, 1960-1974. 
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Table 48. Units authorized by residential bu i lding permi ts, 
Deschutes County, Dregona 
Year Total One- Two- Three-four- Five or family family family more 
1960 52 NAb NA NA NA 
1961 P=2,52c NA NA NA NA 
1962 84 68 4 12 
1963 72 NA NA NA NA 
1964 145 75 6 12 42 
1965 184 137 15 32 
1966 107 60 27 20 
1967 124 106 2 16 
1968 109 75 4 24 6 
1969 82 NA NA NA NA 
1970 121 87 8 26 
1971 232 128 24 14 66 
1972 559 215 52 38 254 
1973 351 134 50 72 93 
1974 114 83 10 4 17 
~Units authorized by type of structure. 
NA = Not available. 
cPublic units are included in the total . 
Source: U.S . , Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Housing 
Authorized by Building Permits and PUblic Contracts, 
Construction Reports C40, 1960-1974. 
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Table 49 . Units authorized by residentia l bu i lding permits, Hays 
County , Texasa 
Year Total One- Two- Three-four- Five or family family family more 
1960 24 NAb NA NA NA 
1961 25 NA NA NA NA 
1962 17 NA NA NA NA 
1963 75 40 35 
1964 147 53 6 88 
1965 89 73 16 
1966 248 84 159 
1967 187 81 40 66 
1968 162 66 10 36 50 
1969 P=l 25,322c NA NA NA . NA 
1970 283 109 4 110 
1971 P=l00,417 99 102 216 
1972 237 73 4 148 
1973 307 52 36 4 203 
1974 176 38 2 136 
~Units authorized by type of structure . 
NA = Not available . 
CPublic units included in the total . 
Source: U. S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Housing 
Authorized by Building Permits and Public Contracts, 
Construction Reports C40, 1960-1974. 
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Table 50 . Units authori zed by residential building permits, Mont-
gomery County , Texasa 
Year Total One- Two- Three-four- Five or family family family more 
1960 40 NAb NA NA NA 
1961 70 NA NA NA NA 
1962 64 NA NA NA NA 
1963 73 69 4 
1964 94 86 8 
1965 11 2 89 4 19 
1966 69 58 2 3 6 
1967 65 57 8 
1968 98 50 4 44 
1969 65 NA NA NA NA 
1970 71 65 4 
1971 222 127 i5 78 
1972 358 119 71 166 
1973 69 65 4 
1974 62 48 4 10 
~Units authorized by type of structure . 
NA = Not available. 
Source: U. S. , Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Housing 
Authorized by Building Permits and Public Contracts, 
Construction Reports C40, 1960-1974. 
Table 51 . Units authorized by residential building pe rmits, Palo 
Pinto County, Texasa 
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Year Total One- Two- Three-fou r- Five or family family fami ly more 
1960 36 NAb NA NA NA 
1961 48 NA NA NA NA 
1962 138 110 28 
1963 86 NA NA NA NA 
1964 170 133 37 
1965 190 160 30 
1966 184 184 
1967 322 245 4 73 
1968 185 156 8 14 
1969 34 NA NA NA NA 
197 0 72 72 
1971 P=60,67c 60 
1972 
1973 
1974 
gunits authori zed by type of structure . 
cNA = Not available. 
Public units included in the total. 
Source : U. S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Housing 
Authorized by BuiZding Permits and PubZia Contracts, 
Construction Repor ts C40, 1960-1974. 
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Table 52. Units authorized by residential building permits, Parker 
County, Texasa 
Year Total One- Two- Three-four- Five or family family family more 
1960 76 NAb NA NA NA 
1961 90 NA NA NA NA 
1962 56 NA NA NA NA 
1963 85 69 6 
1964 81 69 12 
1965 77 73 4 
1966 32 24 8 
1967 61 50 
1968 93 33 60 
1969 91 NA NA NA NA 
1970 92 54 32 6 
1971 119 79 28 12 
1972 91 27 64 
1973 20 20 
1974 37 
gunits authorized by type of structure. 
NA = Not available . 
Source : U.S . , Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Housing 
Authorized by Building Permits and Public Contracts, 
Construction Reports C40, 1960-1974. 
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Table 53 . Units authorized by residential building permits, Randall 
County, Texas a 
Year Total One- Two- Three-four- Five or family family family more 
1960 77 NAb NA NA NA 
1961 126 122 4 
1962 87 63 24 
1963 193 68 2 123 
1964 82 76 6 
1965 124 58 64 
1966 79 44 35 
196 7 131 39 92 
1968 51 39 12 
1969 26 NA NA NA NA 
1970 119 19 100 
1971 64 40 6 18 
1972 43 41 
1973 78 78 
1974 48 42 2 4 
gunits authorized by type of structure . 
NA: Not available. 
Source: U. S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Housing 
Authorized by Bui~ding Permits and Pub ~ ie Contracts , 
Constructi on Reports C40, 1960-1974. 
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Tabl e 54. Building permits authorized by type of structure for 
~1offat County, Co 1 or ado 
Yea r Total One- Two- Three-four- Five or family family family 
1960 37 37 
1961 22 22 
1962 33 29 4 
1963 16 11 
1964 P=2,22a 16 4 
1965 20 16 4 
1966 P=l,7 P=l,7 
1967 6 6 
1968 3 
1969 NAb NA NA NA 
1970 4 4 
1971 10 4 4 
1972 14 10 4 
1973 80 34 4 35 
1974 45 46 
gp = Number of public units . 
NA = Not available . 
Source: U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Housing 
Authori zed by Bui~ding Permits and Pub~ia Contraats, 
Construction Reports C40, 1960-1974. 
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Table 55 . Building permits authorized by type of struct ure for 
Sweetwater County, Wyoming 
Year Total One- Two- Three-four- Five or family family family more 
1960 55 55 
1961 90 90 
1962 187 157 20 10 
1963 66 66 
1964 47 42 4 
1965 44 42 2 
1966 37 21 16 
1967 42 28 12 
1968 57 55 
1969 83 NAa NA NA NA 
1970 150 93 2 55 
1971 143 107 4 8 24 
1972 123 123 
1973 510 394 10 48 58 
1974 469 217 100 48 104 
aNA = Not available . 
Source: U. S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Housing 
Author i zed by BuiLding Permits and PUbLic Contracts, 
Construction Reports C40, 1960-1974. 
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Table 56. Units authorized by residential building permits, Duchesne 
County, Utah 
Year Total One- Two- Three-four- Five or family family family more 
1960 6 NAa NA NA NA 
1961 NA NA NA NA 
1962 2 NA NA NA NA 
1963 NA NA NA NA 
1964 4 NA NA NA NA 
1965 8 8 
1966 10 10 
1967 18 18 
1968 11 4 
1969 2 NA NA NA NA 
1970 21 19 
1971 42 22 2 6 12 
1972 75 39 14 16 6 
1973 56 48 4 4 
1974 69 61 6 
aNA= Not available. 
Source: U. S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Housing 
Authorized by Building Permits and Public Contracts, 
Construction Reports C40, 1960-1974 . 
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Table 57. Units authorized by residential building permits, Carbon 
County, Utah 
Year Total One- Two- Three-four- Five or family family family more 
1960 20 NAa NA NA NA 
1961 15 NA NA NA NA 
1962 12 NA NA NA NA 
1963 14 12 
1964 NA NA NA NA 
1965 14 14 
1966 10 10 
1967 19 17 2 
1968 21 19 
1969 17 NA NA NA NA 
1970 34 32 2 
1971 57 51 6 
1972 60 48 4 8 
1973 66 62 4 
1974 98 64 2 32 
aNA - Not ava1 1 able. 
Source: U. S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Housing 
Authorized by BuiZding Permits and PubZic Contracts , 
Construction Reports C40, 1960-1974. 
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Table 58. Units authorized by residential building permits, Uintah 
County, Utah a 
Year Total One- Two- Three-four- Five or family family family more 
1960 55 NAb NA NA NA 
1961 102 93 4 
1962 158 140 14 4 
1963 P=l,62c 58 4 
1964 31 NA NA NA NA 
1965 P=l0,51 51 
1966 36 32 4 
1967 23 23 
1968 18 18 
1969 P=5 ,19 NA NA NA NA 
1970 95 95 
1971 P=7l,l45 145 
1972 120 98 2 12 8 
1973 127 109 6 12 
1974 212 126 6 18 62 
aunits authorized by type of 
bNA = Not available . 
structure. 
cp = Number of public units included in total. 
Source: U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Housing 
AuthoPized by Building PePmits and Public ContPacts , 
Construction Reports C40, 1960-1974. 
Table 59 . Population, income, and employment, Emery County, Utah 
% Non-agric. 11 Non-agric. % Persona 1 Per Year Population i ncome capita Population employment employment Unemployed l ,OOO ' s income 
1960 5, 500 1,264 26 11.0 10,112 1,840 
1961 5,500 0 1,189 -75 11.8 10,003 1,820 
1962 5,400 -1.9 1,093 -96 12.2 7,832 1,450 
1963 5,400 0 1,144 51 11.5 9,137 1,690 
1964 5,400 0 1,110 -34 11.4 9,330 1,730 
1965 5,400 0 1,222 112 9.4 9,663 1,790 
1966 5,300 -1.9 1,022 -200 10 . 7 8,637 1,630 
1967 5,200 -1.9 1,011 -11 7.8 9,849 1,890 
1968 5,200 0 1,134 123 7.9 9,850 1,890 
1969 5,100 -1.9 1,050 -84 8.2 9,660 1,890 
1970 5,200 2.0 1,169 119 9.5 10,839 2,080 
1971 5,300 1.9 1,080 -89 12.9 11,918 2,290 
1972 5,200 -1.9 1,588 508 8.3 20,631 3,970 
1973 6,100 17.3 2,141 553 5.9 34,855 5,710 
1974 6,2ooa 1.6 2,136a -60 8.5a 37 ,082a 5,980a 
aPreliminary. 
Source: Utah Department of Employment Security, Utah Labor Market Information by PLanning District and 
County , 1950-1973 (Salt Lake City, Utah : Utah Department of Employment Security, 1974; 
Utah Department of Employment Security, Employment News letter, February, 1975 , for 1971-1974. 
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Table 60. Populati on, income, and employment, Carbon County, Utah 
% Non-agric . 6 Non-agri c. % Personal Per Year Population income capita Population employment employment Unemployed l, OOO's income 
1960 21,200 - 4,969 -128 9.1 37 ,1 38 1,750 
1961 20,400 -3 . 8 4,850 -119 9.7 37,226 1 ,820 
1962 19 , 700 -3.4 4,758 -92 10.5 30 ,9 76 1,570 
1963 18,700 -5 . 1 4,540 -21 8 10.0 30 ,1 48 1 ,610 
1964 17,700 -5.3 4,526 -1 4 9.8 32,201 1,820 
1965 17,300 -2 . 3 4,672 146 7.5 34,040 1,970 
1966 16,900 -2 .3 4,722 50 8.0 32,388 1,920 
1967 16,800 - .6 4,614 -108 8.6 36,820 2,190 
1968 16,400 -2 . 4 4,566 48 9.1 38,206 2,330 
1969 16,100 -1.8 4,61 8 -52 8.0 41 ,970 2,61 0 
1970 15,800 -1.9 4,671 -53 10 .0 46,1 42 2,920 
1971 16,100 1. 9 4,820 149 11.3 50,811 3,160 
1972 16,500 2.5 4,911 91 10.1 55,1 43 3,360 
1973 17,000 3. 0 5,020 109 8.0 60,480 3,560 
1974 17 ,700a 4. 1 5,210a 190 8. ,a 67,259a 3,800a 
aPre1iminary. 
Source: Utah Department of Employment Security, Utah Labor Market Info~ation by Planning District and 
County, 1950- 19?3 (Salt Lake City, Utah: Utah Department of Employment Security, 1974), for 
1960-1970; Utah Department of Employment Security, Employment Newsletter, February, 1975, for 
1971-1974. 
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Table 61. Population, income, and employment, Duchesne County, Utah 
% Non-agri c. 11 Non-agric , % Personal Per Year Population income capita Population employment employment Unemployed 1,000' s i ncome 
1960 7,200 
- 1 ,071 61 8.3 9 ,811 1,360 
1961 7,200 0 1,067 -4 9, 7 10,385 1,440 
1962 7,100 -1.4 1 ,087 20 9. 0 9,614 1 ,350 
1963 7,000 -1.4 1 ,036 -51 12.2 9,460 1,350 
1964 6,700 -4 . 3 949 -87 9.3 8,512 1,270 
1965 6,500 -3 . 0 988 39 8. 9 9,675 1,490 
1966 6,500 0 1,132 144 6, 1 10,791 1,660 
1967 6,700 3. 1 1,343 211 7. 5 13,850 2,070 
1968 7,000 4.5 1,411 68 8. 2 14,871 2,120 
1969 7,100 1.4 1,418 7 8. 7 15,682 2,210 
1970 7,400 4.2 1,610 192 10. 4 17,604 2,380 
1971 7,900 6.8 1,800 190 8.9 19,1 91 2,430 
1972 9,700 22.8 2,608 808 4.6 30,603 3,150 
1973 11.200 15.5 3,451 843 3.8 47,506 4,240 
1974 ll,600a 3.6 3,520a 69 4. 7a 52,939a 4,560a 
aPrel imi nary. 
Source: Utah Department of Employment Security, Utah Labor Market Information by Planning District and 
County, 1950- 19?3 (Salt Lake City, Utah: Utah Department of Employment Security, 1974), for 
1960-1970; Utah Department of Employment Security, Employment Newsletter, February, 1975, for 
1971-1974. 
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Table 62. Population, income, and employment, Uintah County, Utah 
% Non-agric. t::, Non-agric. % Personal Per Year Population income capita Population employment employment Unemployed 1,000' s income 
1960 11,700 1,071 254 4.4 21,553 1,840 
1961 12,400 6.0 3,084 83 3.5 22,793 1,840 
1962 12,800 3.2 3,382 298 2.3 24,698 1,930 
1963 13,000 1.6 3,080 -302 4.7 23,188 1 ,780 
1964 12,800 -1.5 3,000 - 80 8.3 23,720 1,850 
1965 12,800 0 3,023 23 5.9 25,499 1 ,990 
1966 12,600 -1.6 3,186 163 5.5 26,196 2,080 
1967 12,500 -.8 3,221 35 5.3 27,880 2,230 
1968 12,400 - . 8 3,163 -58 5.1 29,438 2,370 
1969 12,400 0 3,419 256 4.6 32,421 2,610 
1970 12,800 3.2 3,510 91 5.9 35,620 2,780 
1971 13,300 3.9 3,852 342 6.0 39,134 2,940 
1972 14,400 8.3 4,655 803 4.4 50,407 3,500 
1973 15,200 5.6 4,909 254 3.5 59,267 3,900 
1974 16,000a 5. 3 5,405a 496 4.7a 70,443a 4,4ooa 
aPrelimi nary. 
Source: Utah Department of Employment Security, Utah Labor Marke t I nformation by Planning District and 
County, 1950- 1973 (Salt Lake City, Utah: Utah Department of Employment Security, 1974), for 
1960- 1970; Ut ah Department of Employment Security, Employment Newsletter, February, 1975, for 
1971-1974. 
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Table 63. Building permits and mobile homes 
Year Carbon Count~ Duchesne Count~ Uintah Count~ ~County Permanent a MH5 Total Permanent a MH5 Total Permanent a MH6 Total t1H 
1960 20 18 38 6 7 13 55 19 74 4 
1961 15 12 27 7 11 18 102 16 118 6 
1962 12 9 21 2 10 12 158 16 174 10 
1963 14 20 34 7 8 15 P=l,6lc 16 77 7 
1964 7 11 18 4 19 23 31 11 42 7 
1965 14 13 27 8 13 21 P=l0,41 18 59 8 
1966 10 18 28 10 14 24 36 19 55 5 
1967 19 19 38 18 15 33 23 18 41 9 
1968 21 25 46 11 27 38 18 38 56 16 
1969 17 28 45 2 47 49 P=5,14 41 55 11 
1970 34 47 81 21 50 71 95 63 158 19 
1971 57 90 147 42 69 111 P=71,74 88 162 25 
1972 60 160 220 75 224 299 120 257 377 51 
1973 66 189 255 56 192 248 127 235 362 81 
1974 98 108 206 69 104 173 212 183 395 58 
Year of M++ 81 15 21 23 
not known 
Before 1960 62 63 94 53 
apermanent dwelling units authorized; U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Housing 
Authorized by Building Permits and Public Contracts, Construction Reports C40, 1960-1974. 
bYear the mobile home was built as counted by the author from county tax records in June, 1975. 
cPublic units not included in total. 
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